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PREFACE 

The National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER) was established to expand and 
disseminate knowledge about earthquakes, improve earthquake-resistant design, and implement 
seismic hazard mitigation procedures to minimize loss of lives and property. The emphasis is on 
structures in the eastern and central United States and lifelines throughout the country that are found 
in zones oflow, moderate, and high seismicity. 

N CEER' s research and implementation plan in years six through ten (1991-1996) comprises four 
interlocked elements, as shown in the figure below. Element I, Basic Research, is carried out to 
support projects in the Applied Research area. Element II, Applied Research, is the major focus of 
work for years six through ten. Element III, Demonstration Projects, have been planned to support 
Applied Research projects, and will be ejther case studies or regional studies. Element IV. 
Implementation, will result from activity in the four Applied Research projects, and from Demonstra
tion Projects. 

ELEMENT I 
BASIC RESEARCH 

• Seismic hazard and 
ground motion 

• Soils and geotechnical 
engineering 

• Structures and systems 

• Risk and reliability 

• Protective and intelligent 
systems 

• Societal and economic 
studies 

ELEMENT" 
APPLIED RESEARCH 

• The Building Project 

• The Nonstructural 
Components Project 

• The Lifelines Project 

The Highway Project 

ELEMENT '" 
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS 

Case Studies 
• Active and hybrid control 
• Hospital and data processing 

facilities 
Short and medium span bridges 

• Water supply systems in 
Memphis and San Francisco 

Regional Studies 
• New York City 
• Mississippi Valley 
• San Francisco Bay .Area 
• City of Memphis, Tennessee 

and Shelby County 

ELEMENT IV 
IMPLEMENTATION 

• ConferenceslWorkshops 
• EducationiTraining courses 
• Publications 
• Public Awareness 

Research in the Building Project focuses on the evaluation and retrofit ofbuildings in regions of moderate 
seismicity. Emphasis is on lightly reinforced concrete buildings, steel semi -rigid frames, and masonry walls 
or infills. The research involves small- and medium-scale shake table tests and full-scale component tests 
at several institutions. Ina parallel effort, analytical models and computer programs are being developed to 
aid in the prediction of the response ofthese buildings to various types of ground motion. 
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Two of the short -term products of the Building Project will be a monograph on the eval uation oflightly 
reinforced concrete buildings and a state-of-the-art report on unreinforced masonry 

The structures and systems program constitutes one ofthe important areas of research in the Building 
Project. Current tasks include the following: 

1. Continued testing oflightly reinforced concrete external joints. 
2. Continued development of analytical tools, such as system identification, idealization, and computer 

programs. 
3. Perform parametric studies ofbuilding response. 
4. Retrofit oflightly reinforced concrete frames, flat plates and unreinforced masonry. 
5. Enhancement of the IDARC (inelastic damage analysis of reinforced concrete) computer program. 
6. Research infilled frames, including the development of an experimental program, development of 

analytical models and response simulation. 
7. Investigate the torsional response of symmetrical buildings. 

This research investigates the dynamic behavior of two reduced-scale URM bUildings withjlexible 
diaphragms though laboratory testing. A simple analytical model was created to estimate dynamic 
response parameters, such as acceleration and displacement. The model showed good agreement 
with the laboratory results. 

!further, conventional methods of analysis for URM structures were investigated to determine their 
applicability and accuracy. Methodsfound in present codes for new construction and rehabilitation, 
finite element models, response spectrum analysis, pushover analysis and nonlinear time-step 
integration were examined. Recommendations for the analysis and rehabilitation ofURM buildings 
with jlexible diaphragms are provided. 
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ABSTRACT 

The overall objective of the research was to provide recommendations for the evaluation 

and rehabilitation of unreinforced masonry buildings. An experimental study \\.lS done to 

investigate nonlinear dynamic response of two-story building systems with flexible floor 

diaphragms. Two reduced-scale test structures were subjected to a series of simulated 

earthquake motions on the University of Illinois shaking table. The experimental 

parameters were the relative lateral strengths of the two parallel shear walls and the 

aspect ratios of piers between window and door openings. The accuracy of several 

computational methods were examined by contrasting estimates with measured response. 

These methods included procedures that'are prescribed in building code requirements for 

new construction and guidelines for rehabilitation of existing buildings, as well as more 

complex finite element and dynamic analysis methods. A nonlinear dynamic analysis 

model was developed to estimate large-amplitude displacements. 

This report includes descriptions of the experimental and analytical investigations, and 

provides a number of recommendations for evaluation and rehabilitation of unreinforced 

masonry buildings. 
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION 

Masonry construction is common in almost all parts of the world. Masonry is the original 

building material, dating back to ancient Egypt, the Greek and Roman dynasties, and early Latin 

American and Far Eastern civilizations. Some enduring masonry structures include the Pyramids 

of Giza, the Roman Colosseum, and the Great Wall of China. For many masonry constructions, 

only the ravages of time can wear them down. 

Recently, masonry has been given a bad reputation due to dramatic media coverage after 

earthquakes. Piles of bricks on top of sidewalks and parked cars, crumbled walls, toppled 

chimneys, and cracked masonry facades seem to gamer much press following seismic events. 

However, many of these walls, chimneys, and facades were poorly constructed and were non

engineered, that is they were not designed to resist loads induced by an earthquake. Engineered 

and/or carefully constructed unreinforced masonry (URM) structures can and do perform well 

during large seismic events. In a previous study (Tena-Colunga and Abrams, 1992a) , an URM 

firehouse subjected to the 1989 Lorna Prieta earthquake was studied. Even though peak ground 

accelerations in the region of the firehouse were as high as O.29g, and the flexible timber roof 

diaphragms amplified ground accelerations as high as 2.5 times, the structure experienced little 

damage. 

Many existing masonry structures are unreinforced because reinforcement was not feasible 

or was thought to be unnecessary. A growing awareness of the potential insufficiencies of these 

URM structures has led to the need to know how much resistance these structures have against 

lateral loads. This awareness has spread beyond the seismically active regions to areas that have 

been traditionally considered non-seismic. Of particular concern are URM structures with flexible 

floor and roof diaphragms, usually made of timber. One of the problems with determining the 

lateral strength of an URM building with flexible floor and/or roof diaphragms is deciding how to 

analytically model the structure. Typical structural analysis models use lumped masses at the story 

levels while further simplifications include assuming rigid floor diaphragms in order to collapse the 

entire story into a single lateral element. An URM building with flexible diaphragms, however, is 
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not accurately modelled in this way since the flexible diaphragms can amplify wall accelerations 

and can influence response frequencies. 

Seismic evaluation and strengthening of URM structures has started to become accepted 

engineering practice in the United States over the last ten to fifteen years. Its origins can be tied to 

a series of reports known as the ABK "Methodology for Mitigation of Seismic Hazards in Existing 

URM Buildings." Two organizations, one federal and one private, have released code-type 

provisions and a code which include chapters based on this methodology for the evaluation of URM 

buildings. In 1992, the Building Seismic Safety Council issued the NEHRP Handbook for the 

Seismic Evaluation of Existing Buildings (FEMA 178). Here, Appendix C is labeled "Evaluation 

of Unreinforced Masonry (URM) Bearing Wall Buildings." In 1994, the International Conference 

of Building Officials (lCBO) released a revised edition of the Uniform Code for Building 

Conservation (UCBC). Within this code, Appendix Chapter 1 is entitled "Seismic Strengthening 

Provisions for Unreinforced Masonry Bearing Wall Buildings." Both chapters are similar in nature 

and scope and are designed to identify potential shortcomings of an existing URM structure's 

ability to withstand anticipated lateral loads. 

The current study was borne from a previous investigation by Tena-Colunga and Abrams 

(l992a) who examined the dynamic response of an URM firehouse during the Lorna Prieta 

earthquake. This current program is one of the first dynamic laboratory studies of URM buildings 

aimed at investigating the effects of flexible diaphragms on wall behavior. The study of flexible 

diaphragms necessitates dynamic testing since static tests do not accurately represent inertial effects, 

strain rates, and the presence of multiple response frequencies. Inertial and frequency effects are 

crucial in the study of flexible diaphragms while strain rates play an important role in the dynamic 

strength of unrein forced masonry. 

1.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this study can be broken down into three primary areas. The first 

objective is to investigate the dynamic behavior of two, reduced-scale, URM buildings with flexible 
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diaphragms. In a laboratory setting, dynamic response of URM bearing wall systems with flexible 

diaphragms will be observed. A body of response data on URM structures with flexible 

diaphragms, that can be used by others, will result from the experiments. 

A second objective of the research program is to develop a simple analytical model to 

estimate important dynamic response parameters, such as acceleration and displacement. The 

model will be reconciled with the data measured during the dynamic tests. 

The third objective of the study is to investigate conventional methods of analysis for URM 

structures to determine their applicability and accuracy. Several methods found in present codes 

for new construction and rehabilitation, finite element models, and some simple dynamic analyses 

will be reviewed. Calculated response will be compared with the measured response. Other 

methods, such as response spectrum analysis, pushover analysis, and nonlinear time-step 

integration will be examined more carefully to see how well these methods model the behavior of 

the test structures. The end result of the study will be recommendations for the evaluation and 

rehabilitation of URM buildings with flexible diaphragms. 

1.2 Previous Masonry Research 

Masonry research has been conducted in many nations around the world. Static and 

dynamic tests of masonry structures and components have been completed. Studies have also been 

undertaken to model and analyze the response of masonry structures to lateral loadings. In 

addition, researchers have reported on the actual response of masonry buildings during earthquakes 

through post-earthquake reconnaissance reports. This section will briefly summarize previous 

research relating to the dynamic and static testing of masonry structures and components, the 

modeling and analysis of masonry structures, and the response of masonry structures during 

earthquakes. 
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1.2.1 Dynamic Tests 

A large number of shaking-table tests of masonry structures has been completed in what is 

now Slovenia (formerly Yugoslavia). In 1987, Tomazevic reported on dynamic tests of a one

seventh scale, four-story, unreinforced brick, building. Since all the damage occurred in the first 

story during these tests, Tomazevic proposed a story mechanism as a simple model when 

overturning forces can be neglected. In 1990, Tomazevic, et al, described the effects of 

reinforcement and structural layout on masonry structures as a result of dynamic tests on four, one

fifth scale, block buildings. Two of the buildings had a central reinforced concrete column while 

the other two had a central cross-shaped masonry wall. The unreinforced buildings were 

determined to be less "ductile" than those with reinforcement while among the unreinforced 

models, the one with the cross-shaped wall performed better than the one with the reinforced 

concrete column. Tomazevic and Weiss revisited the tests of the latter two buildings (with the 

cross-shaped walls) in 1994. Dynamic tests on four, one-fourth scale, two-story, stone masonry 

buildings were discussed in 1992 by Tomazevic, et al. The primary variable in this series of tests 

was the effect of different types of floor systems on the seismic performance of the buildings. 

Results indicated that the type of floor system (wood, reinforced concrete or brick) was less 

important than how well the floor system was connected to the walls and how well the walls were 

tied together. A series of tests on four, one-fourth scale, two-story, unreinforced brick buildings 

were reported on in 1993 and 1994 by Tomazevic, et al. The main issue being studied in this test 

series was the connectivity of the walls. Preliminary results showed that adding ties to buildings 

with wooden floor systems can prevent serious damage to the out-of-plane walls. 

Other European shaking-table tests of masonry structures have been conducted by 

researchers in Italy, Macedonia, and England. In 1992, Modena, La Mendola, and Terrusi 

reported on a one-fifth scale, three-story, test building composed of reinforced block perimeter 

walls and a central reinforced concrete column. Magenes and Calvi described dynamic tests of 

eight unreinforced brick walls in 1994. Variables in this test series included two mortar strengths, 

two aspect ratios, and two levels of axial load. Wall rocking was reported for the four walls with 

the stronger mortar and one of the four walls with the weaker mortar (more slender, lighter axial 
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load). A joint Macedonian/Italian shaking-table testing program of mixed brick masonry and 

reinforced concrete systems was discussed by lurukovski, et aI, in 1992. Three, one-third scale, 

four-story, models with reinforced concrete elements in the first story and brick walls in all stories 

were tested, the latter two models being strengthened versions of the first. Also in 1992, Pomonis, 

et aI, reported on shaking-table tests of a total of six unreinforced concrete block and concrete brick 

walls. The purpose of the tests was to study the effects of frequency content of the ground motion 

on wall damage. 

A considerable amount of dynamic testing of masonry structures has also taken place in the 

Peoples Republic of China (PRC). In 1986, Zhu summarized the Chinese shaking-table testing 

programs. Three, reduced-scale, one-story, unreinforced brick buildings were tested at the 

Institute of Engineering Mechanics (Harbin) while three, one-fourth scale, five-story, unreinforced 

block buildings were tested at Tongji University (Shanghai). Dynamic tests of masonry walls, with 

and without openings, were also conducted at Tongji University. A more detailed report by Zhu, 

Wu, and Zhou in 1986 (Tongji) described a shaking-table test of a one-fourth scale, five-story, 

block building, this one strengthened by reinforced concrete comer columns and tie beams. In 

1990, Xia, et aI, (lEM) described dynamic tests of a one-sixth scale, seven-story, block building 

with reinforced concrete tie columns and beams. The main interest of these tests was the 

lightweight blocks that were used. 

Some dynamic testing of masonry structures has been conducted in Peru. Bariola, 

Ginocchio, and Quiun described shaking-table tests of seven unreinforced brick walls in 1990. The 

walls had varying slenderness and were tested in the out-of-plane direction. After flexural cracking 

at the base, rigid-body rocking (out-of-plane) was prevalent. In 1992, San Bartolome, Qulun, and 

Torrealva reported on dynamic tests of a reduced-scale (1:2.5), three-story, confined brick 

masonry structure. One facet of the tests was the type of failure, either shear or flexural, and the 

effect of this failure on the current design practice. Even though a flexural failure was expected, a 

shear failure was recorded. 

In the United States, shaking-table tests have been conducted on brick, block, and abode 

structures. In 1979, Clough, Mayes, and Giilkan summarized a series of dynamic tests of four, 
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full-size, one-story, partially-reinforced houses. One of the buildings was brick while the others 

were block. One of the block buildings was first tested unreinforced. In addition, walls, both 

reinforced and unrein forced , were tested simultaneously with some of the houses. During the 

testing of the first house, rocking of the walls was found to strongly influence the response and was 

minimized in subsequent tests. In 1983, Manos, Clough, and Mayes reported on tests of a fifth 

house, this time under triaxial excitation. This block house was also first tested unreinforced 

before being partially reinforced. Sucuoglu, Mengi, and McNiven used shaking-table tests of a 

pair of unrein forced brick walls to develop a linear, mathematical model for the dynamic response 

of masonry walls in 1982. In 1986, Mengi and McNiven used the results from the previous tests to 

extend the model to include nonlinear behavior. Also in 1986, Scawthom and Becker used 

shaking-table tests of a three-fourth scale adobe house to test various strengthening measures. 

Tolles, et al, reported on dynamic tests of strengthened adobe houses (one-fifth scale) in 1994. 

Lastly, in 1990, Paulson and Abrams used shaking-table tests of two, one-fourth scale, reinforced 

concrete block buildings to examine dynamic response characteristics of reinforced masonry 

buildings. 

1.2.2 Static Tests 

Statics tests on unreinforced masonry have been conducted in Italy. Anthoine, Magenes, 

and Magonette reported on cyclic, in-plane tests of unreinforced masonry piers with different 

aspect ratios in 1994. The static tests showed that the more slender wall rocked while the stockier 

wall failed by diagonal cracking. When retested with a larger axial load, the more slender wall 

iHso e~lyit>ite6 tiiago.'=lal ~{'acking. Also -in 1994, -CaI:v-i,-et aI, {-€porte<:i 00 ~l"{~Hm4fiafoyst!Jdies 

relating to the static testing of a full-scale, unreinforced brick building at the University of Pavia. 

In the United States, in 1989, Epperson and Abrams reported on in-plane static tests of full

scale walls extracted from an existing building. Although the primary mode of failure for the five 

walls was shear, the walls all continued to resist increasing lateral loads after initial flexural 

cracking. Abrams and Shah reported on cyclic, in-plane, static tests of unreinforced masonry walls 

in 1992. The primary test variables in this study were aspect ratio and vertical compressive stress. 
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Results indicated that aspect ratio influenced the mode of failure, with the more slender walls 

exhibiting a greater degree of flexural cracking. Also noted was that deformation capacity was 

quite large when flexural cracking was present. In 1995, in-plane static tests of three, one-third 

scale, unreinforced masonry shear walls were reported by Mahmoud, Hamid, and EI Magd. The 

authors concluded that the more slender walls were controlled primarily by rigid-body rocking. In 

addition, lowering the unit strength did not have a significant effect on the strength of the more 

slender walls. 

Static tests on confined masonry components have been conducted in Mexico. Alcocer and 

Meli reported on tests of five confined masonry walls in 1993. Test variables included the degree 

of (in-plane) coupling between the walls, the absence or presence of joint reinforcement, and the 

aspect ratios of the walls. Results indicated that for these types of systems, diagonal cracking was 

predominant independent of wall aspect ratio. 

In 1986, Feng summarized the results of in-plane static tests conducted in Xian, China. 

Eighty-six unrein forced masonry walls were tested in this study. The tests showed that under low 

loads the walls rocked while remaining intact. Under larger loads, shear sliding occurred. Feng 

concluded that lateral resistance decreased with both an increase in aspect ratio (more slender) and 

an increase in vertical compressive stress. 

1.2.3 Modeling of Masonry Buildings 

In 1978, Adham and Ewing reported on the modeling of unreinforced masonry buildings 

with wooden roof diaphragms. Their model consisted of rigid end (in-plane) walls, a flexible roof 

diaphragm, and the weight of the out-of-plane walls which were assumed to be cracked. The 

results from computer simulations using earthquake input motions indicated that stiffer diaphragms 

transmitted more shear force to the in-plane walls than the more flexible diaphragms, yet the more 

flexible diaphragms had greater deflections. 

Like the Adham and Ewing paper, the ABK "Methodology" report, published in 1984, also 

recommended the assumption of modeling in-plane shear walls as rigid to determine dynamic 
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excitations of the diaphragms. In another section, this report discussed restoring shear capacity, 

i.e., rocking capacity, for piers with flexural cracks at the base and top. 

In a 1987 paper, Ewing, et aI, described a "lumped parameter model (LPM)" for 

reinforced masonry buildings with flexible roof diaphragms. This model consisted of flexible end 

(in-plane) walls, a flexible roof diaphragm, and additional masses to account for the out-of-plane 

walls. A paper by EI-Mustapha and Kariotis in 1990 extended this LPM to allow uplift of the 

masonry walls from their bases. Results from computer simulations using the uplift model 

indicated that shear in the masonry walls was greatly reduced and in some cases collapse was 

prevented. 

Xu and Abrams, in a 1992 report, discussed different failure modes for unreinforced 

masonry walls. Among the failure modes was flexural cracking, where overturning would occur 

with little damage to the wall. The load-deflection curve for this behavior showed that once a 

flexural crack reached the toe, deflection would increase with no increase in load. 

In a 1994 paper about the assessing the performance of masonry buildings in Canada during 

earthquakes, Bruneau mentioned rigid-body rocking as a contributor to an "effective 'ductility'" 

for unreinforced masonry structures. Bruneau went on to state that ductility in masonry structures 

has not yet been reliably quantified, nor has it been accurately modeled analytically. 

1.2.4 Response of Masonry Buildin~ During Earthquakes 

A 1993 paper by Hamid, Magd, and Salama reported on damage to loadbearing masonry 

buildings during the 1992 Cairo earthquake. The authors noted that out-of-plane walls well 

restrained at both ends maintained their integrity after cracking horizontally. Some behavi&al 

differences between concrete and wooden floors in masonry buildings also were discussed. 

In a 1994 paper, Schultz reviewed the response of masonry buildings during recent 

earthquakes through much of the North and South American continents. While reinforced and 

confined masonry generally have performed well during seismic events, the performance of 

unreinforced masonry ranges from excellent to disastrous. Unreinforced masonry structures 

performed well during the Mexico City earthquake (1985) primarily due a mismatch between 
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ground and structural frequencies. Thousands of brick residential units were severely damaged 

during the 1976 Guatemalan earthquakes while a large number survived with minimal damage. 

Out-of-plane failures due to poor connections within the masonry and poor anchorages between 

diaphragms and walls have been reported by a number of authors (ie - Bermudez 1994, Bruneau 

1994a, Gallegos 1994, Garcia & Yamin 1994, and Schultz 1994) in the American hemisphere. 

A 1994 paper by Bruneau (1994b) reviewed the seismic performance of North American 

unreinforced masonry buildings. Two common types of failures listed, based largely in part on 

damage observed during the 1989 Lorna Prieta earthquake, were lack of anchorage (between walls 

and floor and roof systems) and out-of-plane failures (also related to floor and roof systems). The 

author went on to discuss codes being used in Canada and the United States to design and evaluate 

unreinforced masonry buildings. 

In 1995, Bruneau gave a preliminary report of failures of masonry buildings during the 

1995 Hansin-Awaji (Kobe, Japan) earthquake. Most of the unreinforced masonry buildings located 

by the author were found to have suffered severe damage, much of which was attributable to out

of-plane failures of the walls. In-plane behavior, meanwhile, was quite good in some of these 

buildings. 

1.3 Organization of Report 

The report is divided into eight sections. Specimen design, material tests, construction 

techniques, instrumentation, ground motion, and testing procedures are detailed in Section 2. 

Section 3 covers static and dynamic response calculated with conventional methods. Estimates of 

response as given by building codes, rehabilitation codes, finite element models and several simple 

dynamic models are given to compare with the measured response. 

Measured dynamic response is described in Section 4, with the measured data appearing in 

Appendices C and E. A comparison of the measured response with the response calculated using 

codes and simple dynamic models, and important experimental conclusions are given at the end of 

Section 4. 
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Section 5 examines response spectrum analysis, pushover analysis, and a nonlinear time

step integration for their applicability to analyzing URM structures with flexible diaphragms. The 

third model examined, the nonlinear, three-degree-of-freedom model, was developed during the 

course of the study. Section 6 compares the response of S 1 with S2 and presents some 

recommendations for the evaluation and rehabilitation of URM structures based on the correlation 

between the measured response in Section 4 and the analysis methods discussed in Sections 3 and 5. 

A summary of the report is provided in Section 7. Comparisons between the various 

analytical methods and the measured response are reviewed and conclusions and recommendations 

of the entire study are presented. Some suggestions for future research on the subject of URM 

buildings are given. References are provided in Section 8. 
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SECTION 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

2.1 Overview 

Two reduced-scale buildings were constructed in the Newmark Civil Engineering 

Laboratory for the experimental phase. Although the buildings were reduced scale, no prototype 

building was intended or should be inferred. The two test buildings were each composed of four, 

two-story, unrein forced brick masonry walls and incorporated steel floor systems which were 

designed to simulate the flexible timber diaphragms common in older, unrein forced masonry 

structures. The layout of the openings, windows and doors, was varied in order to produce piers 

with several different aspect ratios. Configuration and construction of the test buildings were 

similar to that of an actual instrumented building which was investigated in a previous study (Tena

Colunga and Abrams, 1992a). Material strengths and construction procedures are documented. 

Both buildings were instrumented with almost 40 channels of accelerometers, displacement 

transducers, and strain gauges. U sing the Newmark Lab I S earthquake simulator, the two test 

structures were tested dynamically by subjecting them to simulated earthquake ground motions. 

2.2 Description of Test Structures 

The design of the test structures was directed by creating test buildings representative of 

older, unreinforced brick buildings, but not too complex to prevent an understanding of the 

dynamic behavior exhibited. A further constraint was the size and weight limits of the earthquake 

simulator (Section 2.4). As such, four-walled, box-type structures were devised each with two 

perforated shearibearing walls and two solid transverse walls (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The four-wall 

box measured 89.1" long, 65.8" wide, and 95.4" high. The designation of shear and transverse 

walls refers to the direction of shaking and perpendicular to the direction of shaking, respectively. 

Bearing walls are those resisting floor loadings. The number of stories was limited by construction 

practicalities as well as by the weight of the structures. 
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Figure 2.1 First Test Structure (51) on the Earthquake Simulator 
(View of "Window-wall") 
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Figure 2.2 Second Test Structure (S2) on the Earthquake Simulator 
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2.2.1 Test Structure SI 

In the first building, S 1, the north shear wall, or door wall, had two equally-sized door 

openings in the first story and two equally-sized window openings in the second story (Figure 2.3). 

The door openings were labeled as such since the opening went down to the top of the footing. 

The south shear wall, or window wall, had three window openings on the first and second stories 

(Figure 2.4). The right and left windows were equal in size while the middle window was slightly 

larger. Both the transverse walls, east and west, were solid. All four walls measured 3.7" thick. 

Table 2.1 summarizes the pier sizes for S 1. 

Above each window and door opening was a lintel consisting of 28 bricks, 30 bricks for the 

middle windows (Figures 2.5a and 2.5b). The bricks in these ten lintels alternated in pairs, two 

horizontal and two vertical. Six courses above the lintels, the floor beams framed in, resulting in 

floor heights of 42.7" and 86.0" from the top of the footing. More detail about the floor systems is 

given in Section 2.3. A six-course parapet was built over the second-story floor beams to help 

solidify the floor beams in the masonry. In the plan view, the two transverse walls and the window 

wall were continuous, forming a C-shape, while the door wall was separated by a full-height joint 

the width of one mortar joint (Figure 2.6). This design resulted in shear walls both with and 

without flanges. 

2.2.2 Test Structure S2 

The second test structure, S2, was primarily based on S 1 with the idea of testing different 

pier aspect ratios in the ground story. By effectively weakening one shear wall and strengthening 

the other shear wall from the design of S 1, S2 could also be viewed as a rehabilitation of S 1. In 

S2, the south shear wall, or door wall, had three door openings in the first story and three window 

openings in the second story (Figure 2.7). As in Sl, the right and left openings were the same size 

with the middle opening slightly larger. The north shear wall, or window wall, had two equally

sized window openings in both stories (Figure 2.8). The two transverse walls, east and west, were 

again solid. The four walls of S2 also measured 3.7" thick. Table 2.2 summarizes the pier sizes 

for S2. 
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Table 2.1 Pier Sizes and Aspect Ratios for SI 

Pier Size (bxL) (Ext, Int) Aspect Ratio (h/L) (Ext, Int) 

Door 1 st story 32.0"x17.3 " 32.0"x27.0" 1.85:1 1.19: 1 

Door 2nd story 18.0"x17.3" 18.0"x27.0" 1.04:1 0.67:1 

Window 1st story 18.0"x9.5" 18.0"x13.4" 1.89: 1 1.34:1 

Window 2nd story 18.0"x9.5" 18.0"x13.4 " 1.89:1 1.34:1 

Table 2.2 Pier Sizes and Aspect Ratios for 82 

Pier Size (bxL) (Ext, Int) Aspect Ratio (h/L) (Ext, Int) 

Door 1 st story 32.0"x9.5" 32.0"x13.4" 3.37:1 2.39:1 

Door 2nd story 18.0"x9.5" 18.0"x13.4" 1.89: 1 1.34: 1 

Window 1st story 18.0"x17.3" 18.0"x27.0" 1.04:1 0.67:1 

Window 2nd story 18.0"x17.3" 18.0"x27.0" 1.04:1 0.67:1 
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Figure 2.5a Typical Lintel (installed) 
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S2 had the same type of lintels, the same floor heights, and the same parapet sizes as Sl. 

In plan, the two transverse walls and the door wall were continuous, forming a C-shape, while the 

window wall was separated by a full height joint (Figure 2.6). 

2.3 Diaphragm Design 

The original intent of the research program was to study the dynamic response of 

unreinforced brick buildings with timber floor/roof diaphragms. To facilitate the study, the 

isolated diaphragms should have a natural frequency well separated ($ 113) from that of the 

equivalent masonry structure with a rigid diaphragm. Finite element models and frame analyses 

confirmed simple hand calculations that the equivalent structure with rigid diaphragms had a 

fundamental mode near 30 Hz in the longitudinal direction (E-W) , the direction of testing. A 

timber diaphragm flexible enough to resonate horizontally below 10 Hz and strong enough to 

support the 5 kips per story necessary to achieve realistic gravity stresses was difficult to design 

since strength demands resulted in overly large and stiff members. Furthermore, timber members 

do not have uniform material properties, making them hard to strain gauge and model analytically. 

The large timber members required also presented some construction problems. Therefore, a 

system using steel bars framed into the masonry with pinned ends was developed to satisfy all the 

design requirements. This steel diaphragm system represented similar relative flexibilities as would 

a longer span timber diaphragm system. 

The floorlroof diaphragm system used in both Sl and S2 was partly comprised of eleven 

~tee1 bar~ L7~"xl.2-5"x65.g" spanning between the tw{) shear/bearing walls and spaced 7.7€J" apart 

(Figures 2.9a and 2.9b). The bars were oriented with the weak axis reacting gravity loads. The 

estimated lateral stiffness of the system of bars was .00603 Ib/in2 for a loading applied uniformly 

along the beam span. Each beam end was connected inside a 3.7" long section of 2"x3"xlA" steel 

box section by alA" diameter pin that penetrated the bar and both faces of the box section (Figure 

2.10). The pin was welded top and bottom to the box section. Two washers (l1h"xO.05") were 

placed between the bottom of the beam and the bearing surface inside the box section to facilitate 
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Figure 2.9a Aerial View of Second-level Diaphragm (in 82) 
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Figure2.9b Plan View of Diaphragm 
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end rotations of the beams. By using a set of specially cut step-shaped bricks, each box section 

(with the floor beams inside them) was built into the wall roughly replacing two bricks. 

The other primary component of each floor system was ten steel weights, totalling 5 kips, 

that were hung vertically between the eleven floor beams. Of the twenty weights used, twelve 

were rectangular in shape (type H) and nominally weighed 525 pounds each, and eight were T

shaped (type L) and nominally weighed 455 pounds each (Figure 2.11). The weights were 

arranged H-L-H-L-H-H-L-H-L-H to provide a near uniform load on each beam. Each weight, 

made up of several steel plates welded together, had four drilled clip angles welded to two opposite 

faces. Each beam had four holes drilled through it for bolting the clip angles to the beams (Figure 

2.12). 

In addition to the floor beams being connected to the shear/bearing walls, the floor system 

was also tied to the transverse walls. Each end beam, the ones closest to the transverse walls, was 

connected to these two walls by six 14" high-strength (H.S.) threaded rods. The end beams were 

tapped through horizontally and the rods were threaded in and nutted on either end (Figures 2.13a 

and 2. 13b). The rods were positioned to line up with six mortar joints in the brick walls and 

extended from the inside face of the end beam to the outside face of the building. The rods were 

sleeved in plastic tubes inside the wall and were nutted on 3 "x5 "x 1;4" bearing plates on both faces 

of the wall. Split ring washers maintained tightness and hydrocal provided uniform bearing 

between the bearing plates and the masonry. High-strength nuts were used in all four positions per 

rod. 

2.4 Earthquake Simulator 

The earthquake simulator used in the dynamic testing of Sl and S2 (Section 2.12) is 

resident in the Newmark Civil Engineering Laboratory (Figure 2.14). The platform measures 12' 

by 12' and is supported by four, 32" high rocker arms for a total platform height of 36" (Figures 

2.15 and 2.16). The platform itself is a shallow, multiple bay, box section comprised of two steel 

plates sandwiching steel sections. Incorporated in the platform are threaded inserts which form a 
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Figure 2.13a Out-of-plane WaD Connection Before Laying the Masonry 
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Figure2.13b Beam/Out-of-plane WaD Connection Detail 
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12" by 12" bolting pattern. An instrumentation datum is attached to one end of the simulator 

platform for collecting measurements relative to the platform base. Two large, steel braces support 

the datum against excessive movements during dynamic tests. The simulator is driven by a 75 kip 

hydraulic actuator supplied by two 3(x)() psi hydraulic pumps with a total capacity of 90 gpm. The 

displacement limit of the simulator is ±2" while the velocity limit is approximately 13.5 in/sec. 

The simulator is controlled via MTS' s Seismic Test EXecution (STEX) software which runs on a 

DEC Vax station II1GPX. A list of equipment is provided in Appendix A. More information about 

the Newmark Civil Engineering Laboratory earthquake simulator can be found in a paper by 

Sozen, et al, 1969. 

2.5 Foundation Pad 

A reinforced concrete foundation pad was designed and constructed on which to build S 1 

and S2. The pad was intended to serve two major functions: a) to interface between the 

earthquake simulator platform and the structures, and b) to provide a lifting element for 
.1-

transportation of the structures via the overhead crane. The pad formed the shape of a rectangular 

ring and had dimensions of 104" long by 80" wide by 5" thick. The ring was 20" wide (Figures 

2.17a and 2. 17b). To serve the interface requirements, the pad had 39 holes sleeved through it for 

bolting to the simulator platform, had four shear studs cast into its bottom face to prevent any pad 

motion relative to the simulator during dynamic tests, and was roughed on its top surface along the 

footprint of the structures to increase the bond with the base mortar joint. The pad was cast on the 

simulator platform to provide precise positioning of the sleeves and shear studs, which were bolted 

into the platform before the concrete was placed, so that the pad was custom fit to the top surface 

of the simulator platform. To meet strength requirements, which were to provide a four-point lift 

of the completed SI or S2, heavy reinforcement was used in the pad. The longer sides of the ring 

had 3 #3 bars top and 3 #4 bars bottom with #3 hoops at 12" and the shorter sides of the ring had 3 

#4 bars top and bottom with #3 hoops at 12". Four #4 loops positioned near the inside comers 

provided means for lifting. 
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Figure 2.17a Reinforced Concrete Foundation Pad 
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2.6 Materials 

2.6.1 Bricks 

The bricks used in the two test structures were sized to be one-half scale of a standard U.S. 

clay masonry unit, taken as 7 5/8 "x3 5/8 "x2 I,4 ". This resulted in a scale brick nominally measuring 

3.70"x1.76"x1.09" (Figures 2.18a and 2.18b). These scale bricks were saw cut from pavers 

which measured 71/2 "x3 1/2 "x 11/2", enabling four scale bricks to be produced from a single paver 

(Figure 2.19). Each scale brick had three sawn faces and three original faces. Other specially

shaped bricks were cut for use in the header courses and for framing in the floor beams. All the 

brick types used are detailed in Figure 2.20. 

2.6.2 Mortar 

The mortar used was Type 0 mortar with cementlime:sand in 1:2:9 proportions. This 

weak type of mortar was representative of older construction and still produced a minimally strong 

structure for construction. Preliminary laboratory work done with a sand/lime mortar showed that 
.~ 

this mortar had insufficient strength to be practical for construction. The sand that was used in the 

mortar was sifted to half-size particles to be consistent with the half-size bricks. Hydrated lime and 

Type I Portland cement made up the balance of the components. A few areas of the building 

required a stronger mortar, so Type M mortar made in a 4: 1 : 14 mix of the same cement, lime and 

sand was also used. One of these areas was between the concrete footing and the base course. 

Type M mortar was also used surrounding the beam boxes (Figure 2.10). Bed and head joints 

were nominally 3116", again to be consistent with the half-scale masonry. Collar joints were 

completely filled. 
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Figure 2.1Sa Original Paver and Reduced-Scale Clay Unit (brick) 
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Figure 2.1Sb Dimensions of Full-5Cale and Reduced-5Cale Clay Masonry Unit 
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Figure 2.20 Four Brick Shapes Used in S1 and S2 
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2.7 Material Tests 

2.7.1 Prism Tests 

During construction of S 1 and S2, brick prisms were constructed. These prisms consisted 

of five bricks stacked with four mortar (bed) joints in between (Figures 2.21a and 2.21b). After 

each series of dynamic tests was finished, the prisms were tested in compression to determine the 

strength of the masonry. Each end of the prism was coated with hydrocal to provide a uniform 

bearing surface. The prisms were then compressed until failure, with the highest load resisted 

recorded. The failure mode for the prisms was typical compression splitting of the masonry units. 

This load was divided by the plan area of the prism to determine the strength. The average 

compressive strength of 38 prisms from both S 1 and S2 was 1960 psi with a coefficient of variation 

(COy) of 0.15. 

An attempt was made during one set of prism tests to measure the elastic modulus of the 

masonry prism. Size constraints made instrumenting the prism difficult and the modulus 

measurement attempt was unsuccessful. The UBC (commentary to Chapter 21, 1995) 

recommendation for the elastic modulus of masonry is 750 times the prism compressive strength. 

Early prism tests indicated a compressive strength of 1900 psi, so a value of 1425 ksi (750*1900 

psi) was used for the elastic modulus of masonry throughout the study. 

2.7.2 Brick Compression Tests 

Bricks collected from the two buildings during demolition were also· tested for their 

compressive strength. Six undamaged bricks from each building were subjected to fIatwise 

compression. The peak compressive force was divided the plan area of the brick to give the brick 

compressive strengths. The average compressive strength for eleven bricks was 6730 psi with a 

COY of 0.22. One brick (from SI) failed prematurely as a corner crushed and was excluded from 

the average. The ratio of the unit strength to the prism strength was typical of full scale 

construction. 
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Figure 2.21a Typical Prism Constructed from Reduced-scale Bricks 
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Figure 2.21b Direction of Loading for Prism Tests 
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2.7.3 Diagonal Compression Tests 

Prior to construction of S 1, tests were performed to help determine which type of mortar to 

use. One of these tests was the diagonal compression test, in which a square masonry panel is 

loaded in compression between two opposite corners (Figures 2.22a and 2.22b). This type of test 

provides a measure of the shear strength of the masonry. The panels were two foot square and 

were single wythe. Although the diagonal compression test is normally performed with the panels 

oriented vertically, the panels tested were resting on a horiwntal surface. This was due to the 

fragility of an unreinforced masonry panel 24" high and only 1.7" thick. The peak load was 

recorded and divided by the product of the length of the diagonal and the thickness of the panel. 

For the three panels tested, the average strength was 46.5 psi with a COY of 0.15. 

2.7.4 Flexural Tension Tests 

Another material test conducted to provide information on which mortar to use was the 

flexural tension test. This test consisted of a horiwntal masonry beam, simply supported, loaded 

vertically by a two point load application system (Figures 2.23a and 2.23b). The load was 

gradually increased until the beam failed. The beams consisted of twenty bricks and formed a 

column ten brick thicknesses high and two brick widths wide before they were rotated to the 

horizontal test position. The tensile stress reported, FI, is calculated using Equation 2.1, 

(2.1) 

where P is the applied load, Ps is the weight of the beam, L is the distance between supports, and b 

and d are the width and depth of the beam, respectively. The average of three tests gave FI as 40.6 

psi with a COY of 0.09. 

2.7.5 Initial Rate of Absorption Tests 

The initial rate of absorption (IRA) test determines how much water a brick absorbs over a 

one minute period in a shallow (0.125") water bath. The weight of the water absorbed, in grams, 

is normalized by multiplying by 30in21Abrick for comparison between bricks of different sizes. If a 
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Figure 2.22a Diagonal Compression Test 
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Figure 2.22b Direction of Loading for Diagonal Compression Tests 
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Figure 2.23a Flexural Tension Test Showing Mode of Failure 
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Figure 2.23b Direction of Loading for Flexural Tension Tests 
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brick's nonnalized IRA is too high, usually 30g/minute is considered the limit, poor bond with the 

mortar may occur, unless prewetting of the bricks is practiced. Before construction of S 1 and S2 

commenced, the IRA test was performed on four of the reduced-scale bricks. The average 

nonnalized IRA was 32.8g with a COV of 0.10. 

2.7.6 In-Place Shear Tests 

The last material test perfonned, this one after the dynamic testing of SI and again after S2, 

was the in-place shear test, or shove test. This test usually requires the removal of a single brick 

and a head joint one brick away on the same course (Figure 2.24a). A loading device is placed in 

the cavity and the brick between the cavity and the missing head joint is forced towards the missing 

head joint until slip is achieved. The load at first movement of the test brick is divided by the 

surface area of both bed joints to produce a shear strength. The sum of the gravity stresses at the 

point of the test brick is subtracted from this shear strength to produce the reported test value. Due 

to the size of the bricks used in Sl and S2, removal of more than a single brick was necessary in 

order to insert the loading device, a small hydraulic piston. (Figures 2.24b and 2.24c). Although 

the shove test is normally a non-destructive test, the removal of the extra bricks tended to make 

these shove tests moderately destructive. This was the reason that the tests were perfonned after 

the dynamic testing was concluded on each structure. Vertical stress concentrations around the test 

brick resulting from the removal of 2-3 adjacent bricks likely led to strengths higher than those that 

would have been recorded had only one brick been removed. Regardless, the average shear 

strength of 12 tests, adjusted for vertical stresses, was 361 psi with a COV of 0.20. The shear 

strength value exceeded by eighty percent of the tests (10 out of 12) was 299 psi. 

2.8 Construction Procedures 

2.8.1 Bricks 

As was mentioned in Section 2.6.1, the bricks used in S 1 and S2 were cut from pavers. A 

jig was developed for use on a stationary wet brick saw that enabled the scale bricks to be produced 
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(all three cuts) without any adjustments. The jig had three movable stops that were set for length, 

width and thickness of the scale bricks. The paver was first crosscut to produce the 3.70" length 

and the two halves were then split lengthwise for the 1.76" width. The four quarters were then 

sliced to the 1.09" thickness, removing the uneven bottom face of the paver (Figure 2.19). Four 

bricks could thus be cut from a single paver, with seven passes of the saw, in almost an assembly 

line procedure. Nevertheless, at least an hour was required to produce 100 bricks once the setup 

was complete. 

Prior to use, the bricks were soaked and lightly scrubbed to remove sand and residue from 

sawing. The fairly high IRA value of 32.8 g/min., combined with the relatively dry working 

environment of the structures lab, led to the practice of dunking the bricks in a pail of water prior 

to laying them in the walls. Furthermore, the individual attention paid to the bricks during the light 

scrubbing enabled for the rejection of bricks that had chips, cracks, or were improperly sized or 

shaped. 

2.8.2 Sand 

The sand used in the mortar was sifted, primarily from mason sand, to roughly half-size 

particles. As such, all particles had to pass through a #30 screen (6001-1), although a #16 screen 

(11901-1) was also used as a first pass. The sand was dried both in a drying room and in the 

structures lab itself prior to sifting. Approximately five gallons of sifted sand could be produced 

per hour. Once the sand was sifted, it was combined with lime and cement in the proper 

proportions and was mixed dry in roughly five-gallon quantities. The dry mix was combined in 

smaller amounts with water as needed during the brick laying. 

2.8.3 String Line 

A specially designed string line rig was put together to enable bricklayers to lay each course 

straight and at the correct height. The cage had four vertical legs, graduated for the tops of the 75 

courses, and eight horizontal straps tieing the legs together (Figure 2.25). The assembled cage was 

clamped to a rigid column for lateral stability and levelled using a surveyors level. Wooden blocks 
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Figure 2.26 Prefabrication of One of the Diaphragms 
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held the string lines and slid up the legs to the various graduations. The wooden blocks were 

designed to provide horizontal adjustability of the string line, resulting in more variability in 

positioning the cage legs. 

2.8.4 Test Structure SI 

Once materials were prepared and the line cage was assembled, the brick laying proceeded 

in an orderly fashion at an average rate of one course per day. The first story of S 1 was built with 

bricklayers working from inside the confines of the walls. Starting at one comer, one bricklayer 

would lay the outer wythe, working his way around the building, while another bricklayer would 

follow and lay the inner wythe. Two-wythe American bond was laid, with one header course after 

every five stretcher courses. This bond pattern continued through the piers and floor levels to the 

top course. The bricks were laid so that the cut faces would be exposed on the stretcher courses 

and the cut ends would be exposed on the header courses. After a day's work was completed, the 

bed and head joints were struck with a circular strike. 

The second story of S 1 was started in a manner similar to the first, with bricklayers 

working around the building, except that they worked from the outside of the walls. By this time, 

scaffolding was required. Near the end of constructing S 1, the order of brick laying was altered 

slightly to increase efficiency and safety while working on the higher scaffolding levels. At this 

point, rather than work on one course per day, bricklayers worked on one wall per day, thus 

reducing the time spent climbing up and down the scaffolding and transporting materials around the 

building. 

2.8.5 Lintels 

Construction and installation of the lintels over the window and door openings were 

performed differently from the normal daily bricklaying. The lintels were premade vertically 

much like the flexural-tension beams. Pairs of bricks were laid on top of one another, this time 

alternating the orientation so that every pair was crossed by its adjacent pairs (Figures 2.5a and 

2.5b). They were allowed to dry (2-3 weeks) before being placed in the building. Adjustable 
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fonnwork was made out of wooden 2x6s to support the lintels vertically while the surrounding 

masonry cured. Each lintel occupied the equivalent of three courses over the openings and was 

recessed into each pier half a brick length. The recessed piers were built up to two of the three 

courses before the lintels were inserted. The lintels were placed into fresh mortar on the pier tops 

and carefully pressed down to the top of the wooden form work which was adjusted to the proper 

height for that opening. After placing the lintels, the third recessed course, equally the top of 

lintels, was immediately laid between the lintels to provide closure for the lintels. 

2.8.6 Floor Beams 

Installation of the floor system provided another break in the regular bricklaying. The 

courses on which the floor system rested, 33 and 67 from the bottom, were laid (door and window 

walls) using the step bricks. The entire floor system, beams and weights, was previously fabricated 

away from the building and then disassembled (Figure 2.26). The eleven beam/box assemblies 

were reconnected using a pair of template bars with holes at the proper beam spacing (7.76"). The 

beam/box/template assembly was then placed into the building as a single unit, using the overhead 

crane, to ensure the correct beam spacing. The boxes were set in Type M mortar on the lower 

portion of the step bricks. The next course, 34 or 68, was immediately laid between the beam 

boxes to provide support for the boxes. The closing course of the upside-down step bricks was laid 

later. 

2.8.7 Floor Weights 

Once several courses had been laid above the floor beam courses, and roughly a month had 

passed since placing the floor beams, the floor weights were installed. The weights, like the beam 

assemblies, were put in with the aid of the overhead crane. Each weight was lifted into a position 

over its place between the beams and four bolts were inserted through the clip angles. The weight 

was then lowered, guiding the four bolts through the four holes in the beams. The original design 

of the floor system called for 1,4" diameter bolts to connect the clip angles to the floor beams, both 

angles and beams being drilled 5116" diameter, to guarantee that all the weights would be able to be 
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hung. Sl was initially constructed using this design. Since placing the eleven beams as a unit into 

the building provided a more accurate positioning of the beams than had been expected, prior to 

testing Sl approximately half of the 1J,," diameter bolts on both floors were replaced with 5!t6" 

diameter bolts. When installing the weights in S2, all the bolts used to hang the weights were 5!t6" 

diameter, although the last one or two per floor required hammering. Another slight difference 

between Sl and S2 regarding the bolting of the clip angles to the beams concerns the tightness of 

the nuts. For S 1, the nuts were fastened finger tight while for S2, the nuts were cinched tight with 

a wrench. 

2.8.8 Test Structure S2 

The construction of S2 proceeded in a slightly different fashion than that of Sl. Whereas 

Sl was built from new masonry from the foundation up, S2 reused a significant portion of Sl. 

After testing was completed on S 1, the building was sawn along the mortar joint between the 36th 

and 37th course with a portable masonry saw. Prior to sawing, steel brackets were installed to 

connect the two transverse walls to the detached door wall. Once the brackets were attached, 

... wedges were driven into the gaps between the door wall and the transverse walls to minimize 

relative movement of the walls. The undamaged second story was strapped through its window 

openings and was carefully lifted off and placed aside using the overhead crane. Two new courses 

were laid on top of the same reinforced concrete footing used under S 1. The salvaged S 1 second 

story was set down in a fresh mortar bed (on the two new courses) to become the new first story of 

S2. The new second story was then built from this point (Figure 2.27) utilizing the one wall per 

day method of bricklaying described in SecLi{)u 2..-8.. 4.. The .three windO-w Dpenings fmmlQe BeOOnd 

story of Sl were later sawn into door openings using a portable masonry saw. Steel guides were 

clamped to the piers aligned with the window openings to provide for a straight, vertical cut. Since 

the saw could not cut down all the way through the first course, a hammer and chisel were used to 

remove the remaining masonry in the new door openings. 
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2.9 Instrumentation 

A total of 39 channels of accelerometers, linear variable displacement transducers 

(LVDTs), and strain gauges were collected during the dynamic testing of Sl and S2. The 

instrumentation plan was designed to record a thorough description of the buildings' behavior, with 

an emphasis on the response of the two diaphragms. An overview of the instrumentation wiring is 

shown in Figure 2.28 while details regarding the three different types of instruments used are 

outlined in Sections 2.9.1,2.9.2, and 2.9.3. A thorough list of equipment is given in Appendix A. 

2.9.1 Accelerometers 

Eighteen Endevco piezoresistiv:e accelerometers (±25g) and one KuHte accelerometer 

(± 109) were used during the dynamic testing of S 1. The Kulite accelerometer is a reference, or 

feedback, accelerometer mounted to the earthquake simulator while the eighteen Endevcos were 

attached to S 1. The Endevco accelerometers were calibrated to a range of ±21/2g, resulting in an 

initial resolution of 0.OOI2g. During the later tests, some of the ranges were increased to prevent 

clipping. The accelerometers were positioned to record motions not only in the direction of testing, 

but also in the vertical direction and the plan direction perpendicular to the direction of testing. 

Table 2.3 summarizes the accelerometer locations and their sign conventions while Figure 2.29 

illustrates their locations. The same accelerometers and locations were also used for the dynamic 

testing of S2, with two exceptions, channell was used to record the acceleration of an LVDT 

support arm and channel 4 was not used. During the free vibration testing of Sl and S2, only ten 

acceierations were recorded, those from channels 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 16, and 17. 

The accelerometers were attached to the various parts of the building using small, 1" cubes 

of aluminum (Figure 2.30). These blocks were machined orthogonal and had tapped holes in 

several faces. Each accelerometer also had a tapped hole in its base which allowed it to be firmly 

attached to the cube using a short piece of threaded rod. The cubes were epoxied to the walls, 

beams, or weights and the accelerometers were screwed in after the epoxy cured. 
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Table 2.3 Accelerometer Locations and Sign Conventions 

Accelerometer No. Location Direction of Positive Acceleration 

I' Base of door wall East 

2 1st level door wall East 

3 2nd level door wall East 

4' Base of window wall East 

5 1st level window wall East 

6 2nd level window wall East 

7 Mid 1st story west wall East 

8 Mid 2nd story west wall East 

9 1 st level window wall west North 

10 2nd level window wall west North 

11 1st level window wall east North 

12 2nd level window wall east North 

13 1st level diaphragm beam #4 East 

14 1 st level diaphragm weight #3 East 

15 1st level diaphragm beam #4 Down 

16 2nd level diaphragm beam #4 East 

17 2nd level diaphragm weight #3 East 

18 EQ simulator platform Down 

19 EQ simulator platform West 

'Sl only. 
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Figure 2.30 Close-up of a Mounted Accelerometer 
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Each accelerometer signal needed to be conditioned and amplified before being sent to the 

analog/digital (A/D) converter. The eighteen Endevco accelerometers were wired to eighteen 

Vidar signal conditioners and eighteen Oana amplifiers which in tum were wired to the MTS AID 

converters. The signal from the Kulite accelerometer is directly connected into the MTS controller 

where it is conditioned and amplified before being sent to the A/O converter. 

2.9.2 LVDTs 

A total of fifteen L VDTs were used during the dynamic testing of S 1 and S2. One LVDT 

was built into the hydraulic actuator that drove the earthquake simulator. Twelve others were 

positioned around S 1 and S2 to record motions in the direction of testing while two additional 

L VOTs were added for the testing of S2 to measure vertical displacements across cracks. The 

eight Schaevitz L VOTs on the west transverse wall measured relative deflection via a reference 

column bolted to the earthquake simulator. These 2" L VOTs were calibrated to ±2" resulting in a 

resolution of 0.0010" for Sl and were calibrated to ±1" with a resolution of 0.0005" for S2. The 

four Collins 5" L VDTs used on the east transverse wall measured absolute deflection and were 

calibrated to ±4" with a 0.0020" resolution for Sl and ± 1" with a 0.0005" resolution for S2. 

Finally, the two 1/2 " Schaevitz L VOTs used for vertical displacements on the door wall of S2 were 

calibrated to ± 1/2 " resulting in a resolution of 0.0002". Table 2.4 summarizes the locations, 

ranges, and sign conventions of the L VOTs while Figure 2.31 illustrates their locations. 

Mounting the L VOTs required considerably more hardware than was required to mount the 

accelerometers (Figure 2.32). Two vertical reference datums, one fixed to the earthquake 

simuiator piatfonn (moving) and one fixed to the laboratory Hoor (tixed) were used. The moving 

datum required diagonal bracing to stiffen it. The two datums each had four horiwntal arms 

fastened to them for positioning of the L VOTs. The L VOT cores were attached to the building 

using small metal plates with circular mounting holes nonnal to the plate. The plates were epoxied 

to the masonry walls and the cores were fastened via a locking screw. LVDTs 5, 6, 7, and 8 

required the use of offset cores due to the fact that the moving datum was on line with the axis of 

the building. Special blocks held the L VOT bodies to the horizontal arms. During the testing of 
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Table 2.4 L VDT Locations, Ranges, and Sign Conventions 

LVDTNo. Location Range SI, S2 (in.) Positive Deflection 

1 1st level door wall 2", I" East 

2 2nd level door wall 2", 1" East 

3 1st level window wall 2", 1" East 

4 2nd level window wall 2", 1" East 

5 Mid 1 st story west wall 2", 1" East 

6 1st level west wall 2", 1" East 

7 Mid 2nd story west wall 2", 1" East 

8 2nd level west wall 2", I" East 

9 Mid 1 st story east wall 4 ", 1" East 

10 1 st level east wall 4", I" East 

11 Mid 2nd story east wall 4", 1" East 

12 2nd level east wall 4", I" East 

13' 1st story door wall west pier 112" Crack closing 

14' 1st story door wall west central pier 1/2" Crack closing 

15 Actuator 2" East 

'S2 only. 
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S 1, these blocks were clamped to the arms using C-clamps. This attachment method provided 

problems (see Appendix 4), so the blocks were epoxied to the arms and diagonal bracing was 

added to the arms before the testing of S2. The fixed datum remained the same for both series of 

tests. Since the two vertical LVDTs were measuring displacement within a pier, they were 

attached slightly differently. The special blocks were epoxied directly to the piers and the core was 

nutted to a small piece of angle also epoxied to the pier. 

The L VDT signals also required conditioning and amplifying prior to being converted to 

digital form. The ten Schaevitz and four Collins LVDTS were wired into fourteen Endevco signal 

conditioners and fourteen Endevco amplifiers. The LVDT signals then were sent to the MTS AID 

converters. The actuator LVDT, being a control signal, was wired directly into the MTS 

controller where it was conditioned and amplified. 

2.9.3 Strain Gauges 

Four strain gauge channels monitored the horizontal behavior of the diaphragms during the 

dynamic testing of S 1 and S2. Each channel consisted of four Measurements Group 120n strain 

gauges and measured the strain of a single floor beam. Beams 5 and 7 from both diaphragms were 

gauged. Each beam had two gauges mounted on each side, one above the other, along the beam 

centerline. The four gauges were wired to form a full bridge. The gauges were attached to 

measure strain resulting from deflection of the beams in the direction of testing, but were calibrated 

to provide the horizontal reaction forces at the beam ends. As the strain gauges were glued directly 

to the beams, no other mounting hardware was required. 

The four strain gauge channels, like the accelerometers and L VDTS, required conditioning 

and amplifying before sent to the MTS AID converters. Here, four Neff signal conditioners and 

four Endevco amplifiers were used. 
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2.10 Ground Motion 

The ground motion used as the basis for the input to the earthquake simulator came from 

the Nahanni earthquake of December 23, 1985. This event occurred at 5: 16 AM in the Northwest 

Territories of Canada and had a body wave magnitude Mb=6.4 and a surface wave magnitude 

Ms=6.9. Of the records available for this event, the one from the Battlement Creek site was used. 

The Nahanni earthquake motion was used in the testing of S 1 and S2 because it has a number of 

characteristics common to eastern United States earthquakes, including, (a) large magnitude, (b) 

shallow depth (18 km), (c) response spectrum shifted toward higher frequencies, and (d) intraplate 

center. 

The records of the ground motion were received in an ASCII text format with a time step 

of 0.005 seconds and units in cm/sec2
, cm/sec, and cm for acceleration, velocity, and displacement, 

respectively. A modified version of the acceleration record was used during the dynamic testing. 

The first modification made to the record was a time compression to be consistent with the reduced 

scale of the test structures. Since the story heights of S 1 and S2 were roughly 3/S that for a full size 

building (45" XS h = 10'), the relationship 

'T rs = H'Tfs (2.2) 

was used to compress the record, where 'tIS is the time step for the reduced-scale structure and 'tfs is 

the time step for the full-scale structure. This resulted in a time step of 0.0031 seconds instead of 

the original 0.005 seconds. The second modification made to the record involved filtering out 

frequencies that were well below any natural frequencies of either S 1 or S2. This was done 

primarily to reduce the displacement and velocity demands on the earthquake simulator which were 

limited to ±2" and 13.5 in/sec. To filter the record, a Fourier transform was taken of the 

acceleration history, frequency components below 3.8 Hz were set to 10-6
, several orders of 

magnitude below the original components, and the transform was inverse transformed to reproduce 

an acceleration history. Figure 2.33 shows the Fourier transforms of the acceleration history 
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before and after filtering. This filtered acceleration history was integrated twice to produce a 

displacement time history which was balanced to end at zero. Balancing was accomplished by 

subtracting a ramp function which started at zero and ended at the displacement of the twice 

integrated acceleration record. 

The program that runs the earthquake simulator (STEX) required two slight modifications 

be made to the displacement history. First, the first and last 0.5 seconds of the record were 

multiplied by ramps to smooth the transitions and second, zeros were added to the beginning and 

end of the time history to produce a test duration with a convenient memory allocation. This time 

history, shown in Figure 2.34 normalized to its maximum value, was used to control the 

earthquake simulator. The magnitude was adjusted to produce base motions of varying intensities. 

Prior to beginning the construction of S 1, the earthquake simulator was calibrated to 

determine the acceleration levels which would result from various magnitudes of the input motion. 

Over 11.5 kips of steel plates were bolted to the platform surface to represent the load of the test 

structure. Using a square wave input, the feedback controls were tuned to produce the fastest 

response time with the minimum overshoot. Then, using the Nahanni time history as the input, the 

input magnitude was varied and the peak acceleration and displacement levels were recorded to 

produce a calibration curve. This curve would be used in selecting the input levels during the 

dynamic testing. 

2.11 Free Vibration Testing 

Prior to t1e dynaJnic testing, a free vibration test waSGOndu0tedonbotb -Sl iUle -S2 to 

characterize the buildings' natural frequencies. After each dynamic test run of Sl and S2, an 

additional free vibration test was performed to determine if the resonant frequencies had changed. 

The buildings were displaced laterally by a large weight attached to the end of a cable which hung 

over a pulley. The 455 pound weight, Type L from Section 2.3, was released by a quick-release 

link which connected the weight to the cable. The other end of the cable was attached to one of the 

second-floor weights. A schematic of the free vibration setup is shown in Figure 2.35. The quick 
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release of the tension on the building allowed the building to oscillate freely from the initial 

displaced condition to its rest position. 

During the free-vibration oscillations, ten channels of accelerometer data were collected. 

These channels are listed in Section 2.9.1 and included the first- and second-floor window- and 

door-wall accelerometers, in the test direction, and the four test-direction diaphragm 

accelerometers. Since the excitation levels during the free vibration tests were much lower than 

those during the dynamic tests, the gains on the accelerometer amplifiers were increased by 21/2 

times. The accelerometers were not recalibrated for these levels since the relative magnitudes 

within one test were important, rather than the absolute amplitude of the signals across tests. 

2.U Dynamic Testing 

The complete experimental setup for SI is shown in Figures 2.36a and 2.36b. A total of 

twelve earthquake simulations were performed with S 1, although only the last five are reported 

here. The first seven runs used an unfiltered version of the Nahanni earthquake which had low 

frequency components large enough to maximize the earthquake simulator's displacement range 

without damaging the structure. The last five runs used the filtered displacement time history 

shown in Figure 2.34. These runs are labeled 11 through 15, referring to S!, runs! through 2. 
Each earthquake simulation increased the intensity of the base motion with respect to the previous 

simulation, with peak base accelerations ranging from O.15g for run 11 to 1.8g for run 15. Four 

earthquake simulations were performed with S2, these being labeled 21 through 24, i.e., S~, runs! 

through~. These runs also used the history shown in Figure 2.34 and had increasing base motion 

intensities with peak base accelerations ranging from O.2g to 1.1g. 

Between each earthquake simulation, visible damage was noted and recorded. Prior to their 

testing, both S 1 and S2 were painted white to facilitate crack identification and marking. Cracks 

were marked with colored pens, with a different color used for each run that induced new cracks. 

After the cracks were marked on the buildings, their locations were also marked on detailed 

drawings of the buildings. These crack patterns are discussed in Section 4.2. In addition to 
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Figure 2.36a Experimental Setup Showing SI Instrumented on the Earthquake Simulator 
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recording the cracks on paper drawings, a large number of photographs were taken between tests to 

record characteristics such as dislodged bricks, missing mortar, misalignment across cracks, and 

out-of-plumbness of the walls. 

2.13 Data Collection and Reduction 

The heart of the data acquisition was the MTS STEX (Seismic Test EXecution) software 

package resident on a DEC Vaxstation. This program was used extensively in the preparation of 

the input motion described in Section 2.10 and also served as an interface to the MTS (hydraulic) 
. 

controller which drives the earthquake simulator. The STEX program collects the data by way of a 

"test definition" which specities the active channels along with their calibrated ranges and 

appropriate units. STEX is also capable of providing rapid graphical display of the data once the 

test is complete. 

After a test had been completed, the data from the various channels was exported in a text 

format from the STEX program to the V AXNMS operating system environment. Each file, one 

per channel per test run, was transferred to another network before being downloaded to floppy 

disks in a DOS format. At this point, the data was still in "digital" form, i.e., values from _(2 15
) to 

215 (in increments of 24
), from the AID converters. Each file header possessed the appropriate 

conversion factor and units declaration to convert from the "digital" form to inches, g's, and 

Ilstrains. The converted data files were given a new header with information peruiining to the 

structure number, test run number, instrument type, instrument location, time step, and the 

absoiute data maximum. Further infurmation regarding the corrected and reduced data can be 

found in Appendix 2. 
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SECTION 3 

RESPONSE CALCULATED WITH CONVENTIONAL METHODS 

3.1 Overview 

Prior to dynamic testing of Sl and S2, several building codes were reviewed and several 

structural analysis models were developed to predict the strength and behavior of the two buildings. 

Both static and dynamic methods were examined. This section will review the various methods 

used to predict the lateral strength and dynamic behavior of the test buildings. The methods used 

for the analysis represent methodologies and techniques currently available for the analysis of 

unreinforced masonry structures. The purpose of this exercise is to demonstrate the variations in 

building response, as determined using conventional methods, rather than to endorse anyone 

particular method. 

Two design codes, the commentary to Chapter 21, Masonry, of the 1994 Uniform Building 

Code (UBC) and the Building Code Requirements for Masonry Structures ACI 530-95/ ASCE 5-

95ffMS 402-95 Code (referred to hereafter as MSJC), were used to determine the allowable base 

shear. Two rehabilitation codes, the 1994 Uniform Code for Building Conservation (UCBC) and 

the NEHRP Handbook for the Seismic Evaluation of Existing Buildings (FEMA 178), were used to 

evaluate the lateral resistance of the two buildings as built. A linear. elastic finite element model 

was also developed to determine an allowable base shear. 

Several dynamic models were used to determine natural frequencies. mode shapes, and 

response histories of S 1 and S2. An equivalent frame analysis (two degrees of freedom) was first 

used to estimate the frequency of the building with a rigid diaphragm. The second analysis 

included a six-degree-of-freedom model. Using anticipated base accelerations, predicted 

displacement, velocity, and acceleration histories were produced using a time-step integration. 

Natural frequencies and mode shapes were also derived from this second model. The third 

dynamic model was a variation of the finite element model used for the static analysis. This model 

was used to determine the natural frequencies which were used in a response spectrum analysis. 
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3.2 Static Methods 

3.2.1 UBC 

The 1994 UBC was used to determine the strengths of the masonry shear walls for S 1 and 

S2 when subjected to earthquake-type loadings. Each shear wall was analyzed independently for 

potential compression, shear, and tension failures. Equivalent lateral loads were applied at the two 

floor heights using an inverted triangular load distribution, resulting in a 2: 1 ratio between the 

second- and first-floor loads (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). 

Most of the allowable stresses defined by the UBC are based on the masonry compressive 

strength, 1m. For this analysis, 1m was estimated to be 1900 psi based on tests of prisms (Section 

2.7.1). Using this value, the allowable compressive axial stresses, Fa, were 468 psi for the shorter, 

window piers and 453 psi for the longer, door piers. The allowable flexural compressive stress, 

Fb, was determined to be 633 psi. The allowable shear stress value, Fl', varied between 13.1 psi 

and 20.2 psi depending on the vertical stress in the pier being analyzed. Dead load stresses in the 

first-story piers (Table 3.1) were based on tributary areas. These values were reduced when piers ... 
were subjected to tensile forces from the overturning moment. The masonry tensile strength, Fl, 

was assumed equal to 40 psi based on flexural tension specimens (Section 2.7.4). The 1 h increase 

in the allowable stresses, Fa, Fb, FI, and Fl, was taken into account for the earthquake load 

combinations. Lastly, to simplify the analysis, the flange effects from the out-of-plane walls on the 

window wall of S 1 and the door wall of S2 were not included. 

With the allowable stresses given above, both first-floor shear walls from both buildings 

were analyzed to determine the base shear. The horizontal floor loadings were distributed to the 

piers based on their relative stiffness within a given wall. With the assumption that the piers were 

fixed at both ends, each pier shear force also resulted in a pier moment. The global overturning 

moment was transformed into tensile and compressive axial pier forces at the tops of the piers. 

The load combination of O.9D+O.75E<Fr, where D is the dead load stress and E is stresses 

resulting from earthquake loads, provided the critical case of tensile failure for each of the four 
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T bl 3 1 Dead Lo d St a e . a resses U d' th Star Anal se m e Ie lyses 

Shear Wall Dead Load Stress (psi) 

Outer Piers Inner Pier(s) 

S1 door wall 33.1 35.7 

S1 window wall 39.8 48.4 

S2 door wall 39.8 48.4 

S2 window wall 33.1 35.7 

Table 3.2 Displacement and Acceleration Maxima and Occurrence Times for 
MDOF Model with Flexible Diaphragms Simulation of Test Runs 11 and 21 

(See F' 3 8 Ii d . r f DOF ) 19ure . or escnp IOn 0 s . 

S1 DOF# Displacement (in) (Time (sec)) Acceleration (g) (Time (sec)) 

1 0.00135 (7.511) 0.060 (9.150) 

2 0.00162 (7.511) 0.074 (9.150) 

3 0.0618 (7.514) 0.439 (7.329) 

4 0.0639 (7.514) 0.446 (7.329) 

5 0.00101 (7.542) 0.060 (4.922) 

6 0.00151 (7.542) 0.090 (9.209) 

S2 DOF # 

1 0.00064 (4.996) 0.193 (4.928) 

2 0.00097 (4.996) 0.293 (4.928) 

3 0.0748 (4.931) 0.633 (4.928) 

4 0.0748 (7.446) 0.624 (4.928) 

5 D.OO521 {5.M8) D.582 {5.D48) 

6 0.00594 (5.048) 0.654 (5.048) 
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walls. The 0.75 multiplier for E was used instead of the 1 h increase in allowable stress due to 

earthquake loading. The dead load term was not further reduced beyond the 0.9. 

For S 1, the outer window pier would exceed the allowable 40 psi tension if the base shear 

was 2.6 kips while the outer door pier would exceed 40 psi in tension if the base shear was 3.2 kips 

(Figure 3.1). For S2, the outer door pier would exceed the allowable tensile stress if the base 

shear for that wall was 1. 8 kips, whereas the window wall would not fail until a load of 5.1 kips 

(Figure 3.2). Since each wall was analyzed individually, the base shear values given are for a 

single wall. The walls were assumed to be equally loaded by the diaphragms, so the total base 

shear would be twice the base shear of the weaker wall, i.e., 5.2 kips and 3.7 kips, for Sl and S2, 

respectively. 

3.2.2 :MSJC 

An analysis similar to the one de.scribed for the UBC was also conducted using the 1995 

ACII ASCEITMS (MSJC) masonry code. The allowable axial compressive and bending stresses 

were the same as those determined using the UBC. Although peak shear stress is checked when 

using the MSJC code, instead of average shear stress as when using the UBC, the range of Fv from 

37 psi to 53 psi more than accounted for this difference. Therefore, neither compressive nor shear 

stresses governed. The Commentary to the MSJC masonry code (1992 edition), however, infers 

zero tensile strength (i.e., Fr=O), for unreinforced masonry in-plane walls (Commentary Section 

6.3.1.1). This resulted in very low base shear strengths for Sl and S2 since they are both tension 

critical. 

Using the same loading, force distribution, and load combination as in 3.2.1, with the 

MSJC allowable stresses, the outer window pier of Sl would fail at a base shear of 1.2 kips while 

the outer door pier would crack at 1.4 kips. The outer door pier of S2 would exceed the allowable 

tensile stress at 0.9 kips and the outer window pier would crack in tension at 2.2 kips. Again, 

these computed base shears were for a single wall. Doubling the weaker wall shears produced total 

base shears of 2.4 kips for Sl and 1.7 kips for S2. 
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3.2.3 UCBC 

One of the two rehabilitation codes used to determine the lateral strengths of S 1 and S2 was 

the UeBe. The purpose of this code is to evaluate the resistance of an existing, usually older, 

structure whose material properties are essentially unknown. As such, the basis of lateral strengths 

is the in-place shear test, or shove test, described in Section 2.7.6. The UeBe details the required 

number and locations of these shove tests and prescribes the allowable shear stress, Va, as 

(3.1) 

where VI is the shear strength value exceeded by 80% of the test values and PDIA is the average 

dead load stress across a pier or wall. The value of VI is not allowed to exceed 100 psi. The 

allowable axial compressive stress is limited to 100 psi and unreinforced masonry is assumed to 

have no tensile strength. The I h increase for allowable stresses is permitted for the compressive 

stress, but does not apply to Va. 

The procedure for determining the lateral strength of a perforated shear wall involves a 

comparison of the pier shear capacity, Va, calculated by 

(3.2) 

where A is cross-sectional area of the pier, and the pier rocking shear capacity, Vr, calculated by 

(3.3) 

where PD is the dead load on the pier and DIH is the pier aspect ratio, length over height. If 

Vr< Va for all piers on a given level then the shear forces are distributed proportional to PDDIH. If 

Va < Vr in anyone pier on a given level then the shear forces are proportioned according to DIH. 

For this second case, the code states that piers with assigned shears greater than Vr should be 

eliminated from the analysis. 

The story shear capacity for each wall of Sl and S2 was calculated by summing the pier 

diagonal tension and pier rocking capacities. The strength of the weaker wall was tehn multiplied 
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by two to give the total strength of the pair of walls. Using the limit of 100 psi for the shove test 

values and the dead load stresses in Table 3.1 resulted in allowable stresses, VJ, ranging between 

15.0 and 17.3 psi. These values, along with the dead load stresses, were used to analyze 

independently the first-story walls of S1 and S2 for rocking- or shear-controlled behaviors. For 

SI, the window wall was determined to be shear controlled with a base shear of 1.8 kips (using the 

force distribution according to DIH.) The S 1 door wall was rocking controlled with a capacity of 

2.7 kips. For S2, the door wall was rocking controlled with a base shear of 1.4 kips while the 

window wall had a shear-controlled behavior with a capacity of 3.4 kips. Thus, the total base shear 

for SI was 3.6 kips and the total base shear for S2 was 2.8 kips. 

3.2.4 FEMA 178 

The second rehabilitation code used to determine the lateral strengths of S 1 and S2 was 

FEMA 178. Like the UeBe, the purpose of this document is to assess the capacity of existing 

structures. Unlike the UeBe, however, which is based on allowable stresses, the FEMA 178 code 

is based on ultimate stresses. In an equation similar to the UeBe, shove tests form the basis of the 

masonry shear strength, Vm, calculated by 

(3.4) 

where VI is the shear strength value exceeded by 80% of the test values and PDIA is the average 

dead load stress. The value of VI is not allowed to exceed 100 psi. The allowable axial 

compressive stress is limited to 300 psi and unreinforced masonry is assumed to have no tensile 

strength. 

To determine the shear force distribution among the piers in a wall, the pier shear capacity 

is compared with the pier rocking capacity. In this case, the pier shear capacity, Va, is calculated 

by 

V" = v",Dt/1.5 (3.5) 
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where D and t are the pier length and thickness, respectively. The pier rocking shear capacity, Vr, 

is determined as 

(3.6) 

where PD is the dead load on the pier and DIH is the pier aspect ratio, length over height. If 

Vr < Va for all the piers at the level being considered, then the lateral loads are distributed 

proportional to PDDIH. Furthermore, for the rocking-controlled case, 

O.6Vwx < LVr (3.7) 

where V"x is the total load resisted by the shear wall at that level. This condition effectively 

increases the calculated rocking capacity of a wall by 67% over the capacity determined by 

summing Vr in order to promote rocking over shear. If Va < Vr for a single pier at that level then 

the shear forces are proportioned according to DIH. For this shear-controlled case, piers with 

assigned shears greater than Vr should be eliminated from the analysis. 

The maximum story shear capacity based on the Vr and Va values was again determined. 

U sing the maximum of 100 psi for Vi and the dead load stresses in Table 3.1, the masonry shear 

strengths, Vm, were calculated to be between 80.8 and 92.3 psi. These values, along with the dead 

load stresses, were used to determine the shear and rocking strengths of the first-story piers of Sl 

and S2. For Sl, the window wall was critical with a rocking-controlled behavior at 7.6 kips when 

taking the 0.6 factor of Equation 3.7 into account. The door wall also had a rocking-controlled 

behavior at a wall base shear of 8.0 kips, again using the 0.6 factor. The door wgll w~s rpeking 

critical for S2 at a base shear of 4.3 kips. The window wall of S2 was also rocking-controlled at 

14.1 kips. Note that using the 0.6 factor increased the total wall load beyond the shear-controlled 

mode (12.4 kips). The total base shears, again determined by doubling the strength of the weaker 

wall, were 15.2 kips for Sl and 8.5 kips for S2. 
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3.2.5 Finite Element Model- Linear Analysis 

The final static analysis method consisted of usmg linear finite element models for 

determining stress distributions. The use of these models provided a finer refinement of the 

building's geometries and a more accurate assessment of stress distributions throughout the model 

than the code approaches. The three-dimensional geometry of the models was developed using 

Patran, a graphical interface program, while the models were solved using the finite element code 

Abaqus. Two translation programs, Pataba and Abapat, were used to convert files back and forth 

between Patran and Abaqus so that the same geometry models that were created for the Abaqus 

input could also be used to view the Abaqus output. 

The linear finite element model attempted to mimic all the physical aspects of the actual test 

buildings (S 1 and S2) before initial cracking. The undeformed geometries of the finite element 

models are shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4. Each model consisted of four walls, with the two 

perforated in-plane shear walls connected by two floor systems each composed of eleven. 

rectangular beams. The two, solid, out-of-plane walls were joined to one of the shear walls 

(window wall for S 1 and door wall for S2) while a gap was left between the transverse walls and 

the other shear wall. Dimensions of the models were the same as those in Figures 2.3, 2.4, 2.7, 

and 2.8. 

To represent the masonry portion of S1 and S2, eight-node, three-dimensional, solid 

elements, or brick elements, were used. Material properties were assumed to be elastic with a 

modulus of 750 times the assumed prism strength (1900 psi). or 1425 ksi. a density of 125 pcf. and 

a Poisson's ratio of 0.3. The window and door walls were each discretized into a mesh 24 

elements wide by 19 element-s high while the two out-of-plai1e walls were each discretized into 

meshes of 5 by 19. All four walls were a single element thick. The meshes resulted in high 

element densities and element aspect ratios near 1: 1: 1 in the critical pier regions. and still gave 

enough resolution for the out-of-plane walls to deflect smoothly. Elements in the piers and the out

of-plane walls were rectangular, but those in the spandrels were slightly trapezoidal to enable 

uniform spacing of the floor beams. 
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The floor systems in the models were comprised of beam elements and point masses. Each 

floor beam spanned between the inner faces of the shear walls and was discretized into five 

rectangular beam elements. Material properties were elastic and consistent with those commonly 

assumed for steel. The middle two nodes of each beam were tied to adjacent beams. Horizontal 

deflections of the end beams were constrained to equal those of the out-of-plane walls at each level. 

The middle two nodes of each beam also had point masses with various magnitudes to recreate the 

actual placement of the floor weights (see Figure 2.9b). More detail on the floor system is given in 

Section 3.3.4. 

Loading of the static model was similar to that of the UBC and MSJC code analyses. 

Horizontal loads were applied at the floor levels in a 2: 1 ratio (second:first tloor). Both shear walls 

were loaded equally. Each floor load was split between the two nodes defining the thickness of the 

shear walls and was applied as a nodal load. Gravity loads were included for the masonry, floor 

beam, and point mass elements. With the horizontal floor loadings and the gravity loads, the entire 

model was solved to determine element stresses. The magnitudes of the horizontal loads were 

increased, keeping the 2: 1 ratio. until either a shear stress exceeded 46 psi or a tensile stress 

exceeded 40 psi. These values were determined from material tests described in Sections 2.7.3 and 

2.7.4 and were not increased by lh. For the SI model, the toe of an outer, first-story, door-wall 

pier exceeded the 40 psi tensile stress at a total base shear of 4.8 kips (Figure 3.5). At this loading 

level. the maximum shear stress was 22 psi on an inner. first-story. window-wall pier. For the 

model of S2, a total base shear of 4.1 kips produced a tensile stress at the toe of an outer, first

story. door-wall pier that surpassed 40 psi (Figure 3.6). For this load. the maximum shear. 18 psi, 

was found in an inner. first-story. door-wall pier. 

3.3 Dynamic Methods 

3.3.1 Equivalent Frame Analysis 

In conjunction with the design of S 1, an elastic model was developed to predict the dynamic 

characteristics of the building. A PC-based modal and spectral analysis program called Sarsan was 
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Figure 3.5 Vertical ~ in 81 Due to (critical) Lateral Loads (loading If-rt) 

Figure 3.6 Vertical ~ in S2 Due to (critical) Lateral Loads (loading rt-If) 
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used to model a preliminary design of the building as if it had rigid diaphragms to help design the 

lateral stiffness of the flexible diaphragm system. Sarsan is a frame analysis program that links 

parallel frames so that each story is condensed to a single-degree-of-freedom lumped story weight. 

The model assumes that all lateral elements in a story undergo the same horizontal deformation. 

Beams, columns, and shear walls are input as the structural elements. Modal frequencies, shapes, 

and participation factors are among the values determined by the program. 

To use Sarsan, the preliminary design of Sl had to be simplified to fit the program 

constraints. The fourteen piers were converted to equivalently-stiff columns based on gross section 

properties. The spandrels above the columns were converted to beams in a similar manner. The 

portions of the building where the beams and columns overlapped were considered to be rigid. 

The effect of the out-of-plane walls on the stiffness of the window wall was neglected. Finally, the 

total weight of each of the floor systems was lumped at the two story levels. Sarsan assumes fixed 

end conditions at the base. The elastic modulus was set to 750 times the prism strength. A 

schematic of the input structure defining equivalent beams and columns is shown in Figure 3.7. 

The first modal frequency determined for the model was 36 Hz, with a mode shape of {1.00, 

0.55}. The 36 Hz frequency served as the basis for designing the lateral frequency of the flexible 

diaphragm below 10 Hz. When using the as-built geometry, Sarsan computed a 44 Hz frequency 

for Sl and a 47 Hz frequency for S2. Mode shapes of {1.00, 0.53} for Sl and {1.00, 0.49} for S2 

were also determined. 

3.3.2 MDOF Model with Flexible Diaphragms - Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 

Another, more compiex, dynamic model was developed to better represeIif tlie oenavlors of 

Sl and S2. This model had six degrees of freedom (OOF) per building, two for each in-plane 

wall, and an additional one for each floor system. The stiffnesses of the piers at a given level of a 

given wall were combined to form a story stiffness while the eleven floor beams were combined to 

form a floor stiffness. The stiffness of a pier, /(Pier, was calculated by 

kpier = 
tEm 

(3.8) 
(H ID)[(H ID i+ 3J 
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where t is the thickness of the pier, Em is the elastic modulus, and HID is the aspect ratio, height 

over length. This stiffness assumes both ends of the pier are fixed and includes both flexural and 

shear deformations. Equation 3.8 is only valid for piers with rectangular cross sections. Flange 

effects were not included. The stiffness of the floor beams was determined using a simply

supponed beam with a midspan point load. A schematic of the model showing the lumped masses 

is given in Figure 3.8. 

Modal frequencies and shapes were computed for S 1 and S2 using this MDOF model. The 
. 

first four natural frequencies for Sl were 8.3, 8.4, 80.2, and 87.8 Hz. For S2, the lowest four 

frequencies were 8.3, 8.4, 52.2, and 118.6 Hz. The degrees of freedom for each building are 

illustrated in Figure 3.8. Using these node numbers, the first mode shape for Sl was {0.11S, 

0.142, 5.15, 7.12, 0.088, 0.139} while for S2 the mode shape was {0.046, 0.072, 5.59. 6.78, 

0.298.0.345}. 

3.3.3 MDOF Model with Flexible Diaphragms - Time-Step Integration 

A second analysis was conducted using the same six-degree-of-freedom model described in 

Section 3.3.2. A computer program developed in a previous studyCTena-cohmga and Abrams, 1992a) was used 

to compute displacement, velocity, and acceleration histories for an input ground acceleration 

record. The solution scheme followed a direct solution (non-iterative) of the Newmark-Beta 

method. The analysis was restricted to linear behavior. Input parameters included the stiffness 

and mass matrices, damping coefficients. the ground acceleration history. and various time-step and 

integration constants. A combination of mass- and stiffrress-propurtionai damping was used to 

provide as close to 2 % damping as possible in the first four (of six) modes. A value of 2 % was 

assumed as nominal amount representative of uncracked masonry for determining model 

characteristics. The key integration parameters of the method, y, ~. end e were set to 1/2, 1;4, and 

1. respectively, This combination represents an average acceleration during the time step and 

provides convergence and stability, More information about the program and its solution technique 

can be found in a report by Tena-Colunga and Abrams, 1992a. 
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The results of the integration were response histories of SI and S2 for the ground 
~ 

accelerations of their first dynamic tests. Since the actual base accelerations of the two test 

buildings were available, they were used in the analyses. Table 3.2 lists the peak displacements 

and accelerations, as well as their occurrence times, for each degree of freedom, for both SI and 

S2 during the computer simulation of Test Runs 11 and 21, respectively. Acceleration and 

displacement histories for SI for the second-level diaphragm, DOF #4, are shown in Figures 3.9 

and 3.10. For S2, the acceleration and displacement histories for DOF #4 are shown in Figures 

3.11 and 3.12. 

3.3.4 Finite Element Model 

A third dynamic model was developed to determine the natural frequencies of SI and S2. 

This dynamic model, similar to the one used for the linear, static analysis (Section 3.2.5), included 

flexible diaphragms. A separate model of just the diaphragm was also developed in conjunction 

with the full dynamic model. As with the static model, Abaqus was used to solve the three

dimensional dynamic models which were created using Patran. Pataba and Abapat were again used 

to translate the model and results back and forth between Abaqus and Patran: 

Two slightly different models of the flexible diaphragm were developed, one which 

modeled an isolated diaphragm and one which modeled how the diaphragm would behave in the 

full dynamic model. The first model consisted of eleven floor beams, each with a two point 

vertical loading (point masses) based on the distribution of the floor weights. The two loads were 

spaced 12" apart and were centered along the length of the beams. The beams were 62.1" long, 

the acrualspaJlootweel1LqerentersofLqe window a.'1ddoor walls. Each sean1 was disc-re-tiLed into 

five, two-node, linear, rectangular-section, beam elements, each approximately 12" long. The 

rectangular element cross section was set to 1.75" by 1.25". Beam ends were assumed pinned in 

the horiwntal and vertical directions while the torsional rotation of the beams was restrained at all 

nodes. To promote a uniform dynamic behavior of the diaphragm model, the beams were linked 

together at the two central nodes with a tie-beam element. These massless elements were very stiff 

axially, very stiff against vertical bending, but flexible for in-plane bending. They were designed 
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to impose uniform deformations on the floor beams without increasing the floor system horizontal 

stiffness, representing the same effect as the floor weights tieing the beams together. 'Material 

. properties for the floor-beam elements were assumed to be elastic with a modulus of 29,000 ksi and 

a density of 490 pcf. The point masses had various magnitudes to best represent the actual beam 

loads resulting from the placement of the floor weights (see Figure 2.9b). This model produced a 

lateral frequency of 8.6 Hz when solved using Abaqus. Figure 3.13 shows the modal deflection of 

this diaphragm model. 

The diaphragm model had to be altered slightly when it was combined with the masonry 

portion of the model in order to keep its dynamic properties. The masonry part of the dynamic 

model was the same as for the static models and is discussed in Section 3.2.5. The first property 

that needed to be changed was the length of the beams. Since the masonry model had walls only 

one element thick, the beams would have to be attached at the inside faces of the walls and would 

therefore span only 58.4" instead of 62.1". The second change to the diaphragm model involved 

rediscretizing the two end beams to the same horizontal node spacing of the out-of-plane walls so 

the end beams could be linked to these walls. The third change involved removing the point 
... 
masses and adding a mass density to the originally massless tie-beams. The altered tie-beam 

elements had the same stiffness properties, but now also uniformly simulated the total weight of the 

floor weights. The stiffnesses and density of the new tie-beams were adjusted, along with the 

elastic modulus of the floor beams, to maintain the original weight of the diaphragm and its 8.6 Hz 

lateral frequency. Thus, the elastic modulus of the floor-beam elements used was 23,500 ksi rather 

than the commonly assumed value of 29,000 ksi. 

With the diaphragm model modified, it was combined (twice) with the masonry portion to 

produce the full dynamic model. Each beam end connected to an existing node in the window or 

door wall at the two floor heights. The same tie-beam elements used to link the floor beams 

together, except massless, were used to link the end beams to the out-of-plane walls at five places 

per beam. All the base nodes of the model were fixed against translation in three directions and the 

floor-beam elements were again prevented from rotating axially. Each dynamic model had more 

than 2300 nodes and over 1100 elements and required between 10 and 15 minutes to solve on a 
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Figure 3.13 Modal Defonnation of Finite Element Model of Diaphragm 
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Hewlett Packard Series 700 Workstation for the natural frequencies, mode shapes, and modal 

participation factors. The first lateral frequency determined by Abaqus for the entire S 1 model was 

21.5 Hz. The modal participation factor was 1.36. Figure 3.14 shows the modal deflection, 

exaggerated for clarity. For S2, the first horizontal frequency was 20.6 Hz and the participation 

factor was 1.38. The modal deflection is shown in Figure 3.15, again exaggerated foJ;. clarity. 

The dynamic model with the flexible diaphragms was modified to produce a similar 

dynamic model with "rigid" diaphragms. The modifications consisted of changing the stiffness 

characteristics and increasing the elastic moduli of the floor-beam and tie-beam elements. Beam 

cross sectional areas were not altered so that the dynamic mass of the model was held constant. 

The beam element moduli were increased until a negligible change in frequency accompanied a 

substantial change in stiffness. The natural frequency of the "rigid" diaphragm model of S1 was 35 

Hz while the frequency of S2 was 34 Hz. 

3.3.5 Response Spectrum Analysis 

The last dynamic analysis conducted was a response spectrum analysis of Sl and S2. Using 

anticipated ground accelerations, linear response spectra were produced. Both acceleration and 

relative displacement spectra were computed. Two percent critical damping was assumed for all 

spectra. Entering the spectral curves at the frequencies determined for S 1 and S2 from the finite 

element eigenvalue extraction, 21.5 and 20.6 Hz, maximum accelerations and relative 

displacements were estimated. The acceleration spectra, in conjunction with the table calibration 

mentioned in Section 2.10, were used initially to set the intensity of the input motion to the 

earthquake simulator. 

As in Section 3.3.3, where the actual base acceleration was used instead of an estimate for 

the time-step integration, the response spectra shown in Figures 3.16 (for Sl) and 3.17 (for S2) 

also were computed using the base accelerations recorded during Test Runs 11 and 21. In these 

curves, the spectral acceleration is plotted as the ordinate while the abscissa is the spectral 

displacement. In this type of plot, lines radiating outward from the origin represent constant 

frequency, with frequency increasing counterclockwise. The lines representing 21.5 Hz and 20.6 
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Hz are shown on their respective graphs. Since the computed spectra did not have values exactly at 

2l.5 and 20.6 Hz, a linear interpolation of the two neighboring values was used to estimate the 

spectral values at the desired frequencies. The spectral values of relative displacement and 

acceleration for SI were 0.0106" and 0.50g while the values for S2 were 0.0079" and 0.34g. The 

spectral values were converted to displacements and accelerations for the second-level diaphragm 

(see Section 5.2.1) by mUltiplying by the participation factors determined using the finite element 

models. This resulted in calculated values of displacement and acceleration of 0.014" and 0.68g 

for Test Run 11 and 0.011" and 0.47g for Test Run 2l. 

3.4 Swnmary of Calculated Response 

A bar graph showing the range of strengths calculated using the static methods is given in 

Figure 3.18. Governing failure modes for the first-story walls of S 1 and S2 are summarized in 

Table 3.3. Three of the static analysis methods used (UBC, UCBC, and finite element method) 

produced fairly consistent base shear estimates for S 1 while the other two methods were either 

much higher (FEMA l78) or much lower (MSJC). The UBC and finite element methods both 

used the same allowable tensile stress and used the same inverted triangular force distribution. 

Although the base shear estimates were agreeable. 5.2 kips versus 4.8 kips, the UBC estimate was 

limited by tensile failure in the window wall while the finite element method estimate was limited 

by tensile failure in the door wall. The UCBC estimate indicated that the window wall was shear 

critical. but at a lower total base shear of 3.6 kips. Note that the UCBC and the FEMA 178 

analyses used a totally different methodology than the other three static analyses. The high strength 

determined using FEMA l78, 15.2 kips, was due to the fact that it was based on ultimate strength 

while the other methods assumed working stress. The low value from the MSJC code. 2.4 kips. 

was attributable to neglecting the tensile capacity of masonry during in-plane tlexure. Both of these 

two methods indicated that the window wall was weaker than the door wall. 

A similar pattern was observed in the static analyses for S2 as was seen for S 1. The UBC 

and finite element methods produced comparable results. 3.7 kips and 4.1 kips. while the UCBC 
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e . oes or C lIySlS 0 0 an Tabl 3 3 Failure M d Ii Stati Anal . Meth ds f SI d S2 

S1 Analysis Method Weaker Wall and Failure Mode Stronger Wall and Failure Mode 

UBe Window - Tension N.A: 

MSJe Window - Tension N.A. 

ueBe Window - Shear Door - Rocking 

FEMA 178 Window - Rocking Door - Rocking 

Finite Element Model Door - Tension N.A. 

S2 Analysis Method 

UBe Door - Tension N.A. 

MSJC Door - Tension N.A. 

UeBe Door - Rocking Window - Shear 

FEMA 178 Door - Rocking Window - Rocking 

Finite Element Model Door - Tension N.A. 

'Not applicable. 

Tabl 34 S e . ummaryo fResuits f rom Dyn . Anal . M d Is amIC lySIS o e 
Dynamic Model S1 Result S2 Result 

Natural Frequencies Natural Frequencies 

Equivalent Frame Analysis 44Hz 47Hz 
(rigid diaphragm) 

Finite Element Model 35Hz 34Hz 
(rigid diaphragm) 

MDOF w / Flex. Diaphragm 11.8,11.9,80.2,87.8 Hz 11.7,11.9,52.2,118.6 Hz 

Finite Element Model 21.5 Hz 20.6 Hz 
(flexible diaphragm) 

Acceleration, Displacement Acceleration, Displacement 
Simulation of Test Run 11 Simulation of Test Run 21 

MDOF w / Flex. Diaphragm 0.45g, 0.064" 0.62g, 0.075" 
(2nd Level Diaphragm) 

Response Spectrum Analysis 0.68g, 0.014" 0.47g, 0.011" 
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was slightly lower at 2.8 kips. The ultimate capacity from the FEMA 178 analysis was much 

higher at 8.5 kips and the MSJC value, with no allowable tensile stress, was much lower at 1.7 

kips. Unlike for SI, for S2 all five methods indicated that the door wall was weaker than the 

window wall. 

For S 1, the only method which determined that the window wall was stronger than the door 

wall was the only method that included the out-of-plane walls. The addition of the flanges to the 

exterior window piers may have strengthened these piers enough to cause the exterior door pier to 

exceed the allowable tensile stress first. The finite element method also produced the largest 

allowable shear for S2. The attached out-of-plane walls helped bear the vertical stresses in the 

exterior door piers, thus enabling higher forces to be resisted. Flange effects on the strengths of 

rocking piers will be discussed in Section 6.3.6. 

A summary of the pertinent results from the dynamic analyses is presented in Table 3.4. 

Results from the different dynamic methods used to predict the natural frequencies of S 1 and S2 are 

varied, but much of the disagreement can be explained by variations in the models. The finite 

element model's rigid diaphragm frequencies, 35 Hz and 34 Hz, are likely to be lower than those 

from Sarsan, 44 Hz and 47 Hz, since substantially more elements were used and there were no 

"rigid" joint zones. The natural frequencies computed for the MDOF model with flexible 

diaphragms, 11.8 Hz and 11.7 Hz, are probably best thought of as isolated frequencies of the floor 

systems since the first-mode eigenvectors indicated little participation of the walls. The lack of the 

stiffening effect of the out-of-plane walls on the floor-system OOFs partially accounts for the fact 

they are lower than the finite element model frequencies, 21.5 Hz and 20.6 Hz. Estimates of 

acceleration and displacement should be treated with caution as both methods used, time-step 

integration and spectral analysis, were sensitive to input parameters. Results from the time-step 

integration varied with the level of damping and the time step used while the spectral analysis was 

extremely sensitive to frequency and damping (see Section 5.2.1). As an example of this 

sensitivity, note that the spectral-based estimates of peak displacement, 0.014" and 0.011", are 

much lower than the time-step integration estimates, 0.064" and 0.075". The difference in 
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displacements is related to the difference in frequencies of the two models. Spectral displacements 

generally increase with decreasing frequency in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. 

Based on the results presented in the previous sections a few general predictions can be 

made regarding the expected behavior of S 1 and S2 during their dynamic tests. 

1) Flexural tension is likely to be the primary failure experienced by most or all of the 

pIers. Based on this, horizontal cracks should appear along the bases of the door and window 

pIers. Due to the weak joint between courses 2 and 3 in S2, (see Section 2.8.8) base cracking 

should occur here. 

2) Once flexural tension cracking does commence, a rocking-controlled behavior should 

dominate the response for both buildings. 

3) The first natural frequencies of the buildings should fall between 11 and 22 Hz while the 

diaphragms should resonate near 9 Hz. 

4) Peak accelerations of the second-level diaphragm are likely to range between 0.45 and 

0.62g during the first test runs while maximum first-level drifts are expected to fall between 

0.001% and 0.012%. 

The static and dynamic methods described in the previous sections were reviewed to 

illustrate the variations inherent among commonly-used analysis methods. The calculations were 

performed to determine a range of values, strengths and frequencies, anyone of which might be 

assigned to the test structures by an engineer. No one particular method is preferred or endorsed 

over the others as all have their limitations. As will be seen in Section 4, the experimental results 

were quite different than those presented in this Section. 
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SECTION 4 MEASURED DYNAMIC RESPONSE 

4.1 Overview 

This section will discuss the dynamic behavior of test structures S 1 and S2 observed and 

recorded through a total of nine dynamic test runs and ten free vibration tests. Visual observations 

made, both through eyewitnesses and recording devices, will be described, followed by a detailed 

account of the recorded acceleration and displacement histories. Of the data channels collected, 

sixteen are used to describe the dynamic behavior of S 1 and S2 in this section, as several channels 

were redundant, while others were used to monitor the performance of the experimental setup. These 

sixteen data channels, collected during each test run, will serve as the foundation for the analyses 

reviewed in Sections 4.3-4.9. 

Estimates of the cracking shears and cracking drifts are made and are compared with those 

determined in Section 3 using conventional analysis methods. The force-displacement relationships 

are examined to verify the behaviors observed. Shifts in the natural frequencies of S1 and S2 are 

charted using both dynamic test run and free vibration data. The deflected shapes of the two test 

structures are investigated to determine the effects of cracking. Peak accelerations recorded during the 

test runs are examined to compare with full-size structures and to determine the effects of cracking on 

structural amplifications of base motions. Force distributions between the two floor levels of S 1 and 

S2 will be examined. Lastly, horiwntal displacements attributable to pier rocking will be investigated 

for two of the piers in the S2 door wall. Response spectra, in so much as spectral analysis is a form 

of modeling, will be discussed in Section 5. 

4.2 Visually-Observed Response of SI and S2 

During the testing of S1 and S2, notes were made on the visually-observed behavior of the test 

structures. Notes on the initiation and development of cracking, residual deflections, and pier rocking 

were made. Cracks from each test run were marked on the test structures with different colored 
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marker pens so the progression could be analyzed later. Video cameras were used to record the action 

during the test runs and photographs were taken in between test runs. 

4.2.1 Test Structure S1 

The final crack patterns for S 1 are shown in Figures 4.1-4.4. Prior to testing, a small crack 

(five brick lengths) was noticed near the bottom right of the east out-of-plane wall (Figure 4.3). 

Otherwise, Test Runs 11 and 12 produced no visible damage to S 1. 

Test Run 13 produced a small crack near the bottom right of the window wall which extended 

slightly into the east out-of-plane wall (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). In addition, the bottom left corner of the 

window wall and the entire west out-of-plane wall debonded from the concrete footing (Figures 4.2 

and 4.4). 

The greatest amount of cracking occurred during Test Run 14. All three, first-story, door

wall piers fully cracked across their bases and tops (Figure 4.1). Similar (horizontal) cracks appeared 

across some of the first-story, window-wall piers (Figure 4.2). A stair-stepped crack formed below 

the center, first-story, window and the west out-of-plane wall cracked full length just below the first

story beam connections (Figures 4.2 and 4.4). The two cracks near the bottom of the east out-of

plane wall were linked by a new crack during Test Run 14 (Figure 4.3). 

During Test Run 15, further cracking occurred near both the bottom corners of the window 

wall, including cracking through bricks and spalling (Figure 4.2). These cracks extended into the east 

and west out-of-plane walls (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) The east out-of-plane wall suffered two additional 

full-length cracks (Figure 4.3). The left end of the door wall cracked again where the east out-of

plane wall appeared to ram into it (Figure 4.1). A second video camera was used to tape the left, 

first-story, door-wall pier. During Test Run 15, this pier could clearly be seen to be rocking. The 

central door-wall pier appeared not to rock, but rather to slide relative to the upper portion of the wall. 

The two outer, first-story, window-wall piers also rocked, but not as distinctly because cracks were 

not horizontal across the entire pier. During Test Run 15, the entire top portion of SI appeared to be 

fixed in space as the earthquake simulator and the first-story piers travelled back and forth below. 
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After Test Run 15, both outer, first-story, window-wall piers (and the portions of the out-of-plane 

walls) had moved outward approximately 113". 

4.2.2 Test Structure S2 

The final crack patterns for S2 are shown in Figures 4.5-4.8. Test Run 21 produced no visible 

damage to S2. 

The method used to construct S2, (see Section 2.8.8) left a relatively weak joint between the 

second and third courses. During Test Run 2~ all four walls fully cracked along this joint (Figures 

4.5-4.8). In addition, horizontal cracks formed across the tops of the four, first-story, door-wall piers 

and spread into the out-of-plane walls (Figu.res 4.5, 4.7, and 4.8). 

After Test Run 23, the out-of-plane walls had full length cracks emanating from those that had 

begun in Test Run 22 (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). Cracks continued to propagate in the top of the left, 

first-story, door-wall pier (Figure 4.5). No additional cracking occurred in the window wall during 

Test Run 23. The upper portion of S2 (including the entire window wall) moved slightly in the 

direction of the door wall. A video camera trained on the lower right portion of the door wall 

captured the rigid-body pier-rocking behavior for both the inner and outer piers during Test Run 23. 

Test Run 24 produced no additional cracking in S2. The upper portion of the structure 

continued moving in the direction of the door wall. After Test Run 24, the first-story, door-wall piers 

were visibly out of plumb while the window wall had moved nearly 1" toward the door wall. Pier 

rocking was again observed for both the inner and outer, first-story, door-wall piers. 

4.3 Wave Fonns 

Acceleration and displacement histories were recorded during the nine test runs as described in 

Section 2.13. The seven displacement and seven acceleration histories from each test run which are 

discussed in the subsequent sections are plotted versus time in Appendix C. All measurements are 

plotted with the convention that a positive acceleration from rest would produce a positive 

displacement of the test structures toward the east. The earthquake simulator acceleration was 
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multiplied by negative one to be consistent with the sense of the other accelerations. A sample 

acceleration history, from the second-level diaphragm, and a sample displacement history, from the 

second-level door wall, from Test Run 13 are presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. Note 

that no motion was recorded prior to 2.02 seconds, when the base motion began, but that some motion 

was recorded after 13.98 seconds even though the base motion had stopped. 

Also plotted in Appendix C are dynamic base shear and overturning moment histories. The 

first- and second-level inertial forces were computed from six acceleration histories (two from each 

floor level and one from each diaphragm), multiplied by the masses associated with the regions of the 

structure where the accelerations were measured. The term base shear is used here to represent the 

sum of the inertial forces. This is the (horizontal) force that must be resisted, regardless of the 

resistance mechanisms. The term overturning moment is used here to be the sum of the products of 

the inertial forces and their respective heights. Tributary masses and heights used in the shear and 

moment calculations are summarized in Table 4.1. The base shear and moment computed for Test 

Run 13 are plotted in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, respectively, as examples. Note that these two curves 

have almost identical shapes, which is true for all test runs. 

4.3.1 Test Structure SI 

The two largest accelerations measured for each channel and the times for each of the peaks, 

for each test run of S 1, are listed in Table 4.2. Note that nearly all of the- peaks lie in two narrow 

time bands, 4.7-4.9 seconds and 7.6-7.9 seconds. Table 4.3 lists the two largest displacement peaks 

recorded for each L VDT during Test Runs 11-15, along with their occurrence times. Listed in Table 

4.4 are the two largest dynamic base shear and overturning moment peaks and their corresponding 

times for the S 1 test runs. 

During Test Run 11 measured accelerations and displacements were quite small. 

Displacements of the door wall only reached 0.004" while displacements of the window wall reached 

0.011". Though undamaged, the peak base shear of 3.63 kips was already larger than the MSJC 

cracking value of 2.4 kips. The maximum calculated second-level diaphragm displacement, 0.064", 

determined using the MDOF model with flexible diaphragms, was more than twice the measured 
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Table 4.1 Tributary Masses and Heights used in Base Shear and Moment Calculations 

Test Structure Section Tributary Mass (kips/g) Height (in) 

S1 door wall lower 1.6 42.7 

S1 door wall upper 1.2 86.0 

S1 window wall lower 1.5 42.7 

S1 window wall upper 1.1 86.0 

52 door wall lower 1.5 42.7 

52 door wall upper 1.1 86.0 

S2 window wall lower 1.6 42.7 

52 window wall upper 1.2 86.0 

1st level diaphragm 5.0 42.7 

2nd level diaphragm 5.0 86.0 
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value of 0.029". The peak acceleration from the same model, 0.45g, was within 20% of the 

measured value, 0.37g. 

SI remained elastic during Test Run 12. The base motion was tripled, as were most of the 

measured accelerations and displacements. Both diaphragms had peak accelerations of approximately 

LOg. The maximum base shear measured, 8.97 kips, was almost twice as large as all of the cracking 

values calculated in Section 3, yet the structure remained undamaged. 

The behavior of S 1 during Test Run 13 was nearly linear relative to the prior two test runs. 

The peak base acceleration was 1.5 times greater than in Test Run 12 while the peak base 

displacement was almost doubled. Most measurements followed these increases, except the door wall, 

which tripled in displacement. Peak wall accelerations ranged between 0.74-0. 78g. The peak base 

shear, 15.22 kips, was nearly three times the largest cracking shear, 5.2 kips, from Section 3. 

Substantial cracking was observed in the first story during Test Run 14. As a result of this, 

measured displacements increased by a factor of 4 for the window wall and by a factor of 10 for the 

door wall. The base motion was only increased by a factor of 1.6. Diaphragm and window-wall 

accelerations followed this level of increase (1.6), but the door-wall accelerations increased by 2.3-2.5 

times. The peak base shear, 17.97 kips, was 18 % larger than the ultimate capacity determined, 15.2 

kips, using the FEMA 178 analysis. 

Two notes should be made regarding the displacements from Test Run 14. First, the second

floor diaphragm displacement was not recorded during this test run due to an instrument malfunction. 

Second, some of the displacement histories have offsets at the end because portions of the cracked test 

structure permanently shifted during the test run. These offsets were not removed prior to Test Run 

15. An estimated offset was used for the second-floor diaphragm displacement in Test Run 15. 

In Test Run 15, the base motion was increased 1.5 times over that used in Test Run 14. The 

peak diaphragm accelerations, however, decreased by 50%. Three of the wall accelerations increased 

while one decreased. Continued cracking in the first-story window wall was evidenced by these 

displacements nearly tripling. Door-wall displacements increased by only 20% as all three piers were 

fully cracked in the previous test run. Although the peak diaphragm accelerations were halved, 

increased wall accelerations kept the peak base shear high at 12.43 kips. 
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The peak base shears and overturning moments from each S 1 test run are plotted against the 

average of the peak, first-level, wall drifts, i.e., (furor,max/hl +!:!>WuJow,max/hl)/2, in Figure 4.13. The 

peak shear values were normalized by 15.4 kips, the sum of the tributary weights, while the peak 

moment values were normalized by 1324 in-kips, the product of 15.4 kips and the height, 86.0". 

Observed damage states are noted in the figure. The most salient feature of the curves (Figure 4.13) 

was that the resistance values remained high well after cracking occurred. Also important was that the 

peak drift for Test Run 15 was over 10 times the drift for Test Run 13 while the shear value 

diminished only 20% between Test Runs 13 and 15. 

It should be noted that most of the wave forms used in the analysis of S 1 were filtered to 

remove unwanted noise. The filtering is described in detail in Appendix D. 

4.3.2 Test Structure S2 

The two largest acceleration peaks for each channel, measured during Test Runs 21-24, and 

the times for each of the peaks are listed in Table 4.5. Note again that most of the peaks lie in two 

narrow time bands, 4.7-4.9 seconds and 7.6-7.9 seconds. Table 4.6 lists the two largest displacement 

peaks recorded during the S2 test runs, for each LVDT, along with their occurrence times. The two 

largest dynamic base shear and overturning moment peaks and their corresponding times, for each test 

run of S2, are listed in Table 4.7. 

Test Run 21 was the only elastic test run for S2. With a peak base acceleration of 0.20g, the 

second level diaphragm reached a peak of 0.79g. Door-wall displacements and accelerations were 

approximately 2-3 times those of the window wall. The peak base shear, 7.61 kips, was over 80% 

higher than the largest calculated cracking shear, 4.1 kips, from Section 3, and was already almost as 

large as the calculated ultimate shear, 8.5 kips. 

Most of the cracks in S2 formed during Test Run 22. Although the base motion was 2.5-3 

times that of Test Run 21, peak door-wall displacements were 4-5 times larger. Wall accelerations 

followed the increase of the base motion while diaphragm accelerations only increased by 40-50%. 

As a result of the damage to the first story, the base shear only increased 30% to 9.84 kips. 
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Table 4.4 Base Shear and Moment Peaks and Occurrence Times for SI 
Test Run Time (sec) Base Shear (kips) Time (sec) Base Moment (in-

kips) 

11 4.857 -3.63 9.132 -229.7 

9.129 -3.50 4.857 -228.7 

12 9.141 -8.97 9.141 -582.4 

7.517 7.90 7.517 553.7 

13 4.793 15."22 4.789 997.4 

9.144 -13.78 4.876 -971.3 

14 4.793 17.97 4.882 -1229.1 

4.822 -16.34 4.947 1139.1 

15 4.697 12.43 7.563 778.9 

7.563 11.33 4.697 720.4 
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Table 4.7 Base Shear and Moment Peaks and Occurrence Times for S2 

Test Run Time (sec) Base 5hear (kips) Time (sec) Base Moment (in-
kips) 

21 4.777 7.61 4.777 526.2 

4.836 -7.39 4.836 -516.4 

22 4.743 -9.84 4.743 -664.9 

4.799 9.51 4.796 651.8 

23 4.793 10.93 4.793 756.2 

5.696 9.82 5.696 595.3 

24 7.939 9.40 4.749 -586.2 

5.723 9.16 7.939 571.3 

e . lrequencles 0 Tabl 48 Measured Natural F f SI d S2 an 
Test Run Frequency During Test Run (Hz) Frequency During Free Vibration 

After Test Run (Hz) 

51 10.0 

11 8.2 10.4 

12 8.2 9.9 

13 6.6 10.1 

14 5.3 9.0 

15 4.0 6.7 

52 12.1 

21 9.8 . 
22 8.2 9.6 

23 6.7 7.4 

24 5.1 5.8 

1his free vibration test not performed. 
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Test Run 23 produced only a nominal increase in peak diaphragm and door-wall accelerations 

while the mostly undamaged window-wall accelerations continued increasing. Peak door- and 

window-wall displacements doubled those from Test Run 22. The peak base shear increased slightly 

to 10.93 kips, 29% higher than the ultimate capacity calculated, 8.5 kips, using the FEMA 178 

analysis. 

Out-of-plane motions observed during Test Run 23 (and Test Run 24) caused the first- and 

second-level diaphragm displacement histories to err. The out-of-plane translations were large enough 

that the L VDT cores became misaligned, producing a constant deviation away from the neutral 

position. Dead spots in the displacement histories also resulted from this misalignment. 

For Test Run 24, the base motion was increased 60% over that of Test Run 23. Peak door

and window-wall displacements also increased by 60%. The peak window-wall accelerations 

increased by 20%, but the peak door-wall accelerations decreased by 20%. The peak base shear also 

declined slightly to 9.40 kips. Out-of-plane translations of the test structure continued to corrupt the 

measured diaphragm displacements. 

As for S 1, the peak base shear and overturning moments for S2 are plotted against the average 

of the peak, first-level, wall drifts in Figure 4.14. The shear and moment values were normalized by 

15.4 kips and 1324 in-kips, as before. Damage states for S2 are noted in the figure. The ultimate 

drift for Test Run 24 was approximately 10 times that of Test Run 21 while the peak shear was larger 

in Test Run 24 than Test Run 21. As was the case for SI, resistance levels remained high, well 

beyond the point of considerable damage. The fact that the masonry could continue to resist loads 

after substantial cracking implies a form of ductility, which is contrary to the notion that unreinforced 

masonry follows a brittle behavior. 

4.4 Cracking Strengths and Drifts 

In Section 4.3, inertial forces were computed, using floor-level accelerations and tributary 

masses, and summed to produce a base shear history for the whole structure. Using the assumption 

that half of the inertial forces from each diaphragm are transferred to each in-plane wall, the base 
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shear for each shear wall can be computed in a similar way. These shear histories, along with the in

plane wall displacements measured, can be used to estimate the times of cracking, as well as the 

cracking loads and drifts. Drifts were calculated by dividing the measured first-level displacements by 

the first-story height. 

Since it was known from visual observations that the SI piers cracked during Test Run 14, the 

histories from this test run were examined. The base shears for the door and window walls, along 

with the first-level drifts of the two walls, are plotted versus time in Figure 4.15 and 4.16. First-level 

drifts were used since no cracking occurretl in the second story. An examination of the 

proportionality between the force and drift in these curves indicated that cracking initiated during the 

negative half cycle at 4.75 seconds (labeled A). During this half cycle, the drifts were 

disproportionately large in relation to the forces. The next three half cycles (B, C, and D) showed an 

increase in drifts with little or no increase in force, indicating that the cracks continued to grow. The 

largest shear values during the previous test run, for each wall, were -6.9 kips and +7.6 kips. The 

peak values during the cracking period were -7.8 and +8.4 kips for the door wall and -7.6 and +9.6 

kips for the window wall. Based on these values, an estimate of the cracking strengths of the two SI 

shear walls would be 7.5 kips. Comparing the wall base shears with the first-level drifts showed that 

at the initiation of cracking the story drifts were approximately 0.1 %. 

A similar analysis was conducted using the data from Test Run 22. The door-wall base shear 

and the first-level drift are plotted against time in Figure 4.17. The S2 window wall did not crack 

other than between the second and third courses and will not be discussed. By again noting the 

relationship between force and drift, cracking was determined to have begun during the negative half 

cycle at 4.50 seconds (labeled A). This confirmed the finding in Section 4.10, which used the vertical 

L VDTs to determine the onset of cracking. Crack growth continued in the negative direction during 

half cycles B and D, as drifts increased faster than load. Cracking did not appear to start in the 

positive direction until half cycle C. Crack growth continued through half cycle E. The largest values 

of shear computed for the door wall during Test Run 21 were -3.8 and +3.8 kips. During half cycles 

A and C the peak shears were -4.4 and +4.5 kips, respectively. From these values, an estimate of the 
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cracking strength of the S2 door wall would be 4.0 kips. The first-level drifts during the initial 

cracking again were near 0.1 %. 

4.5 Force-Displacement Relationships 

Base shear histories were computed for each wall, door and window, for each test run of SI 

and S2. These lateral force histories are plotted versus the measured first-level displacements of the 

walls in Figures 4.18-4.35 producing what are commonly referred to as hysteresis loops. By 

examining different aspects of the hysteresis loops, such as the slopes of the curves, the area enclosed 

by the loops, and the relative portions of linear and nonlinear behavior, many of the visual 

observations in Section 4.2 were confirmed. Note that different x- and y-scales are used in the 

figures. 

.~ 

Some of the hysteresis loops for Test Runs 11, 12, and 13, showed a predominantly linear 

behavior, as the test structure remained undamaged. This linear behavior was seen better in the 

window wall of SI (Figures 4.19,4.21, and 4.23), where larger displacements produced a clearer set 

of loops. Note that due to the predominance of the diaphragm component in the individual wall 

shears, both wall shears had similar magnitudes through the test runs. 

The cracking experienced by SI during Test Run 14, was clearly evidenced in the hysteresis 

loops for Test Runs 14 and 15. The force-displacement curves for both walls (Figures 4.24-4.27) 

showed a large amount of aonlinear behavior and an increase in the area enclosed by the loops. The 

almost bilinear nonlinear behavior exhibited, especially by the door wall, was indicative of pier 

rocking. This bilinear behavior was not as clearly evidenced in the window wall during Test Run 14 

because cracks had not entirely developed across the piers. The amount of area enclosed by a 

hysteresis loop generally indicates a measure of energy dissipation from which an estimate of damping 

can be determined. For unreinforced masonry, energy dissipation is usually in the form of sliding 

across cracks, grinding of the mortar joints, and crushing of bricks. Due to the design of the flexible 

diaphragms (Section 2.3), a measure of structural damping from the hysteresis loops is unreliable 

since an unknown portion of the damping is attributable to the diaphragms. 
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Most of the same trends seen in the force-displacement curves for SI were also seen for S2. A 

linear behavior was evident during Test Run 21, especially for the door wall (Figure 4.28), which was 

much more flexible. The bilinear shape was seen for the door wall in Test Runs 22, 23, and 24 

(Figures 4.30, 4.32, and 4.34), again indicative of a pier-rocking behavior. Note that the rocking 

behavior for the S2 door wall was just as pronounced as it was for the S 1 walls, even though only the 

door wall rocked. The hysteresis loops for the cracked test runs of the S2 window wall (Figures 4.31, 

4.33, and 4.35) showed a shape similar to those of the rocking, S2 door wall even though the window 

wall did not rock. The behavior being exhibited was sliding across the full-length crack near the base 

of the wall. Although this sliding behavior looked similar to the rocking behavior in the hysteresis 

curves, as it should, it could be distinguished by the unloading portions of the curves. Whereas the 

rocking loops were mostly stationary and unloaded elastically through a single origin, the sliding loops 

shifted back and forth along the displacement axis and tended to unload immediately after the peak 

displacement. 

4.6 Natural Frequencies 

Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) were computed from the response histories collected during 

both the dynamic testing and the free vibration testing. As an example, four FFTs, determined from 

the same data channel, for the four test runs of S2, are shown in Figure 4.36. By examining 

transforms from acceleration, displacement, and strain histories, the dominant frequencies were 

obtained for each test run of SI and S2. The frequencies are listed in Table 4.8 while plots of natural 

frequency versus peak first~level drift are shown in Figures 4.37 and 4.38 for 81 and S2, fespeetively. 

Frequency values derived from the free vibration tests are plotted against the maximum drift of the 

preceding dynamic test. As an example, (see Figure 4.38) during Test Run 23, the dominant 

structural frequency was 6.7 Hz while for the free vibration test after Test Run 23, the natural 

frequency determined was 7.4 Hz. 

An examination of Figures 4.37 and 4.38 revealed three items: (a) natural frequencies 

dropped as structural damage increased, (b) frequency measurements were dependent on the amplitude 
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of the test, and (c) both SI and S2 vibrated at much lower frequencies than determined by the 

numerical models. 

As structural damage, in the form of cracking, increased, the natural frequencies of the 

structures decreased. This was due not only to a decreased stiffness directly caused by the cracking, 

but in the case of the dynamic testing measurements, was also due to the nonlinear behaviors of sliding 

across cracks and opening and closing of cracks. Sliding and rocking stiffnesses are essentially zero, 

so the presence of either behavior greatly reduces the effective structural stiffness. The more 

nonlinear behavior that is present, the lower the stiffness and natural frequency will be. This 

accounted for the continued decrease in natural frequency even after substantial cracking had 

occurred. 

In the two graphs (Figures 4.37 and 4.38), the frequency determined from the free vibration 

testing was always higher than the corresponding frequency determined during the dynamic testing. 

The response amplitudes measured during the free vibration testing were essentially constant at levels 

much lower than those measured during the dynamic testing. Frequency determination must therefore 

be test amplitude dependent. During the later test runs, large-amplitude behaviors such as opening 

and closing of cracks and sliding across cracks were not accurately represented in the small-amplitude 

free vibration measurements. These nonlinear behaviors tended to lower natural frequencies, so the 

later dynamic testing frequencies (Test Runs 14, 15, 23, and 24) should be lower than the free 

vibration frequencies. The larger difference between forced and free vibration results exhibited in S 1 

was probably due to the greater damage (both walls) in S 1. 

A review of Table 3.4 shows that natural frequencies determined from the numerical models 

ranged between 12 and 47 Hz for SI and S2. The measured initial natural frequencies, 8.2 Hz for 51 

and 9.8 Hz for S2, were most closely approximated by the frequency determined by the finite element 

model of just the floor diaphragm, i.e., 8.6 Hz. The MDOF model with flexible diaphragms 

produced frequencies of 11.8 Hz for S 1 and 11. 7 Hz for S2 which were reasonable. Clearly, the rigid 

diaphragm models (34 to 47 Hz) did not accurately determine the natural frequencies of these flexible 

diaphragm structures. 
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4.7 Deflected Shapes 

Eight displacements were measured relative to the base of the test structure: one at each floor 

level of the in-plane walls and four along the center of the west out-of-plane wall (Figure 2.31). The 

two floor-level displacements measured on the out-of-plane wall were considered to be equal to the 

displacements of the two diaphragms relative to the base. This assumption could be made because the 

end beams of the diaphragms were attached to the out-of-plane walls with axially rigid members (see 

Section 2.3). Deflected shapes for SI and S2 were produced by plotting the measured displacements 

at the six floor-level instrument sites at the time of peak displacement of the second-level diaphragm. 

These shapes are shown in Figures 4.39-4.46, for Test Runs 12-15 and 21-24. Each of these deflected 

shapes is in essence a single frame, or "snapshot", of the test structures' displacement history. The 

shapes shown for Test Runs 14, 15, 22, 23, and 24 occurred after the initiation of cracking. The 

second-level diaphragm displacement was not recorded during Test Run 14, so the time of the peak 

first-level measurement was used for this graph. Note that all displacements were relative to the base 

of the structure and included any residuals from prior test runs. The deflected shapes for Test Runs 

'23 and 24 should be viewed with some caution as errors resulted from the out-Df-plane motions. 

A quick examination of the deflected shapes showed that the diaphragm deflections relative to 

the wall deflections appeared to decrease after cracking. Although the diaphragm displacements are 

plotted relative to the base of the structure, two small squares representing the average of the in-plane 

wall deflections are plotted to serve as a basis for estimating the diaphragm deflection relative to the 

walls. Diaphragm deflections relative to the average wall deflections, overlaid on average wall 

deflections, are plotted versus time in Figures 4.47-4.50 for uncracked and cracked test runs of Sl and 

S2. Prior to cracking, the relative diaphragm deflections were much greater than the wall deflections 

while after cracking, the wall deflections were many times greater than the relative diaphragm 

deflections. To quantify this trend, diaphragm displacements (relative to the base of the structure) 

were divided by the average wall deflections to produce a displacement amplification. Both histories 

were centered at zero (residuals removed) so that a meaningful ratio could be produced. The 

displacement ratios were averaged over the strong motion period of the records producing the values 
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in Table 4.9. Ratios above 25 or below -25 were not included in the average. The time period used 

for each average is indicated in the table. Uncracked displacement ratios ranged from 2.5 to 4.0 for 

Sl and 4.1-4.5 for S2. Cracked displacement ratios ranged from 1.4-1.5 for Sl and 1.3-1.9 for S2. 

Values less than 2.0 indicated that the relative diaphragm deflection was less than the wall deflection. 

The displacement amplification effect of the flexible diaphragms diminished by at least a factor of two 

after substantial cracking had occurred below the diaphragms. This reduction was evident in S2 even 

though only the door wall experienced substantial cracking. 

A second trend in the deflected shapes (Figures 4.39-4.46) was that the second-story drifts 

relative to first-story drifts also appeared to decrease after cracking. Interstory drifts for the door 

walls of Sl and S2, before and after cracking, are plotted in Figures 4.51-4.54. Before cracking 

(Figures 4.51 and 4.53), the drift levels for the first and second stories are comparable in magnitude. 

After cracking (Figures 4.52 and 4.54), the first-story drifts are much greater than the second-story 

drifts. Furthermore, the second-story drifts do not generally exceed the 0.1 % level established as the 

cracking drift in Section 4.4. This behavior was also examined by computing another ratio, the 

average of second-floor wall displacements to the average of first-floor wall displacements. The 

histories were again balanced so that amplifications would be relative to zero. The ratios were 

computed and averaged as before over the strong motion period of the records. These averages are 

presented in Table 4.10 along with the time windows used. Second floor-level displacements were 1.7 

times first floor-level displacements in S1 and S2 prior to cracking. After cracking, second-floor 

displacements averaged only 10% greater than those of the first floor. After the initiation of cracking, 

the interstory drift above the cracking was largely reduced. Most of the displacement occurred across 

the cracks while very little occurred in the undamaged masonry. This behavior can be represented by 

stretching two springs in series. If the first spring yields, almost all additional deformation will take 

place across that spring. This effect is more noticeable in S 1, where both first story walls cracked. 

By combining the ratios presented in Tables 4.9 and 4.10, a mode shape was computed for 

each test run. The four degrees of freedom for the mode shape are shown in Figure 4.55 while the 

modal coordinates are listed in Table 4.11. The mode shapes were scaled such that the second-floor 

diaphragm coordinate (DOF #4) was equal to 1.00. Also presented in Table 4.11 are the participation 
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Table 4.9 Ave!!\i ~ Ratios of Dialifu~-displacement-to-wall-deflection and Time Windows 
Test Run Condition Diaphragm Displacement / Time Window (sec) 

Average 
Wall Deflection 

2nd Level 1st Level 

12 Uncracked 2.50 4.04 4.0-9.5 

13 Uncracked 2.72 3.52 4.0-13.0 

14 Cracking N.A. 1.85 4.0-9.0 

15 Cracked 1.39 1.49 4.0-10.0 

21 Uncracked 4.47 4.10 4.0-12.0,4.0-10.0 

22 Cracking 2.22 2.26 5.0-10.0,4.0-8.0 

23 Cracked 1.85 1.51 2.5-4.5 & 10.0-14.0, 
2.5-4.5 & 10.0-14.0 

24 Cracked 1.26 N.A. 2.5-4.5 & 10.0-14.0 

Table 4.10 Average Ratios of Second-Ievel-wall-displacement-to-r1l"St-level-wall-displacement 
and Time Windows 

Test Run Condition Average Second Level Wall Time Window (sec) 
Displacement / Average First 
Level Wall Displacement 

12 Uncracked 1.83 4.0-9.5 

13 Uncracked 1.79 4.0-13.0 

14 Cracking 1.52 4.0-9.0 

15 Cracked 1.07 4.0-10.0 

21 Uncracked 1.67 4.0-10.0 

22 C-r~tki..qg 1.18 5.g-~.g 

23 Cracked 1.18 4.0-13.0 

24 Cracked 1.09 4.0-13.0 
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factors calculated using these mode shapes, as well as the participation factors determined using the 

deflected shapes presented in Figures 4.39-4.46. The modal participation factor, r, was determined 

by 

4 

Lmi<l>i 
r = i~] 

4 

Lmi<l>; 
i=] 4.1 

where m is the nodal mass and <I> is the modal coordinate. Before cracking, r was generally 1.3 while 

after cracking r was approximated as 1.15. 

Substantial cracking had two major effects on the diaphragm and wall deflections above the 

damaged zone. The first was that diaphragm deflections relative to the walls were greatly reduced and 

the second was that interstory drift above the cracking was also reduced. 

4.8 Acceleration Amplifications 

Using the peak values of accelerations reported in Tables 4.2 and 4.5, various ratios were 

produced to investigate the amplification of base and wall accelerations during dynamic testing. Of 

particular interest were the ratios of the wall acceleration to the base acceleration, diaphragm 

acceleration to the wall acceleration, and the diaphragm acceleration to the base acceleration. These 

three acceleration ratios, based on peak values, are presented in Figures 4.56-4.58, plotted against the 

peak base acceleration. Ratios for both Sland 52 me plotted on the same graph. Also plotted are the 

same ratios computed from acceleration peaks recorded on masonry buildings with flexible 

diaphragms during the Lorna Prieta earthquake in 1989 (Tena-Colunga and Abrams, 1992a and b). 

Several items were noted upon examination of the three acceleration ratio plots. The first was 

that the ratios for SI and S2, computed from the initial test runs, agreed well with the ratios from full

size buildings during real seismic events. This was especially important since the intent of the 

structural design was to model flexible diaphragm systems found in older, URM buildings. Also, the 
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fact that the plots from S2 were smoother than those from Sl, suggested that the improvement in the 

diaphragm bolting connections was warranted. 

Cracking during Test Runs 14 and 22 was described in Section 4.2 while the time of cracking 

was investigated in Section 4.4. During these two test runs, most of the peak values used in the 

acceleration ratios (Figures 4.56-4.58) occurred near the time that cracking was taking place. 

Therefore, only the last test run of S 1 and the last two of S2 should be treated as cracked behavior. In 

Figure 4.56, the two S 1 walls amplified the base acceleration at nearly a constant level until the walls 

cracked. After cracking, the acceleration ratios were less than all previous ratios and were very near 

1.0. For S2, a decrease in base acceleration amplification with increasing base acceleration was 

observed for the door wall. The amplification was less after cracking (the last two points) and the 

final ratio was also near 1.0. For the S2 window wall, heavy cracking was not sustained and the 

acceleration ratios remained fairly constant. The decrease in the last value could have been due to 

sliding across the crack that formed or due to the reduction of the door-wall motions. 

The diaphragm acceleration to wall acceleration ratios (Figure 4.57) showed similar trends as 

were discussed for the wall-to-base ratios. Prior to cracking, the ratios were fairly constant while 

after cracking, the ratios dropped below 1.0. This was evident in the three test runs where the test 

structure was substantially cracked. A similar trend, although not shown, existed for the first-floor 

diaphragm to first-floor wall acceleration ratios. The diaphragm to S2 window-wall ratio showed a 

gradual decrease. Even without substantial cracking in the window wall, the diaphragm could not 

exceed the window-wall acceleration once the door wall had cracked. 

Combining the results from Figures 4.56 and 4.57 produced the second-level diaphragm to 

base acceleration ratios piotted in Figure 4.58. These three figures indicared that a.fter cracking took 

place, two changes in behavior occurred. The first was that wall amplification of base accelerations 

decreased to the point of negligible amplification. More importantly, the second change in behavior 

was that after substantial cracking, the large amplification of either the wall or base accelerations by 

the flexible diaphragm diminished to the point where no amplification existed at all. This 

amplification reduction occurred even when only one supporting wall experienced major cracking. 
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4.9 Lateral Force Distributions 

Floor-level forces were computed for S1 and S2 for each of the points in the histories. These 

(inertial) forces were determined by multiplying the diaphragm and two wall accelerations at a given 

level by the tributary masses listed in Table 4.1. Note that the mass distributions of S 1 and S2 were 

approximately 3:5 for masonry mass: diaphragm mass. Thus, the diaphragm component of the 

forces was usually the dominant component. The total masonry mass is not fully reflected in Table 

4.1 since half of the lower story was tributary to the base. 

Floor-level force pairs, one for each test run, are plotted in Figures 4.59 and 4.60. Each force 

pair was concurrent in time from one of the largest base shear peaks of each test run. Clearly, these 

force pairs did not follow a linear, or inverted-triangular, force distribution. Rather, the two floor

level forces in each pair appeared to be nearly the same. 

To determine whether the force pairs plotted in Figures 4.59 and 4.60 were representative of 

the behavior of the test structures, all the force pairs from each test run were examined. The first

level forces were divided into the second-level forces to produce force ratios for each point in the 

history. A representative set of force ratios is plotted versus time in Figure 4.61. The ratios for each 

test run were averaged between 2 and 14 seconds, the duration of ground motion. Spurious ratios, 

calculated when the first-level force was very small, were eliminated by not including ratios greater 

than 10 or less than -10 in the average. The average force ratios are plotted against peak base 

acceleration in Figure 4.62. From the data in Figures 4.59-4.62, the floor-level forces for S1 and S2 

did not follow a linear distribution, as is commonly assumed for earthquake loadings. Instead, the 

floor ~}evel forces were,onhle average, almost equal through all -test mns. This result might be 

expected for the cracked test runs since the upper portion (including both diaphragms) of S1 and S2 

remained intact. For a system with rigid walls and equally-flexible diaphragms, this result should be 

expected since each diaphragm would receive the same input motion and would vibrate in the same 

manner. During the uncracked test runs, the masonry walls must have been stiff enough relative to 

the diaphragms to have produced this behavior. 
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4.10 Rocking Displacements 

During the testing of S2, two LVDTs were used to measure the opening and closing of 

horizontal cracks at the top of the two, left (west), first-story, door-wall piers (see Figure 2.31 for 

location of LVDTs). The displacement histories from these two instruments are plotted in Appendix 

E. With these measurements, negative values represent an opening of the crack, which was caused by 

a negative displacement (west) of S2. By examining the two histories from Test Run 22, fairly 

accurate estimations were made as to when cracks first appeared along these specific bed joints. A 

blow-up of the two response histories, plotted from 4.4-5.0 seconds, is shown in Figure 4.63. From 

this figure, the left pier was likely to have started cracking at 4.51 seconds and was definitely cracked 

by 4.78 seconds, where the first residual occurred (the crack did not close completely). Similarly, the 

left central pier appeared to start cracking at 4.50 seconds and had its first residual displacement at 

4.92 seconds. 

Another feature of the crack opening/closing histories was the regular pattern that existed for 

the opening and closing of the horizontal cracks. This pattern was more clearly seen in the left central 

pier histories. This repetitive, regular opening and closing motion was indicative of a pier undergoing 

a rocking behavior. Although some horizontal sliding occurred across the cracks during Test Runs 23 

and 24, a consistent sliding motion would have produced twice as many peaks in the record since 

sliding would have occurred in both directions, and would not have produced the "dead" spots in 

between the peaks, when the crack was mostly closed. Furthermore, large horizontal sliding 

oscillations, greater than 1", would have been required to withdraw the L VDT core enough to imitate 

Lire o. 1" level of vertical displacement measured across L'1e crach. ,A~ rocking behavior was the only 

explanation and was consistent with visual observations. 

A rocking behavior was established for the left central door pier of S2 after horizontal cracks 

formed at its top and near its base. An examination of the crack opening history for this pier from 

Test Run 24 gave an indication of how much of the post-cracking horizontal displacements were due 

to the rocking motion. The rocking portion of the left central door pier was 29.3" high and 13.4" 

wide. By initializing the crack-opening displacement history to zero and multiplying by 29.3/134 , an 
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estimate of the horizontal displacements caused by rocking was made. A portion of the rocking

induced horizontal displacement history is overlaid on the first-level displacement history, also 

initialized to zero, in Figure 4.64. Note that the rocking measurements were only made in one 

direction of building motion (west) since the crack (width) being measured was closed when the 

building rocked in the other direction (east). Ratios were made of the rocking component to the first

level displacement for all pairs of points below zero. The ratios between 2.0 and 7.0 seconds were 

averaged. Only ratios greater than zero and less than two were included in this average. The average 

indicated that approximately 80% of the first-level displacement was attributable to the rocking 

behavior. Comparable results were computed for a similar procedure using the data from Test Run 

23. An overlay of measured first-level displacement and the computed rocking-induced horizontal 

displacement for Test Run 23 is shown in Figure 4.65. 

4.11 Comparison of Measured Respo~ to Conventional Methods 

4.11.1 Static 

The cracking loads calculated using the two design codes, UBC and MSJC (Sections 3.2.1 and 

3.2.2), were quite conservative relative to those measured during Test Runs 14 and 22 (Figure 4.66). 

For Sl, the measured value (15 kips) was three times higher than the UBC (5.2 kips) and six times 

higher than the MSJC (2.4 kips). For S2, the measured cracking load (8 kips) was more than twice 

the value calculated using the UBC (3.7 kips) and more than five times the value calculated using the 

MSJC (1.7 kips). The level of conservatism for the UBC values, 1/2 to 113, implied a factor of safety 

of 2 to 3. This was consistent with the working stress approach used by the UBC. Since the MSJC 

allowed no tensile capacity for the masonry, the cracking loads calculated were twice as conservative 

as the UBC values. This factor of two was related to the fact that the dead load stress in the masonry 

was approximately equal to the value of the tensile capacity of the masonry. 

Cracking loads were also calculated using the finite element method (Section 3.2.5). These 

values (4.8 and 4.1 kips, for S 1 and S2, respectively) had similar levels of conservatism as the UBC 

values. This conservatism was primarily due to the high dependence of the calculated cracking loads 
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on the tensile capacity used in the analysis. The dynamic tensile strength of the masonry was 

obviously much higher than that measured during the flexural tension tests. 

The cracking loads were calculated using (lateral) floor-level loads based on an inverted

triangular distribution. During the dynamic tests, (lateral) floor-level loads were approximately equal, 

resulting in a uniform distribution (Section 4.9). For a two-story building, the difference in global 

overturning moment between the two force distributions is only 10%. Therefore, the static analyses 

were not very sensitive to the lateral force distribution. 

The ultimate capacity of S 1 and S2 were calculated using the FEMA 178 method (Section 

3.2.4). The capacities of 15.2 kips and 8.5 kips, for SI and S2 respectively, compared moderately 

well to the peak base shears measured during Test Runs 15 and 24, 12.4 kips and 9.4 kips respectively 

(Figure 4.67). In both buildings, the FEMA 178 methodology indicated a rocking-controlled behavior 

rather than a shear-controlled behavior. Experimental observations confirmed this. Higher base shear 

values were measured in previous test runs of both buildings, but since rocking was most prevalent 

during the final test runs, these base shears were used for comparison. 

The UeBe analysis (Section 3.2.3) indicated that pier rocking would control over pier shear 

for S2, but that shear would control for S1. The calculated strengths, however, were a factor of 3113 

below the rocking strengths measured experimentally. This was because the UeBe method used a 

working stress approach even though the rocking and shear conditions were ultimate behaviors. Other 

than the difference in the coefficients in the equations, the UeBe and FEMA 178 approaches were the 

same and should have been expected to produce similar results, if properly scaled. In fact, 

multiplying the UeBe results by 31 h gave almost exactly the measured results. Therefore, the UeBe 

S1ref}~u9cS agreed wiL~ L9.e experimental results whef} a factor of safet'j of 31 h was included. 

4.11.2 Dynamic 

Agreement between the simple dynamic analyses examined (Sections 3.3.1-3.3.5) and 

measured dynamic results was generally poor (Table 4.12). An equivalent frame model was used to 

estimate natural frequencies (Section 3.3.1). Using the assumption of rigid diaphragms, the two in

plane walls were combined to form a model with one degree of freedom at each floor level. The rigid 
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Table 4.12 Comparison of Results from Dynamic Analysis Mode~ with Measured Valoes 

Dynamic Model S1 Result S2 Result 

Natural Frequencies Natural Frequencies 

Equivalent Frame Analysis 44Hz 47Hz 
(rigid diaphragm) 

Finite Element Model 35Hz 34Hz 
(rigid diaphragm) 

MDOF w / Flex. Diaphragm 11.8,11.9,80.2,87.8 Hz 11.7,11.9,52.2,118.6 Hz 

Finite Element Model 21.5 Hz 20.6 Hz 
(flexible diaphragm) 

MEASURED 8.2 Hz 9.8 Hz 

Acceleration, Displacement Acceleration, Displacement 
Simulation of Test Run 11 Simulation of Test Run 21 

MDOF w / Flex. Diaphragm 0.45g, 0.064" 0.62g, 0.075" 
(2nd Level Diaphragm) 

Response Spectrum Analysis 0.50g, 0.011" 0.34g, 0.008" 
(2nd Level Diaphragm) 

MEASURED 0.373g, 0.029" 0.792g, 0.063" 
(2nd Level Diaphragm) 
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diaphragm assumption resulted in natural frequencies which were 41/2 to 51/2 times higher than the 

frequencies measured during Test Runs 11 and 21. 

Natural frequencies and mode shapes were calculated using the MDOF model with flexible 

diaphragms (Section 3.3.2). The mode shapes from this model showed almost no coupling between 

the walls or between either wall and the diaphragms. As a result, the first and second mode 

frequencies were essentially frequencies of just the diaphragms. Since the natural frequencies of S 1 

and S2 were dominated by the diaphragms, agreement between the calculated (11.8 and 11.7 Hz) and 

measured (8.2 and 9.8 Hz) values was fair. 

Finite element models were also used to calculate natural frequencies and mode shapes 

(Section 3.3.4). Both flexible and nearly-rigid diaphragm models were used. These models produced 

mode shapes with diaphragms and walls vibrating in unison (Figures 3.14 and 3.15), but the natural 

frequencies (21.5 and 20.6 Hz for the flexible diaphragms) were more than twice those measured. 

Frequencies calculated with the nearly-rigid diaphragms (35 and 34 Hz) were half again greater. 

Peak displacements calculated using the MDOF model with flexible diaphragms (Section 

3.3.3) ranged from 14.4 times smaller than to 3.3 times larger than the measured peaks from Test 

Runs 11 and 21. Wall displacements were too low while diaphragm displacements were too high. 

Calculated accelerations also varied in comparison to measured values though not as widely as 

displacements. The variation was primarily due to the large difference in stiffnesses between the walls 

and the diaphragms in the MDOF model. 

The spectral values determined in Section 3.3.5 were based on calculated natural frequencies 

much higher than those measured and are therefore erroneous. Spectral analysis will be discussed 

again in Section 5.2. 

4.12 Summary of Measured Response 

Based on the measured results of a total of nine test runs on two buildings, the following 

conclusions were drawn. 
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1) Diaphragm and wall amplifications of base accelerations compared well with results 

measured on full-size buildings during actual earthquakes. Prior to cracking, both walls and 

diaphragms amplified base accelerations at a constant level while after cracking, little to no 

amplification existed. 

2) Flexible diaphragms amplified wall displacements prior to cracking in the walls. After 

cracking, diaphragm deflections relative to the walls were greatly diminished. Interstory drifts above 

the cracks also decreased after cracking. 

3) As expected for a truely flexible diaphragm system, little or no coupling was observed 

between parallel shear walls. Individual walls vibrated independantly of each other with no torsion of 

the diaphragm. In some cases deflection of the door-walls was two times larger than that of the 

window-walls. 

4) Lateral forces were distributed equally between the two floor levels, not by the inverted

triangular distribution normally assumed for rigid diaphragms. 

5) Low masonry tensile strength resulted in horizontal cracks across the bases and tops of most 

of the piers. 

6) Cracking loads were many times higher than those determined using design codes and a 

finite element model. First-story cracking drifts were approximately 0.1 %. 

7) Substantial strength and deformation capacity existed after cracking. This ductility resulted 

from pier rocking in the first story. 

8) After cracking, up to 80% of first-story displacements were attributable to rocking. 

9) Post-cracking force-displacement curves were bilinear in shape, which is indicative of 

rocking. 

10) Natural frequencies decreased as structural damage, in the form of cracking, increased. 

Frequency measurements were dependent on the amplitude of the test. Calculated natural frequencies 

were much higher than measured frequencies. 

11) Simple dynamic methods did a poor job at estimating the natural frequencies and peak 

displacements and accelerations. 
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SECTION 5. ANALYTICAL MODELING 

5.1 Overview 

Two common analysis methods were studied to determine if they could be used to model 

unreinforced masonry structures with flexible diaphragms. These two methods were (a) response 

spectrum (elastic dynamic with a single degree of freedom) and (b) pushover (inelastic static 

analysis with an equivalent frame). Based on response measured during the dynamic test runs, a 

third analysis (inelastic dynamic) was conducted that utilized a nonlinear time-step integration 

program to compute post-cracking displacements of a three-degree-of-freedom model. For this 

third type of analysis, pier rocking was modelled to compute displacements. 

The purpose of this section is to apply the three analysis methods to the two structures 

tested and to illustrate the merits and shortcomings of the three methods relative to the results 

determined experimentally. 

5.2 Response Spectrum Analysis 

In Section 3, a linear response spectrum analysis was used to estimate likely peak 

accelerations and displacements for the first test runs of Sl and S2. This cursory analysis was 

based on calculated natural frequencies and was intended merely to demonstrate the method rather 

than to predict response values. This section investigates the response spectrum method more 

thoroughly as an analysis technique for unreinforced masonry structures with flexible diaphragms. 

5.2.1 Analysis 

Linear acceleration and displacement response spectra were calculated for each of the nine 

test runs using the measured base acceleration histories. Spectra were computed using several 

percentages of critical damping, 2 %, 5 %, and 10%. Samples of an acceleration spectrum and a 

displacement spectrum for Test Run 22 with 5% damping are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
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Spectral accelerations and spectral displacements were extracted from each spectra (for each test 

run) at the natural frequency measured during the test run. Measured natural frequencies are 

plotted in Figures 4.37 and 4.38 and listed in Table 4.8. As an example, during Test Run 22, the 

measured natural frequency was 8.2 Hz. In Figures 5.1 and 5.2 this would correspond to a 

spectral acceleration of 0.89g and a spectral displacement of 0.13". 

To convert spectral values to floor-level accelerations, the following equation was used, 

(5.1) 

where Gmij is the maximum acceleration at node i for mode j, n is the participation factor for mode 

j, <1>;; is the coordinate at node i for mode j, ,and SAj is the spectral acceleration for mode j. In this 

analysis, only one location, the second-level diaphragm, and only the first mode were considered 

(i = 1). Furthermore, since the second-level diaphragm coordinate used to determine the modal 

participation factors was unity (</14= 1.0), Equation 5.1 reduced to 

(5.2) 

where Om is the maximum second-level diaphragm acceleration, r is the first-mode participation 

factor, and SA is the first-mode spectral acceleration. Similarly, for displacements, 

dm = r SD (5.3) 

where dm is the maximum second-level diaphragm displacement, r is the first-mode participation 

factor, and SD is the first-mode spectral displacement. 

The spectral acceleration and displacement curves were converted into peak floor-level 

acceleration and displacement curves using Equations 5.2 and 5.3 for each point on the curve. A 

participation factor of 1.3 was used for uncracked test runs (11, 12, 13, 21) while 1.15 was used 

for cracked test runs (14, 15, 22, 23, 24). The second floor-level acceleration and displacement 

curves are plotted in Figures 5.3 to 5.12 for Sl and Figures 5.13 to 5.20 for S2. The percentage 

of critical damping used is noted by each curve. A vertical line in the figures indicates the natural 

frequency measured during each test run. A small, filled square is also plotted in each figure 

representing the value of acceleration or displacement measured during the test run. Note that in 
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Figure 5.10, the measured displacement for Test Run 14 was estimated. Of particular note in each 

pair of figures for a given test run is that the measured values correspond to different levels of 

damping for acceleration and displacement. 

In Figures 5.3 to 5.20, spectrally-derived accelerations and displacements are plotted versus 

frequency. Since frequency is a common parameter to both curves, each pair of curves from a test 

run can be combined into one curve by parametrically plotting acceleration against displacement. 

Examples of such curves for Test Runs 12 and 13 are given in Figures 5.21 and 5.22. Note that in 

this type of plot, straight lines radiating from the origin are lines of constant frequency. Frequency 

decreases in a clockwise direction, from infinite along the y-axis to zero along the x-axis. The 

accelerations and displacements at the measured natural frequencies (represented by small filled 
. 

squares) were extracted from the parametric plots (Figures 5.21 and 5.22) and replotted in Figures 

5.23 and 5.24, forming a summary plot for SI and S2. The level of damping is again noted by 

each curve. Each value plotted is the peak acceleration (am) and peak displacement (elm) calculated 

for the test run using the measured base acceleration, the measured natural frequency, and the 

various levels of damping. Also plotted in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 are the peak accelerations and 

displacements of the second-level diaphragm measured during each test run. Note again that the 

displacement for Test Run 14 was estimated in Figure 5.23. Since the summary curves in Figures 

5.23 and 5.24 are moderately complex, the measured values are replotted with a "best guess" 

estimate of the spectrally-derived accelerations and displacements in Figures 5.25 and 5.26, for SI 

and S2, respectively. 

5.2.2 Comparison with Measured Values 

A comparison of the computed spectrally-derived peaks and the measured acceleration and 

displacement peaks gave mixed results. For most of the test runs, spectrally-derived accelerations 

were reasonably close to the measured ones, if the proper level of damping was assumed. As an 

example, in Figure 5.23, the measured acceleration for Test Run 14 (2.4g) fell between the 5% and 

10% damping calculated values (2.8g and 1. 7g, respectively). The measured acceleration from 

Test Run 24 (Figure 5.24) was the only significant deviation. Overall, however, spectrally-derived 
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displacements were much higher than measured displacements, especially for S1. The 

displacements from the last two test runs of S2 appeared to be exceptions, but these measured 

values were too high due to the out-of-plane motions of S2. Also, the measured displacements 

from the later test runs (15, 23 and 24) included some permanent displacements. The response 

spectrum analysis was based on zero initial conditions, remained elastic throughout, and ended with 

zero relative displacement. 

Recalling that radial Hnes represent Hnes of constant frequency, each point in Figures 5.23 

and 5.24 represents not only an acceleration and a displacement, but a frequency. The mass is 

constant across all test runs, so each point (or radial line) also represents a stiffness. Frequency 

decreases clockwise, as does stiffness. All but one of the measured points in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 

are to the left of their respective, spectral, frequency lines. Therefore, the SDOF model used in 

the response spectrum analysis was too flexible relative to the actual buildings. Surprisingly, better 

frequency correlation was achieved with the measured values from the cracked test runs than the 

values from the uncracked test runs. Since this response spectrum analysis used a linear SDOF, 

better correlation should have been expected with the undamaged test structures. 

This apparent conflict was largely resolved through an investigation of the frequency 

components of the measured response histories. The basis of the SDOF response spectrum method 

is a single, exact natural frequency for each spectral value. For a single mode analysis, the SDOF 

oscillator is assumed to represent the entire structure, with all structural components always 

vibrating in exact phase with each other. An examination of acceleration and displacement records 

from the test runs indicated that all parts of the structure did not vibrate in phase with one another 

(Figure 5.27). Furthermore, the walls did not even vibrate at the same frequencies as the 

diaphragms, or each other, especially prior to rocking. Note that the frequency values reported in 

Section 4.6 were the dominant frequencies during each test run, but in no way were the only 

frequency components of the response histories. When rocking was occurring during the later test 

runs, much of the building did vibrate in phase, whereas during the uncracked test runs, very little 

phase agreement was found among the response histories. This was true for both SI and S2, but 
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more so for S 1, probably due to the difference in diaphragm bolting. The conclusions of the 

frequency investigation were twofold: 

1) Some of the discrepancy between measured and computed displacements could be 

attributed to the walls and diaphragms of S 1 and S2 not vibrating at a single frequency or in phase 

with each other. If all structural components had vibrated in unison, displacements would 

undoubtedly have been higher. 

2) The better agreement between the cracked test-run displacements and the (linear) spectral 

values was due to the rocking behavior unifying-the frequency and phase of vibration. The cracked 

test runs, which had the first-story piers rocking below the undamaged upper portion of the 

building(s), were better modeled by a SDO~ system than the uncracked test runs. 

5.3 Pushover Analysis 

A nonlinear, static analysis method, known as a "pushover" analysis, is being proposed by 

code-writing committees for the design and analysis of building structures. Briefly, this method 

involves a uni-directional, incremental, lateral loading of the lateral-force system. After each 

(linear) load step, member stiffnesses are adjusted to model yielding or plastic hinging. The 

loadings and stiffness reductions alternately continue until either a predetermined displacement is 

reached, or a collapse mechanism is identified, i.e., the system is "pushed over". The _ design of 

the frame can then be modified, if necessary, to improve behavior. The pushover analysis method 

is examined in this section for its applicability for unreinforced masonry wall structures with 

flexible diaphragms. 

5.3.1 Background 

The pushover analysis concept is not new. As early as the late sixties, researchers were 

using static, nonlinear analysis methods. Saiidi and Sozen, (1979) used a pushover-type analysis to 

create an equivalent, nonlinear stiffness curve for a SDOF representation of ten-story, reinforced 

concrete frames. More recently, in 1992, the JTCC-PRESSS(O!ani, et ai, 1992) proposed using static, 
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nonlinear analyses to detennine ultimate response of concrete buildings idealized as a series of 

plane frames. In 1993, Section 4.6 of ATC-34 (Draft) suggested incorporating several new 

procedures for inelastic frame design and analysis. One of these described a "Static load-to

collapse analysis" as part of a procedure "suitable for analysis and design of all structural systems ... 

irrespective of regularity and height." Finally, in 1995, ATC-33 - Simplified Nonlinear Method 

(75% Draft), described in detail the implementation and use of the static pushover analysis. A 

pushover analysis like the one described in ATC-33 is discussed in the next section (5.3.2). 

5.3.2 Nonlinear Static Analysis 

ATC-33 - Simplified Nonlinear Method was 75% drafted in January of 1995. The basic 

premise is that a static pushover analysis is perfonned on a structure until a predetennined target 

displacement is reached. The element forces and displacements are analyzed at the target 

displacement and compared with capacities to detennine if individual elements need to be modified, 

or if the system as a whole needs to be altered. The draft emphasized that the pushover analysis is 

a static analysis and therefore cannot accurately represent all dynamic behavior. Also noted was 

that the pushover analysis is best used to estimate behavior at highly inelastic displacements. 

To implement a pushover analysis, the first step is to create an analytical model of the 

structure. All structural elements that contribute to the lateral or gravity systems, as well as very 

stiff elements or elements with small displacement capacities, should be included. Each element 

should be modeled such that important elastic and inelastic stiffness and strength behaviors are 

represented. However, simpler models, such as bilinear and trilinear, are best. For each element, 

the deformation at which an acceptable damage state has been reached (fora given perfonnance 

level) must be known. 

Both gravity and lateral loadings are included in the analysis. Since the exact distribution of 

lateral loads is unknown, multiple lateral load patterns should be used. Gravity loads are applied to 

the model first and the lateral loads are then incrementally increased until a stiffness discontinuity is 

reached in an element. This stiffness is modified and the loads are again incremented (another 
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elastic analysis) until another stiffness discontinuity occurs. This stiffness is modified and the 

process repeats until the target displacement is met. 

The determination of the target displacement can be accomplished in various ways. One 

way is the capacity spectrum method, which is not discussed in detail in ATC-33. A brief outline 

and references are given. A second method to determine the target displacement is called the 

coefficient method. The coefficient method is based on a response spectrum analysis with 

additional coefficients to account for behaviors associated with large displacements and different 

types of structural models. These coefficieRts were determined from statistical studies of the 

inelastic responses of SDOF and MDOF models~WSOIl, et ai, 1994 and Scnevirama, et ai, 1994). The fundamental 

period of the structure is used with the ,5 % damped response spectrum to determine a spectral 

acceleration. This acceleration is then modified by the various coefficients to produce the target 

displacement. 

The acceptability of the structural elements is assessed in terms of the target displacement. 

Demand, stresses or deformations from the pushover analysis at the target displacement, is 

compared with capacity, which is dependent on the type of element, its importance to the structure, 

and the performance level being investigated. 

5.3.3 Implementation of Nonlinear Static Analysis on SI and S2 

The first step in performing the pushover analysis was to convert the in-plane walls of S 1 

and S2 into analytical models. A frame analog was used with rigid beams and flexible columns. 

An example of a masonry frame for the Sl window wall is shown in Figure 5.28. The masonry 

piers were treated as equivalent (rectangular) column elements. Gross pier dimensions (Tables 2.1 

and 2.2) were used to calculate the areas and moments of inertia of the column elements. 

Spandrels were considered to be rigid and were given very large areas and moments of inertia. 

Column and beam elements were aligned with the original pier axes (vertical) and floor levels 

(horizontal). Short "rigid" column elements were used to produce the proper floor heights. The 

elastic modulus used in the analysis was 750 times the prism strength, or 1425 ksi. The base of 

each wall was assumed to be fixed against translation and rotation. Column elements were 
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assumed to defonn in flexure and shear. Gravity loads (Table 5.1) were based on dead load 

stresses (Table 3.1) and were applied as point loads at each of the two floor levels. Lateral loads 

were applied with a unifonn distribution at the first and second floor levels. 

In a pushover analysis, when an element yields, the element is removed and the incremental 

loadings continue with the reduced structure. U sing this procedure inherently assumes that the 

yielding member(s) continue to provide resistance at their yield strength(s), i.e., a perfectly elasto

plastic behavior. However, for the unreinforced masonry buildings being analyzed here, this 

behavior was not entirely appropriate because once an unreinforced masonry element cracks, 

tensile forces cannot be transferred across the crack .. As such, a new method of accounting seemed 

necessary to enable these brittle, element behaviors to be modeled. (Note that previous studies(Abrams 

and Shah. 1992 and EppeIllOll and Abrams, 1989) have shown that cracked masonry walls can continue to resist loads 

after the initiation of cracking if they resist vertical compression forces.) Several methods of 

accounting for cracks in the model were examined, but these methods were needlessly complex and 

did not produce a noticeable difference in results from neglecting the effects of cracks altogether. 

To take into account pier rocking in the pushover analysis of the buildings, one of two 

(lateral) force-displacement curves was used for each column element (Figures 5.29a and 5.29b). 

Which of the two curves, A or B, was used was dependent on the relative magnitudes of the 

cracking force and the rocking force for each element. Rocking cannot occur until the pier has 

cracked. Rocking forces (Table 5.2) were detennined by PDIH, where P is the initial axial force, 

D is the pier length, and H is the pier height. Cracking was assumed to occur at a combined axial 

and flexural tension of 100 psi. 

Gravity loads were applied to the frame model and lateral loads were increased until one of 

the column elements (piers) reached the break point in either curve A or B. If a column element 

followed the behavior of curve A, then at rocking, the shear at the top of the column element was 

released and replaced with a pair of opposing horizontal forces equal to the rocking strength. If a 

column element followed the behavior of curve B, then at cracking, the shear at the top of the 

column element was released and replaced with a pair of opposing horizontal forces equal to the 

rocking strength. After the internal forces were redistributed, the applied forces were increased or 
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Table 5.1 Gravity loads applied at each floor level in the pushover analysis. 

5hear Wall Pier Load (kips) 

Outer Piers Inner Pier(s) 

51 door wall 1.06 1.78 

51 window wall 0.70 1.20 

52 door wall 0.70 1.20 

52 window wall 1.06 1.78 

Table 5.2 Rocking forces used in the pushover analysis and the 3-DOF model. 

5hearWali Rocking Force (kips) 

Outer Piers Inner Pier( s) 

51 door wall 1.14 3.01 

51 window wall 0.74 1.79 

52 door wall 0.42 1.01 

52 window wall 2.03 5.35 
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Figure 5.29b Example of Bilinear Force-dispiacement Curve ''B'' 
used in Pushover Analysis 
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decreased until another column element reached the break point in curve A or B. The process was 

repeated until a mechanism formed. 

Lateral loads were assumed to be applied to the center of the flexible diaphragms and were 

assumed to be equally distributed between the two walls. As such, the two walls were analyzed 

separately, but simultaneously. The total lateral load is plotted against the average of the first-level 

drifts for S 1 and S2 in Figure 5.30 and 5.31. Each point in the analysis is numbered in the figures. 

For SI, the numbers in Figure 5.30 are as follows: 1) exterior window column element cracks, 2) 

exterior door column element cracks, 3) interior window column element cracks, 4) exterior 

window column element rocks, 5) exterior door column element rocks, 6) interior window column 

element rocks, 7) second interior window column element cracks and rocks, 8) interior door 

column element cracks and rocks, and second, exterior window column element cracks and rocks 

forming a mechanism in the window wall, and 9) ultimate capacity. For S2, the numbers in Figure 

5.31 are as follows: 1) interior door column element cracks, 2) exterior door column element 

cracks, 3) interior door column element rocks, 4) second interior door column element cracks and 

rocks and exterior door column element rocks, 5) second exterior door column element cracks and 

rocks, forming a mechanism in the door wall, and 6) ultimate capacity. The S2 window wall 

experienced no damage in the pushover analysis. 

5.3.4 Discussion 

The pushover curves in Figure 5.30 and 5.31 did not compare well with measured results. 

Although the calculated capacity for SI, 10.1 kips, was close to the 12.4 kips measured, the S2 

capacity of 5.7 kips was mucn lower than the g.4 kips measured. Calculated waH drIftS (0.01%) 

were 10 times lower than those measured for cracking (0.1 %). 

The pushover analysis can be greatly simplified for unrein forced masonry building models 

such as those used to analyze SI and S2. For both models, the onset of cracking in the first 

column element was quickly followed by cracking and the subsequent rocking of all column 

elements along a wall. The resulting load-drift curves were essentially bilinear, with a brief elastic 

portion and a substantial flat (rocking) portion. Both the elastic stiffnesses and the rocking 
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strengths could have been calculated independently of the pushover analysis. For simple models in 

which a rocking mechanism is formed, rather than proceed through the incremental loading steps, 

the analyst could form the bilinear curve with just an estimate of the elastic stiffness and a 

computation of the sum of the rocking strengths. 

One major reason that the pushover analysis is not suitable for unreinforced masonry 

buildings with flexible diaphragms is that the complex and changing frequency characteristics of the 

structures were not included. The pushover analysis was developed primarily on multi-story frame 

models where first-mode response dominated the behavior. Also inherent in these models was that 

the deflected shapes remained relatively constant throughout the pushover analysis. The two-story 

buildings tested in this study satisfied neither description. A unified building motion was not 

present during the dynamic tests (Figure 5.27). Also, post-cracking deflected shapes were 

substantially different from the pre-cracking deflected shapes (Section 4.7). Furthermore, 

experimental results indicated that the dominant response frequencies were controlled either by the 

diaphragms (precracking) or by rocking (post-cracking). Since the behavior of buildings like Sl 

and S2 is so dependent on dynamic properties, methods such as the pushover analysis cannot 

accurately determine their response. 

Another reason why the pushover analysis is unsuitable for unreinforced masonry is related 

to the bilinear shape of the load-drift curve. The basis of the pushover analysis is analyzing 

structural elements at a target displacement to determine their acceptability. For the models 

analyzed here, once all the piers in one of the two walls started to rock, displacements (drifts) were 

effectively unbounded. Furthermore, additional displacements (after the formation of the rocking 

mecnfuiism) did not produce additional stresses in bie elements. S-ince any target displacement 

could be reached with the same capacity level (rocking), a target displacement becomes 

meaningless as an indication of the demand for a particular performance level. 

5.4 Nonlinear Time-Step Integration 
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Neither of the two analysis methods discussed in Section 5.2 or 5.3, the response spectrum 

analysis or the pushover analysis, included the full nonlinear behavior of pier rocking. Since pier 

rocking was shown, in Chapter 4, to contribute so significantly to the inelastic response of Sl and 

S2, any accurate analysis method should include this behavior. As such, using experimental results 

from Chapter 4, a simple model was developed that takes pier rocking into account in determining 

the displacement histories of unrein forced masonry buildings with flexible diaphragms. 

5.4.1 3-DOF Model 

Three degrees of freedom (DOF) were used to represent Sl and S2 (Figure 5.32). One 

DOF was used for each of two in-plane, shear walls and the third DOF was used for the 

diaphragms. The post-cracking deflected shapes shown in Figures 4.41, 4.42, and 4.44-4.46, the 

drift plots in Figures 4.52 and 4.54, and the displacement ratios and modes shapes listed in Tables 

4.10 and 4.11, all showed that after horizontal cracks had formed across the piers, second-level 

displacements were negligible when compared to first-level displacements. Therefore, in the 

model, the wall DOFs were located at the first level while the second-level masonry was assumed 

to be rigid. As a result of this assumption, both diaphragms received the same input motion, that 

of the two wall DOFs. Since both diaphragms also had equal stiffnesses and had equal masses, the 

two diaphragms were combined into one DOF. This again was consistent with the response 

observations. 

The three DOFs used to model Sl and S2 were chosen for the particular buildings tested in 

this study. If the two diaphragms had had unequal stiffnesses or masses, one DOF could have been 

used for each. Each diaphragm DOF would have, however, stiU received the same input motions 

from the two wall DOFs. Also, in theory, additional wall DOFs could have been used if more 

than two shear walls had existed in one of the buildings. 

The diaphragm DOF was assumed to remain linear throughout the analysis. The two wall 

DOFs, however, used bilinear force-displacement curves (Figure 5.33). The first portion of the 

curve was computed by summing the pier stiffnesses (see Equation 3.8). The second portion of the 

curve, which had zero slope, represented the rocking behavior. A simple statics study suggested 
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Figure 5.32 Description of the Degrees of Freedom (for SI) in the 3-DOF Model 
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Figure 5.33 Assumed Bilinear Rocking Behavior and Actual Rigid-pier Rocking Behavior 
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that the force-displacement curve for a rocking rigid body actually has a slightly negative slope 

(Figure 5.33). Under normal circumstances, a curve with zero slope models rocking extremely 

well. The force value of the second portion was the sum of PDIH for each pier, where P is the 

axial load in the pier, and DIH is the aspect ratio, length over height. The rocking strengths 

calculated in this way were within about 20% of the measured base shear values during the post

cracking test runs. With this bilinear force-displacement curve, all piers in each wall were assumed 

to rock in unison, and were assumed to have constant rocking strengths. This assumption may not 

be valid for walls with a wide range of pier aspect ratios or walls which are highly asymmetric. 

Neither description fit S 1 or S2. 

5.4.2 Integration Program 

A time-step integration program was written to compute the response of the nonlinear, 3-

nOF model to base accelerations. A listing can be found in Appendix F. The program uses the 

Newmark-Beta method to solve displacements, velocities, and accelerations at each time step. 

Because of the discontinuity in the wall nOF force-displacement curves, an iterative approach was 

used rather than a closed-form solution. A second program was written to compute the elastic 

stiffnesses and rocking strengths of the walls while a third program was written to interpolate an 

acceleration history to a different time increment. Listings of these two programs are also in 

Appendix F. 

The integration program was run using input parameters from SI and S2 and base 

acceleration histories from Test Runs 14, 15, 23, and 24. Slight variations among the calculated 

reSHlts were evident with. ilifferen.t integration time steps, levels of {jamping,and elastk stiffnesses, 

but this is to be expected. Results from the simulations are summarized in Table 5.3. Plots of the 

computed door- and window-wall displacements, overlain with the measured door- and window

wall displacements, are presented in Figures 5.34-5.41. Results from the S2 window wall are not 

presented since this wall did not rock. For these results, the integration parameters were, a= 112, 

B=1/6, time step=O.OOl seconds, and the relative convergence limit (Il-<u+t!<u\) < 10-4 for each 
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Figure 5.34 Calculated and Measured Door-wall Displacements for Test Run 14 
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Figure 5.36 Calrulated and Measured Door-wall Displacements for Test Run 15. 
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of the three accelerations. Pier dimensions are given in Figures 2.3, 2.4, 2.7, and 2.8, and the 

elastic modulus used was 1425 ksi. Calculated rocking forces are listed in Table 5.2. 

5.4.3 Correlation Between Calculated and Measured Results 

The correlation between calculated and measured displacements for Test Run 14 was good 

(Figures 5.34 and 5.35). For both walls, the periods were matched almost exactly. The window

wall calculated peak was only one-half cycle away from the measured peak (at 8.3 seconds) while 

the door-wall peaks were within 5 %. For the window wall, the calculated amplitudes were higher 

than those measured because the S 1 window wall had not cracked enough to promote full rocking. 

For Test Run 15, the correlation between calculated and measured displacements was also 

good (Figures 5.36 and 5.37). The portions of the history when rocking occurred during the 

experiments were identified by the model for both walls and the periods were matched quite well. 

Although the measured displacement peak for the door wall occurred well before the calculated 

peak, the magnitudes agreed to within 1.5 %. Several variations of the input parameters were tried, 

but the measured door-wall displacement peak (at 4.7 seconds) could not be recreated with the 

computer model. For the window wall, both calculated and measured peaks occurred 

simultaneously (at 7.7 seconds), but the magnitudes were 17% off. 

For Test Run 23, the correlation between the calculated door-wall displacements and the 

measured displacements (Figure 5.38) was good for the first part of the history (4-6 seconds), but 

not good through the latter part of the history (6-10 seconds). Inelastic displacements in the 

measured results were partially responsible for the discrepancies. The lack of agreement was 

largely due to the fact that no rocking occurred in the computer-model window~wan DOl' while 

during the actual test run, significant sliding took place near the base of the window wall. The 

0.0019" peak displacement calculated for the window wall was below the initiation of rocking. In 

an effort to model the sliding using the bilinear rocking curve, the window-wall rocking strength 

was reduced to the door-wall rocking strength (2.85 kips). This reduction gave better magnitude 

and phase agreement with the latter portion of the measured displacements, but gave poorer 

agreement with the earlier portion of the measured displacement history (Figure 5.39). The sliding 
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resistance of the window wall must have decreased during Test Run 23. By using the reduced 

window-wall rocking strength, the calculated and measured door-wall displacement peaks were 

within one-half cycle of each other (at 7.7 seconds) and were only different by 1 %. 

The calculated displacement history for the door wall during Test Run 24 also had poor 

phase correlation with the measured displacements (Figure 5.40) during the latter part of the 

history (7-10 seconds). This was again largely due to the sliding of the wall during the laboratory 

experiment which was not properly modeled by the bilinear, rocking, force-displacement curve. 

However, the calculated door-wall peak occur-red during the same cycle as the measured peak (at 

9.2 seconds) and the magnitudes were within 2%. To account for the poor phase agreement, the 

window-wall rocking strength was again l?wered, this time to 5.0 kips. This change resulted in a 

calculated door-wall displacement history with a much better phase correlation with the measured 

displacements (Figure 5.41) throughout the history. The calculated peak displacement did not, 

however, occur simultaneously with the measured peak, nor were the magnitudes as close, with the 

reduced window-wall strength. 

In comparison to the generally good correlation between calculated and measured 

displacements, agreement between the calculated and measured base shears, both inertial-based, 

was not nearly as good. Note that the program calculates relative acceleration and that calculated 

base shears are computed from absolute acceleration (relative + base). Some of the discrepancies 

can be explained by the inability of the model to represent or accumulate any form of damage. The 

force-displacement curves remained unchanged and elastic. Some of the disagreement can also be 

rationalized as inherent to the solution method. Acceleration was the highest order derivative 

calculated and tended to vary widely, especially near the abrupt change in stiffness of me wan 
OOFs. These variances produced the high, calculated accelerations and base shears. 

Since the calculated base shears presented in Table 5.3 are based on inertial forces, these 

shears can (and do) exceed the sum of the rocking strengths of the two walls. However, with the 

bilinear force-displacement curve used for the walls, the force transmitted to the "foundation" of 

the model can never exceed the sum of the rocking strengths. The force balance is maintained with 

the velocity-dependent damping forces. 
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Clearly evident of the calculated base shears was that an increase in nonlinear response 

resulted in a relative decrease in the acceleration-based base shear. Even though the amplitude of 

the base motion was increased by 50% between Test Run 14 and 15, the calculated base shear 

increased only 15%. The amplitude of the base motion was increased by 60% between Test Run 

23 and 24, yet the calculated base shear increased only 27%. 

The purpose for developing the model was to estimate wall displacements resulting from a 

rocking-dominant behavior. The model was never intended to accurately determine accelerations 

or base shears. Overall, agreement between calculated results and measured results was 

surprisingly good considering the simplicity of the model. The model was able to 

- estimate the peak wall displacements due to rocking 

- determine the times when rocking occurred 

- demonstrate the reduction of relative diaphragm displacements during rocking (not 

shown here) 

- demonstrate the shift in frequency from before to during rocking 

- estimate the rocking frequency 

- demonstrate increases in base shear not proportional to increases in base excitations. 

The model was not able to 

- consistently determine the time of (measured) peak displacements 

- accumulate inelastic displacements or other damage 

- accurately match measured inertial-based base shears. 
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SECTION 6 

COMMENTS ON EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION OF URM STRUCTURES 

6.1 Overview 

The differences between the measured response of S 1 and S2 are discussed and are related 

to physical differences in the configuration and construction of the two buildings. Comments on 

the merits and shortcomings of evaluation methods presented in Sections 3 and 5 are made. Linear 

and nonlinear static and dynamic methods are covered. Recommendations for modeling, and the 

best uses for different models are given. Suggestions for rehabilitation relating to rocking, pier 

aspect ratios, strong wall/weak wall systems,· and out-of-plane bending of out-of-plane walls are 

made based on measured results. 

6.2 Comparison of Measured Response of SI with S2 

In prior sections, the responses of S 1 and S2 were discussed in terms of their similarities as 

two, two-story, unreinforced masonry structures. Although similar in many ways, the two 

structures had some differences. The most significant difference was the relative lateral strengths 

of the two shear walls. The two in-plane walls of S 1 had nearly equal strengths while those of S2 

had vastly different strengths. The S2 shear walls were designed by strengthening one Sl wall and 

weakening the other while leaving the pier and opening cross sections unchange~. S2 can, 

therefore, be viewed not only as a second test structure, bur also as an altered or rehabHltated 

version of S1. Similarly, Sl can be viewed as a rehabilitated version of S2. Other, less important 

differences between Sl and S2 were, the existence of a weak bed joint between the second and 

third course of S2 (Section 2.8.8), and the bolting of the weights to the floor beams (Section 

2.8.7). By comparing the responses of Sl and S2 against each other, and correlating the 

similarities and differences to the differences between the structures, additional information can be 

derived from the laboratory data. 
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Overall, both SI and S2 perfonned well while uncracked and cracked. After initial 

cracking, both structures were subjected to at least one additional test run with a higher intensity 

base motion than the previous run. Pier rocking was a reliable, repeatable behavior that resulted in 

only minor damage to the structure as a whole. Out-of-plane motions experienced by S2 led the 

two inner door-wall piers to end up slightly out of plumb. The stockier piers of SI did not have 

this problem, but they also did not undergo as many rocking cycles as those of S2. Although 

rocking is initially a stable behavior, alignment problems can occur after a large number of cycles. 

Severe alignment problems could result in the loss of a pier if subjected to several earthquakes. 

Even though both buildings in this study were tested repeatedly, a real building should not be 

allowed to experience a second seismic event while severely damaged. 

The difference in the diaphragm boltings was evidenced by increased displacements, 

increased accelerations, and a slightly higher natural frequency for S2 during the first test runs. 

The more unifonn diaphragm behavior, coupled with the more flexible door wall, resulted in 

higher displacements and accelerations in Test Run 21 than in Test Run 11. The S2 diaphragm bolt 

plan also had a stiffening effect on the diaphragm when compared to that of S 1. The stiffer 

diaphragm produced slightly higher natural frequencies for the uncracked S2. 

The most significant differences in response between SI and S2 resulted primarily from the 

difference in the relative lateral strengths of the two shear walls. The weak bed joint in S2 also 

played a minor role. Although the S2 door wall, and the Sl door and~ window walls, initially 

cracked at approximately 0.1 % story drift, the weak joint possibly led to premature cracking in the 

S2 window wall. The weak bed joint forced a horizontal crack near the bottom of the S2 window 

waH which prevented any furtheT damage in this wall. :Whether or not this crack (or others) would 

have occurred in the absence of a weak joint is not known. Note that in S 1, the bed joint below the 

base course was the weakest. Regardless, S2 was weaker than S 1 and should have cracked at 

lower force levels. 

Due to several factors, S2 cracked during the second test run while S 1 did not start cracking 

until the fourth test run. As a result of the early cracking in S2, and the ensuing departure from 

linear response, measured displacements were generally higher, and measured accelerations were 
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generally lower, than in S 1 for equivalent base motions. The lower accelerations produced lower 

inertial forces which resulted in lower total base shears for S2. The fact that lower base shears 

were measured for S2 (after cracking) than for SI is important since the total weight, weight 

distribution, and base motions were the same for S 1 and S2. The implication here is that the 

weaker structure had a lower demand under otherwise equal conditions. After cracking, the three 

peak base shears for S2, from Test Runs 22, 23, and 24, varied by only 15 %, even though the base 

motion was increased by 60% between each test. This implies that there was a limit to the demand 

that the rocking-pier building needed to resist. This demand limit was set by the capacity of the 

structure, not visa versa. 

6.3 Recommendations for Evaluation 

6.3.1 Linear Elastic Analyses 

All linear elastic analyses of URM buildings will have the handicap of large uncertainties in 

the elastic modulus of the masonry. Note also that masonry is not isotropic. Since for stocky 

piers, aspect ratios less than 1.0, shear deformations can exceed flexural deformations, shear 

deformations should be included in determining elastic stiffnesses. Thus, an estimate of the shear 

modulus is also required. If the elastic modulus is not well known, it is likely that the shear 

modulus is not known at all. 

Determination of tensile, compressive, and shear stress distributions are perhaps the best 

use for linear elastic analyses of URM structures. Overstressed structural elements -can be 

identified for rehabltltation. To determine stress distributions in an elastic model, me magnirude of 

the elastic and shear moduli are not critical as long as each can be assumed to be constant and are in 

proper proportion to each other. An accurate analysis should include all load resisting elements. 

For simplicity, most of the analyses discussed in Section 3 did not include the out-of-plane walls. 

These "pier models" assumed that no out-of-plane walls existed for either gravity or lateral loads. 

Only the finite element models included the transverse walls and stress distributions from these 

models showed that the transverse walls did participate slightly in resisting horizontal and vertical 
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forces. For an elastic stress distribution, a model that includes transverse walls is likely to be more 

accurate though it need not be as complex as the ones used in this study. Ignoring transverse walls 

will be quicker, but may be too conservative in some cases. 

Another facet of performing a linear elastic analysis is the application of loads. Gravity 

loads are generally known and can easily be applied to a model. Equivalent seismic loads, 

however, are much more difficult to determine accurately. Experimental results from Section 4.9 

indicated that seismically-induced, floor-level, inertial loads were proportional to the mass at each 

floor level, not proportional to the mass multiplied by the height. In Section 3, the two-story 

models were analyzed with loads proportional to the mass times the heights. Had they been 

analyzed with loads proportional to just the mass, global overturning moments would have been 

reduced by 10%. Global moment reductions for three-, four-, and five-story models would be 

14%, 17%, and 18 %, respectively, (assuming equal floor heights and masses) for mass

proportional loadings from mass-times-height-proportional loadings. 

The last parameters needed for a linear elastic analysis are assessments of tensile, shear, and 

compressive strengths. Flexural tension tests (Section 2.7.4) gave conservative results (by a factor 

of 41/2 times lower) compared to the dynamic tensile strengths inferred from the test runs. 

Diagonal compression tests (Section 2.7.3) gave shear strengths much weaker than the in-place 

shear tests performed on SI and S2 (Section 2.7.6). The underestimation of strengths from the 

static component tests resulted in conservative estimates of the loads that would initially crack the 

test structures. 

With relative stiffnesses and estimates of material strengths, a linear elastic model can be 

used to determine a range of initial cracking loads for URM structures. Several different lateral 

force distributions should be used to identify all possible critical regions of the structure. All load

carrying elements should be included in the model. Elastic displacements will have large 

inaccuracies due to uncertainties in the elastic and shear moduli. However, for many masonry 

buildings, the linear elastic displacement under assumed loads may not be a critical parameter if a 

stable nonlinear behavior, such as rocking, is expected. 
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6.3.2 Linear Static Analyses - Reduction Factors 

Current force-based design philosophies rely heavily on the reduction of lateral loads 

derived from linear analyses. One simplistic approach is to assume the level of reduction, R, is 

equal to the ductility factor, /-1, as defined in Figure 6.1 The reduction factors typically are 

specified in design codes for structural systems as a whole, but can also be specified for each 

element in a structural system. Referring back to the force-displacement curves for the cracked test 

runs, in particular Figures 4.24-4.27, 4.32, and 4.34, a conservative estimate of ductility in the 

walls would be two. The S 1 door wall actually reached ductility levels of between four and six. 

Since the wall behavior is directly related to the pier behaviors, these wall ductilities can also be 

used for the individual piers. The base shear versus drift curves presented in Figures 4.13 and 

4.14 suggest an ultimate ductility of nearly ten for Sl and more than six for S2. Note that the 

gravity stresses in the piers in this study were low to moderate for a two-story building. Estimated 

reduction factors (R) for various performance levels and aspect ratios are summarized in Table 6.1. 

6.3.3 Nonlinear Analyses - FEMA 178 and UeBe 
Rocking strengths of Sl and S2 were determined using the FEMA 178 procedure. Within 

the accuracy of the parameters used in the analysis, the calculated ultimate strengths were within 

20% of those measured during the final test runs (15 and 24) of each building. The UCBC 

approach was much the same and produced comparable results, with, in this case, a factor of safety 

of 3113. Both documents promoted rocking as the preferred response over a shear-controlled 

behavior. The FEMA 178 document seemed to overpromote rocking by reducing the forces 

applied to the rocking-controlled walls (Equation 3.7). Calculated rocking strengths presented in 

Table 5.2 included no reduction or enhancement coefficients and were as accurate as those 

determined using FEMA 178. For simple structures like the ones tested here, both documents 

were fairly straightforward and easy to implement. However, calculated capacities of walls that 

are shear controlled can be much lower than either the rocking or shear capacities. This was the 

case for the S 1 window wall. In this instance, lowering the assumed axial stresses would have 

increased the calculated capacity which is contrary to the fact that both rocking and shear strengths 
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Table 6.1 &timated reduction factors (N) for various perfonnance levels. 

Vertical Stress Aspect Ratio Performance Level 
(height/length) 

Immediate Occupancy Life Safety Collapse Prevention 

Low 0.5 1.0 3.0 3.0 

Low 1.0 1.2 4.0 4.0 

Low 2.0 1.5 6.0 6.0 

Low 3.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 

Moderate, High Any N.A.' N.A. N.A. 

-Not available. 
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decrease with decreased axial stress. No comments can be made regarding shear strengths per 

FEMA 178 and UeBe since both buildings tested were rocking controlled. Research on this topic 

is suggested in Section 7. 

The main drawback to FEMA 178 and UeBe was that each prescribed a method to 

estimate pier (and wall) rocking capacity without specifying conditions necessary for piers to 

withstand the potentially large rocking displacements. Although in Section 6.2, demand was 

determined to be unable to exceed capacity while the buildings were rocking, one can not conclude 

that every rocking-controlled masonry building will withstand any earthquake. Other requirements 

such as minimum tensile strengths and maximum aspect ratios are needed to ensure that rocking 

piers will not degrade or topple. 

Unlike for the linear elastic models, applying equivalent seismic loads was not an issue for 

these two methods. Wall strengths were based on pier capacities and were independent of lateral 

force distributions. 

6.3.4 Nonlinear Static Analysis - Pushover Method 

The pushover method described in Section 5.3 produced pushover curves (Figures 5.30 and 

5.31) for rocking-controlled structures that can be simplified to bilinear curves. These bilinear 

curves can be created in a manner much easier than by using the incremental pushover approach, as 

both the elastic stiffness and rocking capacity can be estimated without using the pushover method. 

The bilinear shape of the curve, however, presents a problem in that once a rocking mechanism 

forms in one of the walls, drifts become unbounded. Increased target displacements (demand) will 

not result in aT1Y change ill t.1re ~itylevel. Variousleve!sofdemaT1dca.T1 be met wit4t1re ~rne 

(rocking) capacity while stress distributions through the model remain constant through extensive 

deformations. In order to use the pushover analysis, and other performance-based approaches for 

evaluation of rocking-controlled buildings, additional information, such as story drifts, must be 

included (see Section 6.3.7). 
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6.3.5 Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis - 3-DOF Model 

Simple multi-degree-of-freedom models can be used to fairly accurately estimate dynamic 

behavior of URM buildings. The 3-DOF model described in Section 5.4, with the assumed 

bilinear rocking behavior, was used to determine displacement histories for S 1 and S2 using the 

base accelerations recorded during the rocking test runs. Peak calculated displacements compared 

favorably with measured values (Table 5.3), although the incidence time was not always correct. 

The simple model developed in this study can be expanded to analyze URM buildings with 

different configurations. By varying the intensity of the base motion, and the base motion itself, a 

performance curve for the structure can easily be developed. However, given the simplicity of the 

current model, results should not be treated as more than estimates of response. 

6.3.6 Out-of-Plane Walls - Flange Effects 

The (linear elastic) finite element analysis indicated that transverse, or out-of-plane, walls 

shared some of the stresses of the piers to which they were adjoined. Dead load stresses and 

stresses due to global overturning were slightly shared by the out-of-plane walls (Figures 3.5 and 

3.6) while horizontal shear stresses were resisted by the in-plane piers only. 

Out-of-plane walls also played a role in the post-cracking behavior of the URM test 

structures. Recall that after Test Run 24, the interior door-wall piers were out of plumb due to 

transverse (perpendicular to the direction of testing) motions of S2. The exterior door-wall piers 

were still plumb due to the connection to the out-of-plane walls. Conversely, after Test Run 15, 

the exterior window-wall piers of Sl were leaning slightly outward (permanent in-plane 

displacements), possibly due to the inertial effects of the out-of-plane waifs. Qualitatively, 

transverse walls can provide a stabilization against out-of-plane movements of in-plane piers. At 

the same time, long transverse walls may induce in-plane displacements of in-plane piers because of 

inertial effects. 

Fair agreement (20%) was found between the measured rocking strengths and those 

calculated using the FEMA 178 method (Section 4.11.1). Taking into account a factor of 3113, 

excellent agreement between measured and UCBC rocking strengths was found (Section 4.11.1). 
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Neither method explicitly stated that flange effects of out-of-~lane walls should be considered while 

calculating the rocking strength of an adjoing (in-plane) pier. Therefore, the presence of out-of

plane walls was not included in the calculations. Since calculated strengths agreed with measured 

values without the inclusion of flange effects from the out-of-pla'1e walls, the flange effects on 

rocking piers, if any, are minimal. Further research on this topic is suggested in Section 7 to 

quantify any flange effects. 

6.3.7 Penonnance-Based Design Approaches 

The problems in applying the pushover analysis to rocking-controlled structures were 

mentioned in Section 6.3.4. Some of the problems relate to performance-based design approaches 

in general, namely, how to define different levels of seismic performance when capacity is 

essentially constant and seemingly unlimited. Typical damage states might include no to light 

damage, moderate damage, and severe damage without collapse. Performance levels that are 

associated with these damage states are immediate occupancy (10) after an earthquake, and life 

safety (LS) and collapse prevention (CP) during an earthquake. A sample force-deflection curve 

showing different performance levels is shown in Figure 6.2. A sample force-displacement curve 

for a rocking-controlled element showing arbitrarily-placed performance levels is shown in Figure 

6.3. In structural systems where increasing deflections produce increasing stress demands, 

performance levels can be assigned on these bases. For rocking-controlled elements, however, 

stress distributions are constant once rocking has begun. In order to apply performance-based 

design (or evaluation) approaches to rocking-controlled systems, a different means of relating 

performance levels to damage states must be developed. 

One way to define performance levels for rocking systems would be to use story drift as the 

bounding parameter. The use of story drift as the bounding parameter has the advantage of not 

requiring the calculation of cracking or "yielding" displacements of the walls. Since these 

displacements can be very small relative to rocking displacements, and have large uncertainties, 

using them as the basis for estimating ductility (and in turn damage states) can produce erroneous 

results. As an example of how story drifts could be used to define performance levels, a peak drift 
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of less than 0.1 % could be considered as producing no to light damage, and could be related to the 

immediate occupancy performance level. However, since pier rocking can produce large (story) 

drifts with little damage, the life safety and collapse prevention performance levels become 

indistinguishable. Peak drifts between 0.1 % and 0.5 % could then relate to a combined life 

safety/collapse prevention performance level. Factors such as the importance of the pier to the 

gravity or lateral system, the redundancy in the systems, the level of vertical stress in the pier, and 

the pier aspect ratio should all characterize the allowable story drift for each performance level. 

Although the drifts used in this example are fictitious, the example serves to illustrate how 

performance-based approaches may be used for rocking-controlled systems. 

6.4 Recommendations for Rehabilitation 

6.4.1 Rocking 

Pier rocking during the dynamic tests has been clearly established (Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 

4.5, and 4.10). Based on the fact that both test structures were able to withstand displacements 

several times greater than the cracking displacements, and the fact that neither structure collapsed, 

even after numerous rocking cycles, rocking can be classified as stable and reliable. Therefore, 

rocking is a recommended post-cracking behavior for URM structures. Note that a minimum 

mortar strength is required to maintain pier integrity during repeated rocking cycles. 

6.4.2 Pier Aspect Ratios 

Numerous pier aspect ratios {heig.t~t/length) were present in the two test structures, rlli.ging 

from 0.67: 1 to 3.37: 1 (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). The stockiest pier that rocked was the middle door

wall pier of SI with an aspect ratio of 1.19: 1. Piers stockier than this (0.67: 1 and 1.04: 1) did not 

rock, as they did not crack. If piers are too stocky, they will likely be shear-critical. Since S2, 

with its relatively slender door-wall piers (2.39: 1 and 3.37: 1), did not achieve the same level of 

ductility as Sl, SI could be viewed as performing "better" in the nonlinear range. Therefore, there 

is a limit to how slender rocking piers should be. Based on the pier aspect ratios tested in this 
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study, piers that are expected to rock should have aspect ratios between 1: 1 and 2: 1. Furthennore, 

pier aspect ratios along a single wall should not be too dissimilar from one another. Purely 

geometric considerations indicate that if very stocky and very slender piers are mixed in a single 

wall, then the stocky piers may not rock (Figure 6.4). In such cases, the stocky piers may not 

attract lateral force because of the "lifting" of the story level by the (more slender) rocking piers. 

Additional studies to examine this behavior are suggested in Section 7. 

The recommendation for limiting the aspect ratios of rocking piers to between 1: 1 and 2: 1 

implies that existing URM buildings may b6 rehabilitated by increasing the size of existing 

openings, rather than by infilling them. The rehabilitated structure may be weaker, but the 

nonlinear response will be predictable ~d stable. Furthennore, since for rocking-controlled 

buildings demand cannot exceed capacity, seismic forces will actually be lowered. If existing piers 

are too slender, then partially infilling an adjacent opening would be recommended. However, the 

infill masonry and the original piers should be made integral. 

6.4.3 Strong W allJW eak Wall Systems 

One of the primary differences between S 1 and S2 was the relative lateral strengths of the 

two in-plane (shear) walls. In SI, the two walls had approximately the same strength while in S2, 

the window wall was much stronger than the door wall. Thus S2 could be classified ~s a strong 

wall/weak wall system. Since SI exhibited more ductility than S2, had a more unifonn distribution 

of cracking, and was in generally better shape after the fourth test run than S2, the strong 

wall/weak wall system of S2 is not recommended over the equal wall strength system of S 1. Note 

that the sum of the rocking strengths of the two shear walls was actually higher for S2 than for S 1 

(Table 5.3). The code strengths reported (Sections 3.2.1-3.2.4) were double the weaker-wall 

strength and were therefore lower for S2 than S 1. 

For shear walls with piers, strength and stiffness are both related to the aspect ratios of the 

piers. As the aspect ratio (height/length) increases, both strength and stiffness decrease. As such, 

a strong wall/weak wall system is also likely to be a stiff wall/flexible wall system. For systems 

with rigid diaphragms, the strong, stiff wall will attract the majority of the load. For systems with 
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flexible diaphragms, however, the diaphragm loads are more evenly distributed between the two 

walls. The capacity of the strong wall is not fully utilized while the weak wall might experience 

substantial nonlinear displacements. Within the limits for aspect ratios set in Section 6.4.2, the two 

walls should be brought to more equal strengths to reduce the displacement requirements of the 

weaker wall. 

6.4.4 Out-of-Plane Walls - Out-of-Plane Bending 

Post-earthquake reconnaissance teams frequently categorize different types of failures in 

URM buildings during their studies. One such category is "out-of-plane failure "(Bnmeau. 1994b). 

Among other reasons, these out-of-plane failures can sometimes be attributed to long-span, flexible 

diaphragms driving the out-of-plane walls beyond their capacity. Although the two buildings tested 

in this study had out-of-plane walls and flexible diaphragms, no out-of-plane failures were noted. 

All four out-of-plane walls developed horizontal cracks which initiated in the in-plane piers, but 

none suffered any diaphragm-induced damage. 

The absence of out-of-plane failures during the earthquake simulations can be attributed to 

several factors. Probably the most important factors were the relatively short -horizontal span of the 

out-of-plane walls coupled with the full-height vertical joint along one edge of the out-of-plane 

walls. The vertical joint acted as a moment release at one end of the out-of-plane wall (horizontal) 

span. The horizontal cracks that formed across the out-of-plane walls prevented further damage in 

these walls along their vertical span. The diaphragm/out-of-plane wall connection detail (Figure 

2.13b) prevented the diaphragm from pounding against the out-of-plane walls during dynamic 

excitation, thus eliminating another source of damage. 

By incorporating a few details into a rehabilitation scheme, the occurrence of out-of-plane 

failures can be minimized. Reducing the horizontal span of masonry elements is one of the easiest 

ways to reduce out-of-plane damage. Making sure the diaphragm and masonry walls are 

positively-connected is also recommended. 
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SECTION 7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Objectives of Study 

Three primary objectives were followed throughout the course of the study. The first was 

to investigate the dynamic behavior of two, reduced-scale, URM buildings with flexible 

diaphragms. The second objective was to develop a simple analytical model to estimate dynamic 

response maxima of URM buildings. The third primary objective was to examine various static 

and dynamic methods of analyzing URM buildillgs to determine their applicability and accuracy. 

The end result of the study was to provide recommendations for the evaluation and rehabilitation of 

URM buildings with flexible diaphragms. 

7.2 Summary of Experimental and Analytical Work 

Two reduced-scale unrein forced masonry buildings were designed and constructed. Each 

two-story building had four walls, two perforated, in-plane, shear walls and two, solid, out-of

plane walls. The two shear walls were coupled by two flexible diaphragm systems designed with a 

natural frequency well below that of an equivalent rigid-diaphragm structure. The two buildings 

were instrumented with over thirty channels of accelerometers, strain gauges and LVDTs .. Using a 

modified version of the 1985 Nahanni earthquake, the two test structures were tested dynamically 

on the Newmark Civil Engineering Laboratory earthquake simulator. Detailed results of the 

dynamic tests were presented in Section 4. 

Several conventional methods, both static and dynamic, were used to estimate the response 

of the two test structures. The static analyses included both working stress methods, UBC, MSJC, 

and UCBC, and an ultimate strength method, FEMA 178. Static analyses were also performed 

using finite element models. Some linear elastic dynamic methods, equivalent frame, MDOF with 

flexible diaphragms, and finite elements, were used to estimate natural frequencies while others, 
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time-step integration and response spectrum analysis, were used to estimate displacement and 

accelerations likely in the early test runs. 

Three analysis models were used to try to simulate the measured response. The three 

models were linear dynamic (response spectrum analysis), nonlinear static (pushover analysis), and 

nonlinear dynamic (time-step integration of a nonlinear 3-DOF model). 

7.3 Summary of Measured Response 

Based on the results of a total of nine test runs on two buildings, the following conclusions 

are drawn. 

1) Diaphragm and wall amplifications of base accelerations compared well with results 

measured on full-size buildings during actual earthquakes. Prior to cracking, both walls and 

diaphragms amplified base accelerations at a constant level while after cracking, little to no 

amplification existed. 

2) Flexible diaphragms amplified wall displacements prior to cracking in the walls. After 

cracking, diaphragm displacements relative to the walls were greatly diminished. Interstory drifts 

above the cracks also decreased after cracking. 

3) Lateral forces were distributed equally between the two floor levels, not by the inverted

triangular distribution normally assumed for rigid diaphragms. 

4) Low masonry tensile strength resulted in horizontal cracks across the bases and tops of 

most of the piers. 

5) First-story cracking drifts were approximately 0.1 %. 

6) Substantial strength and deformation capacity exi~ted after cracking. This ductility 

resulted from pier rocking in the first story. 

7) After cracking, up to 80% of first-story displacements were attributable to rocking. 

8) Post-cracking force-displacement curves were bilinear in shape which is indicative of 

rocking. 
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9) Natural frequencies decreased as structural damage, in the fonn of cracking, increased. 

Frequency measurements were dependent on the amplitude of the test. Calculated natural 

frequencies were much higher than measured frequencies. 

7.4 Comparison of Measured Response to Conventional Methods (Section 3) 

7.4.1 Static 

The cracking loads calculated using the design codes and the finite element models were 

conservative relative to those measured. Measured loads were generally 2-3 times higher than 

those calculated. This conservatism was due to the direct dependence of the calculated cracking 

loads on the masonry tensile capacity used in t1]e analysis. The value measured during the (static) 

flexural tension tests did not accurately represent the dynamic tensile strength of the masonry. 

The FEMA 178 methodology indicated a rocking-controlled behavior for both buildings 
. 

while the UCBC indicated a shear-controlled behavior for 81 and a rocking-controlled behavior for 

82. Experimental observations indicated both 81 and 82 were controlled by rocking. The ultimate 

capacity of 81 and 82 detennined using the FEMA 178 method compared moderately well to the 

peak base shears measured during Test Runs 15 and 24. The UCBC strengths, however, were 

much lower (3-4 times) than the measured rocking strengths. These working stress force levels, 

derived from the ultimate behavior of rocking, had a safety factor of 3113, whereas the force levels 

from the FEMA 178 analysis were true ultimate strengths. 

1.4.2- Dynamic 

Agreement between the measured dynamic behaviors and the results from the simple 

dynamic analyses (Sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.5) was generally poor. Rigid diaphragm models produced 

natural frequencies much higher than those detennined experimentally. Large differences between 

wall and diaphragm stiffnesses in the MDOF model with flexible diaphragms produced mode 

shapes and natural frequencies indicating almost independent diaphragm and wall behaviors. The 

finite element models produced mode shapes with unifonn diaphragm and wall motions, but the 
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natural frequencies were nearly twice those measured. Peak displacements and accelerations 

calculated using the MDOF model with flexible diaphragms ranged from several times higher to 

many times lower than experimental values. This wide variation was also attributable to the large 

difference between wall and diaphragm stiffnesses. The estimated natural frequencies, mode 

shapes, accelerations, and displacements were all related to the elastic modulus of the masonry used 

in the analyses. 

7.5 Comparison of Measured Response to Analytical Models (Section 5) 

Three analytical models were examined to determine their applicability to unreinforced 

masonry buildings with flexible diaphragms. The response spectrum method used measured base 

accelerations, measured natural frequencies, and modal participation factors based on measured 

displacements to estimate peak accelerations and displacements. Compared with measured 

acceleration and displacement peaks, the spectral results were mixed. In general, spectrally-based 

accelerations were close to measured peaks, if the proper level of damping was assumed. 

Spectrally-based displacements were, however, much higher than measured displacements, 

especially for S 1. Better correlation was achieved with the measured values from the cracked test 

runs than the values from the uncracked test runs due to the uniform motion induced by pier 

rocking. 

The pushover analysis is a stiffness/strength approach that produces a force-deflection curve 

leading to mechanism. Normally during the analysis, force distributions throughout the model are 

analyzed to detennine potential weak points at different target displacements. However, when 

applied to the models of SI and S2, the pushover analysis resulted in a rapid, sequential cracking 

and rocking of all the piers in a wall. This behavior produced a nearly bilinear force-displacement 

curve which is more easily obtainable by other methods. The bilinear behavior also negated the 

use of various target displacements, representing different performance levels, since capacity was 

constant with increasing displacement. 
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The third model examined, time-step integrated, nonlinear, 3-DOF model, was developed 

as a result of the measured data. This model was used with recorded base accelerations from the 

post-cracking test runs to determine first-story displacement histories of the two walls. A bilinear 

force-displacement curve was used to model rocking. Considering the simplicity of the model, the 

correlation between measured and calculated displacements was excellent. Peak displacements 

were closely estimated, the change in frequency during rocking was accurately determined, and the 

portions of the history when rocking occurred were identified. The only major drawback was that 

the model was inconsistent at determining the time of peak displacement. 

7.6 Recommendations 

Recommendations for the analysis and rehabilitation of unreinforced masonry buildings 

with flexible diaphragms were discusse~ in Section 6. Based on these discussions, the following 

recommendations are made. 

1) Linear elastic analyses of URM structures should be used only to produce stress 

distributions. Large uncertainties in the elastic modulus of the masonry limit the effectiveness of 

these types of analysis in estimating accelerations, displacements, and natural frequencies. 

2) A conservative estimate of ductility for rocking piers is two. This value of two can be 

used as a reduction factor for equivalent seismic forces derived from linear static analyses. 

Reduction factors of 1.0-6.0 were suggested for different performance levels, based on pier aspect 

ratio, for performance-based analysis approaches. 

3) FEMA i 78 and UCBe can be used to estimate the rocking capacities of URM ouiTdiiigs, 

but with some caution. The force reduction for rocking-controlled walls in FEMA 178 can 

produce unconservative results while the force distribution among piers for the shear-controlled 

behavior in both codes can produce overly-conservative results. 

4) The pushover analysis (nonlinear static) for rocking-controlled walls can be simplified to 

a single elastic analysis and a summing of the pier rocking strengths. More information about pier 

behavior is necessary to apply different performance levels to the bilinear pushover curve. 
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5) Simple dynamic models can be used to estimate peak displacements of rocking

controlled walls. 

6) While useful in linear elastic analyses, flange effects of out~f-plane walls need not be 

included in calculating the rocking strengths of adjoining (in-plane) piers. 

7) Story drifts can be used to define different performance levels for rocking-controlled 

systems in performance-based design approaches. 

8) Pier rocking is recommended as a stable, repeatable nonlinear behavior in URM 

structures. 

9) Piers that are expected to rock should have aspect ratios (height/length) from 1:1 to 2:1. 

Also, pier aspect ratios along a given wall should not vary widely. 

10) Strong wall/weak wall systems are not recommended over systems with near equal 

strength walls due to large displacement demands placed on the weak wall. 

11) The occurrence of out~f-plane failures in out~f-plane walls can be reduced by limiting 

the horizontal and vertical spans of these walls and by positively connecting the out~f-plane walls 

to the diaphragms. 

7.7 Future Research 

There is a need for further investigations of the dynamic response of unrein forced masonry 

buildings with flexible floor and roof diaphragms. In the current study, eight different pier aspect 

ratios were used in two test buildings. Both buildings had the same diaphragms and were subjected 

to a..l11plified versions of the same base motions. Additional studies should investigate similar 

structures with two different diaphragms and/or different base motions. Shear walls with stockier 

piers, approaching solid shear walls, should be studied to examine dynamic response and the 

various code provisions for shear-controlled behavior. 

The effect of the out~f-plane walls on the rocking and shear strengths of comer piers 

should also be examined. A possible configuration would be one similar to the buildings tested in 

this study except with equal openings in both shear walls. This way, one shear wall would have 
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two flanges and the other would have no flanges. The response of the two walls should be 

compared against each other to determine the effect of the out-of-plane walls. 

Another suggested investigation is to test buildings with an un symmetric layout of openings. 

Both buildings tested in this study had a symmetric opening layout. Mixing stocky and slender 

piers in an unsymmetric arrangement could provide information regarding pier rocking strengths 

not obtainable from this study. 

There is also a need for full-scale dynamic testing of unreinforced masonry structures. 

Full-scale test structures would have a truer mass distribution between the walls and the diaphragms 

since additional mass would not be necessary to achieve realistic gravity stresses in the piers. Also, 

with full-scale dynamic tests, a direct comparison between base shear and structural weight would 

be possible. 

Any additional dynamic studies on unrein forced masonry structures with flexible 

diaphragms would be beneficial to either confirm or contradict the conclusions reached in this 

study. Additional test results are also needed to further validate the proposed 3-DOF model and to 

provide insight on possible modifications to the model. 

Static tests of rocking piers are needed to identify the force-deflection relationships. Such 

tests would also provide information for improved elastic analyses of URM buildings with 

perforated bearing walls. A parallel study would be to use cyclic static tests of rocking piers to 

determine the minimum mortar strength necessary to hold the pier together during repeated cycles 

of rocking. 

Finally, there is a need for improved simplified models for estimating response maxima of 

URM buildings. Simple models- which can estimate- limit states for performance4>ased- design 

methodologies are also needed. 
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APPENDIX A 

liST OF EQUIPMENT 

Eight ±2" Schaevitz Engineering, Pennsauken, NJ, LVDT Type 2000HR 
Four ±5" G.L. Collins Corp., Long Beach, CA, LMA-71184T 
Two ±.5" Schaevitz Engineering, Pennsauken, NJ, LVDT Type 500HR 
Fourteen Endevco Model 4470 Signal Conditioners 
Fourteen Endevco Model 4478-1A Carrier Amplifiers 
One MTS LVDT (internal to the hydraulic actuator) 

Eighteen ± 25g Endevco, San Juan Capistrano, eA, Piezoresistive 
Accelerometer Model 2262C-25 

Eighteen Vidar 611 (signal conditioners) 
Two Vidar 111 Power Modules 
Eighteen Dana Model 3500 D.C. Amplifiers 
One ± 109 Kulite Semiconductor Accelerometer Model GAD-813-1O 

Sixteen Measurements Group Inc. Micro-Measurements Division, 
Raleigh, NC, EA-06-250BG-120 120n ~" strain gauges 

Four Endevco Model 4470 Signal Conditioners 
Four NEFF Model 122 DC Amplifiers 

MTS 468.20 Test Processor (analog/digital (AID) converters) 
MTS 469 Controller (actuator control and feedback settings) 
MTS 436 Control Unit (hydraulic pumps) 
DEC Vaxstation II/GPX wi VMS operating system 
MTS STEX (Seismic Test EXecution) software c. 1990. 

One 70 gpm hydraulic pump (3000 psi) 
One 20 gpm hydraulic pump (3000 psi) 
MTS 75 kip actuator 
Various small capacity hydraulic accumulators 
12'x12' Ormond Inc. Earthquake Simulator (rocker type wi 32" arms) 
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APPENDIXB 

FORMAT OF COLLECTED DATA 

The data measured during the earthquake simulations and free vibration tests were collected 
using the MTS STEX program. From this program, data was output to the VMS operating system 
and subsequently transferred to a PC computing environment. The output from the STEX 
program, or the raw data, is not very meaningful without perfonning the scaling necessary to 
convert the recorded values to either g's, inches, or microstrains. The top portion of a raw data 
file (EQIIXNW2) follows. 

"seconds 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
1.57768E+01 

EVEN_TABULATED 
3.08200E-03 

5120 
"g 
WORD_TYPE 

7.62939E-05 
O.OOOOOE+OO 

1024 
-32 
-32 
-16 
-32 
-32 
-32 
-32 
-32 
-32 
-32 
-16 
-32 
-48 

Independent Units 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Representation 
Resolution 
Values count 

Dependent Units 
Data type 
Scale 
Offset 

Points per frame 

The important items to note in the header of the raw data file, the top eleven lines, are the 
resolution, or time step, of 0.003082 seconds, the number of values, 5120, the units of the 
dependent (measured) values, g, and the scale, 7. 62939x1O-5

• This scale is used to convert the 
values, i.e., -32, -32, -16, -32, -32, etc., to (in this case) acceleration measurements in units of g. 
While each earthquake data file has 5120 values, or 15.7768 seconds of data, the free vibration 
data files contain only 4096 values, or 12.6208 seconds of data. 

The first test structure, S 1, had 36 data channels and five test runs. The second test 
structure, S2, had 37 data channels and four test runs. Ten channels of data were recorded during 
a total of ten free vibration tests. All the raw data from the nine earthquake test runs and the ten 
free vibration tests, 428 data files in total, were converted to engineering units using a popular 
spreadsheet program. The top portion of a converted data file, (also EQIIXNW2) follows. 
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"EQ 11" 
"Acce1 (g)" 
"NW 2nd Floor" 
"Time Step =" 

0.003082 
" (seconds) " 
"End Time =" 

15.7768 
"Max Value =" 

0.220 

0.000 
0.000 
0.001 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.001 
0.000 

Note that the header of the converted data file, the top twelve lines, contains some of the 
same infonnation of the raw data file, i.e., the units of the measurement, g, the time step of 
0.003082 seconds, and the end time of 15.7768 seconds. Additional infonnation has also been 
included, namely, the top three lines and the maximum measured value of the history, 0.220g. In 
addition to scaling the raw data to the proper units, offsets were removed from the data files such 
that all converted data files begin with approximately zero initial conditions. As a example of this 
balancing, note that in the raw data file above, the starting values are mostly -32. For this channel 
and test run, 32 was added to all of the 5120 values in the history prior to multiplying by the scale. 
Note that (-16+32)*7.62939x1O-5 =0.001 for the third and eleventh values in the history. 

The top three lines of each converted data file contain all the infonnation necessary to 
identify from where and when the data was measured. The same infonnation is also coded into the 
name of each data file. Both raw and converted data files use the same name, so both names 
possess the same infonnation. Each file name contains seven or eight characters or numbers in a 
fixed fonnat. The first two characters, either EQ or FV, designate whether the data was collected 
during an ~Quake simulation or during a free Vibration test. For the earthquake files, the next 
two numbers indicate the structure number, 1 or 2, and the test number, 1-5 or 1-4. The two 
numbers together fonn the test run numbers, 11-15 and 21-24. For the free vibration files, three 
numbers are used to indicate when the test took place according to the following: 
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(SI) 

101 Prior to Test Run 11 
112 Between Test Run 11 and 12 
123 Between Test Run 12 and 13 
134 Between Test Run 13 and 14 
145 Between Test Run 14 and 15 
15N After Test Run 15 

(S2) 

201 Prior to Test Run 21 
223 Between Test Run 22 and 23 
234 Between Test Run 23 and 24 
24N After Test Run 24 

Note that a free vibration test was not performed between Test Runs 21 and 22. 

For the earthquake files, the fifth .position of the filename is one of five letters, L, X, T, V, 
or S. L represents (LVDT) displacement, X represents longitudinal acceleration, T represents 
transverse acceleration, V represents vertical acceleration, and S represents strain gauge. 

For both the earthquake and free vibration files, the last two or three positions of the 
filename determine the location of the instrument. Most of the letters refer to compass bearings, 
N, S, W, or E. For SI, the door wall was North and the window wall was South, while for S2, 
the window wall was North and the door wall was South. For both structures, relative 
displacements were measured on the West out-of-plane wall and absolute displacements were 
measured on the East out-of-plane wall. The letter code is as follows: 

NW Door wall of S 1 and window wall of S2 (west end) 
SW Window wall of SI and door wall of S2 (west end) 
SE Window wall of S 1 and door wall of S2 (east end) 
W West out-of-plane wall of SI or S2 
E East out-of-plane wall of SI or S2 
ACH Earthquake simulator LVDT (achieved motion) 
R LVDT used to measure crack openings of S2 (rocking) 
B Accelerometer mounted on one of the floor beams 
D Accelerometer mounted on one of the floor weights (diaphragm) 
TAB Accelerometer mounted on the earthquake simulator (table) 
NWA Accelerometer mounted on a NW LVDT support arm (S2 only) 
ED Strain gauges on eastern beam of diaphragm (east of other) 
WD Strain gauges on western beam of diaphragm (west of other) 
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Numbers in the location refer to the vertical position of the instrument: 

o Base (SI only) 
01 Midway between base and 1st level 
1 Ist level 
12 Midway between 1st and 2nd level 
2 2nd level 

EXCEPT for the LR files. Here LRI is the left (exterior), first-story, door-wall pier and LR2 is 
the left-central, first-story, door-wall pier. LR measurements were only made on S2. For the free 
vibration files, all of the measurements are longitudinal accelerations and the files use the same 
three digit location codes as the earthquake files. 

Several examples of the file naming convention follow. 

EQIIXNW2 Earthquake simulation, structure 1, run #1, longitudinal acceleration of door wall at 
the second level. 

EQ12LSWI Earthquake simulation, structure 1, run #2, displacement measurement of the 
window wall at the first level. 

EQ13XTAB Earthquake simulation, structure 1, run #3, longitudinal acceleration of the 
simulator platform. 

EQ22VDl Earthquake simulation, structure 2, run #2, vertical acceleration of the first-level 
diaphragm (floor weight). 

EQ23SWD2 Earthquake simulation, structure 2, run #3, strain gauge reading of the western 
instrumented beam at the second level. 

FV201B2 Free vibration test, structure 2, prior to run #1, longitudinal acceleration of the 
floor beam at the second level. 

FV134WC1 Free vibration test, structure 1, between runs #3 and #4, longitudinal acceleration of 
the west out-of-plane wall midway between the base and the first level. 

FV15ND2 Free vibration test, structure 1, after run #5, longitudinal acceleration of second-
levelcdiaphragm (floor weight). 

EQ24LR2 Earthquake simulation, structure 2, run #4, vertical crack opening displacement of 
the west-central, first-story, door-wall pier. 

The raw and converted data files have been stored on a data tape in a QIC-BO format using 
"Gateway Tape System". The directory structure of the material on the tape is illustrated below. 
Subdirectory names use the same conventions as filenames. 
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DATA 
RAW 

CONY 

EQll 
EQ12 
EQ13 
EQ14 
EQ15 
EQ21 
EQ22 
EQ23 
EQ24 
FV101 
FV1l2 
FV123 
FV134 
FV145 
FV15N 
FV201 
FV223 
FV234 
FV24N 

(same as for RAW) 

For completeness, some of the test run subdirectories contain files in addition to those 
described above. For instance, the subdirectories EQll-EQ15 contain files with .25, .30, and .45 
extensions. These files contain the filtered versions of the records with the same base names. The 
extension is the cutoff frequency, in Hz, used in the low pass filter. The filtered records contain 
4096 data points instead of 5120, due to the use of a Fast Fourier Transfonn (FFf), and start at 
time = 1.553328 seconds instead of 0.000 seconds. The end time for these filtered records is 
14.1741 seconds. Note also that some of the filtered displacement records from the later test runs 
include residual displacements from previous test runs while the unfiltered records have zero initial 
conditions. 

Subdirectories EQ21-EQ24 also contain some additional displacement files. These files end 
with a .ABS extension and include residual displacements from previous test runs. The files 
without the extensions have zero initial conditions. 
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APPENDIXC 

MEASURED RESPONSE IllSTORIES 
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~ o.oo .. ~------------~---------------------------------, 
c 
_ 0.002 
c • E 0+---• () 

! -0.002 
• o-o.004+-~-r'-~-r'-~rT~~rT~~~~~~-r'-~-r'-~-i 

o 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.l First-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 11 

~ O.OO"~-------------r---------------------------------' 
C 

0.002 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.2 Second-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 11 

~ 0.006~-------------r---------------------------------' 
C 
_ 0.003 
c • 
~ 0 
() 

! -0.003 
• o-o.006+-~-r~~-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-r~~~ 

o 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIm. (sec) 

FIgure C.3 First-level Window-wall Displacement for Test Run 11 
~ 0.012~-----------------------------------------------' 

c 
_ 0.006 
c • ~ o+---~~~ 
() 

! -0.006 
• o-o.012~~~~~-r~~-r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

o 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.4 Second-level Window-wall Displacement for Test Run 11 
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~ 0.02~------------~--------------------------------~ 
c 
_ 0.01 
c • E 0 -I----...... ~ .. 
• o 
~ -0.01 

~-o.02+-~-r~~-r'-~-r'-~~'-~rT'-~rT-r~~-r~~~ 
o 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Tim. (sec) 

Figure C.5 First-level Diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 11 
~ 0.03~--------------------------~------------------~ 

c 
_ 0.015 
c • E O+------~ • o 
-[ -0.015 
• C -o.03+-~-r'-~-r'-~~~~~~~~~~~-r'-~-r'-~~ 

o 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Tim. (sec) 

Figure C.6 Second-level Diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 11 
~ 0.02~----------------------------------------------~ 

c 
- 0.01 
i E O+-----~~~M 
• u 
~ -0.01 .. 
5 -o.02+-~~~~'-~-r~~~~~~~~'-~~~~~~~ 

o 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Time (sec) 

Figure C.7 Absolute Base Displacement for Test Run 11 
~ 0.16~----------------------------------------------~ 
at ....., 
c 0.08 
~ o O+-------~~. 
L. • 
1-0·08 
~ -0. 16 -+--'~""T"'""T'"'""T~""T'"'"'"'lr--T":....r-T""'"'I'--r-""T'"'"'"'lr--T"""T"'""T"'""T--r-""T'"'"'"'l"""""""T"'""T"'""T--r-~r--T""""T"'""'4 

o 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Tim. (sec) 

Figure C.S Base Acceleration for Test Run 11 
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~ 0.18~----------------------------------------------~ 

~ 
5 0.09 

~ O+-------~~ 
Ii 
1-0·09 

~ -0. 18 +--t___r_~r--T"-r-r-T"""'T""""T"""T___r_"T'"'"'"1---T'"~r__r-r-T'"""T"""'T""""T""'"""1___r_-r-1r--T"~r-T'--1 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.9 First-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 11 

~ 0.2 -I: 0.1 
o 
li 0+-----........ 
L. • 
1-0·1 
o 
~--o.2+-~~--~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.IO Second-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 11 
~ 0.18T-------------~--------------------------------~ 

~ 
5 0.09 

~ O+-------~~ 
Ii 
1-0·09 
~ -0. 1 8 -t--1r--T"__r_T'"'""T___r_~r__r__r_T'"'""T__r_"'T'"'"_r__r__r_T"""T__r_~r_T'"__r_T"""T___r_"'T"'""1r__r_r_t 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.ll First-level Window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 11 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.12 Second-level Window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 11 
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,.... o.~~-------------------------., 
Q 
'-' 
c 0.2 
o 
1i 0 +----........ ,....,. 
~ 
1-0·2 
u 
~ -o.~ +-'r--T'""""T""""T'"'""'I--r"""T"""T""'"'"T---r-~T'""'T--r-~r-T""""T""""T'"'""'I--r"""T"""T""'"'"T---r-~T'""'T--r-..,.....,r--i 

o 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1~ 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.B First-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 11 
,.... O.~~-------------------------, 

Q 
'-' 
c 0.2 
o 
1i 0 +----...... 
~ 
1-0·2 
u 
~ --o.~ +-,r--T'""""T""""T'"'""'I--r"""T"""T""'"'"T....;.,-~T'""'T--r-~r-T""""T""""T'"'""'I--r"""T"""T""'"'"T---r-~T'""'T--r-..,.....,r--i 

o 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1~ 15 16 

~ - 2 Q. 

:i 
'-' 

b 0 

• .c -2 en 

-~ 
0 

TIme (sec) 

Figure C.14 Second-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 11 

1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1~ 15 16 
Time (sec) 

Figure C.IS Base Shear for Test Run 11 
,.... 250~----------------------------------~ 
Co 

f 125 
c c 

1 
o +-----__tl1M 

E -125 
o 
~-250+-'r--T'""""T""""T'"'""'Ir--T'""""T"""~r--T'""""T""""T'"'""'I---r-"""T"""T""'"'"T---r-~T""'"'"T-r~~-r~T'""'T--r-~ 

o 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1~ 15 16 
TIme <sec> 

Figure C.16 Base Moment for Test Run 11 
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2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.17 First-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 12 
~ 0.016~--------------------------------------------~ 

v 
_ 0.008 

I O+-------~~ 
u i ~.008 
.!! o ~.O 16 +-r-""I"' ___ ...,.......,r-""I"' ......... ..,......., ........... __ .....-.---.-__ .......... --.-........-........... ___ ........--........... __ ...,......., ........... __ ~ 

o 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.IS Second-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 12 
~ 0.016~--------------------~----------------------~ 

v 
_ 0.008 
c I O+---~~~ .. 
u i ~.008 
.!! 
O~.016+-r-""I"'---...,.......,~ ......... ..,.......,~--.....-.---.---.......... --.-........-........... ---........--........... --...,.......,~ ......... ~ 

~ 0.032 
v 
C 0.016 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

FIgU.re C.D Frrst-level Wmdow-wall Displacement for Test Run 12 

E O+------~~~~ 
• u i ~.016 
.!! o ~.032 +-r-""I"' ___ ...,.......,~ ......... ..,......., ........... __ .,.......,.---.-__ .......... --r".,.-I'"""""T ___ ........--r--r ......... "'T""""'1 ........... __ ~ 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.20 Second-level Window-wall Displacement for Test Run 12 
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~ O.O.~----------------------------------------------~ 
c 
~ 0.02 
• 
~ 0 
o 
:. -0.02 
.! a -0. o. +-r--r""""'T""'..,...--,r--r""""T"""........,r-"T""""T"'"""T"'""T-,-~T"'""T--.-..,...--,r--r""""'T""'........,r--r""""T"""........,-,-"""T"'""~ 

o 1 2 3 ... 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 ... 15 16 
TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.21 First-level Diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 12 
~ 0.08~----------------------------------------------~ 
c 
C 0.0. 
• 
~ 0 
o 
:. -0.0 • 
.! a -0. 08 +-r--r""""'T""'..,...--,r--r""""T"""........,r-"T""""T"'"""T"'""T-,-~T"'""T--.-..,...--,r--r""""'T""'........,r--r""""T"""........,-,-"""T"'""~ 

o 1 2 3 ... 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 ... 15 16 
TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.22 Second-level Diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 12 

~ 0.06~----------------------------------------------~ 
c 
C 0.03 
• E 0 +-----.l ......... "-'tfHHWI-• o 
:. -0.03 
.! 
a -0.06 +-;r-T'-r-"T'"Ir-T""""T"""T"'"""1--r-'-I"""T-r--'-T"""T-r-"T'"Ir-T'-r-T"'"""1r-T""""T"""T"'"""1---r"""T"""T'"'""i 

o 1 2 3 ... 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 ... 15 16 
TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.23 Absolute Base Displacement for Test Run 12 

-at 
O.5~------------------------------------------~ -c 0.25 

o 
~ O~-----'~" 
~ 
1-0·25 

~ -0.5 +-;r-r"""T"""T"""T---r""T"'"-r--r'"""T"""T""'"""T--r-"T"'"-r--r'"""T"""T"""T--r-"T"'"-r-T""""T"""T"""T---r"""T""'1r--r'"""T""""I 

o 1 2 3 ... 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 ... 15 16 
TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.24 Base Acceleration for Test Run 12 
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-Ut 
0.5~--------------------------------------------' -c 0.25 

o 
~ O~-----'~MN. 
ti 
1-0·25 
~ -0.5 +--'r--r--r-T""'"'"T--r'""'T"""'"1r--r--r-T""'"""T--r'"-r--r--r--r-T""'"'"T--r'""'T"""'"1r-T"-r-T""'T--r'"""T"""'1r--r-"""T'"'""i 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.2S First-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 12 

_ O.6~--------------------------~------------------~ 
Q -c 0.3 
o 
1i o+----~ .. _ 
~ 
1-0·3 
a 
~...o.6+-~~~~-r~~-r~~-r~~-r~~-r~~~~~~~ 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

FIgUre C.26 Second-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 12 
_ ~0.5~------------~--------------------------------~ 
Ut -c 0.25 
~ 
C O~----~-*WI 
L. • 
1-0·25 
~ -0.5 ~r--T"""""T""-"T""'"'"'I--r-~T"""""I---r-~~"""'T"""-'--r-T'~"T'"'"'"'!r--T"""""T""-"T""'"'"'Ir--T"~T--r---r-~T"""'"'I 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.27 First-level Window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 12 - 0.5~--------------------------------------------' 
Ut -c 0.25 
o 
~ 03----'14. 
ti 
1-0·25 
~ -0.5 +--'r--r--r-T""'"'"T--r'""'T"""'"1r--r-=-r-T""'"""T--r'"-r--r--r--r-T""'T--r'""'T"""'"1r-T"-r-T""'T--r'"""T"""'1r--r"""T'"'""i 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.28 Second-level Window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 12 
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" 1.2~----------------------------------------------~ 
Q ....., 
~ 0.6 
lj 0 +-----.. .... 
'e 
"! -0.6 
Cl 
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o 1 2 3 ... 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1~ 1S 16 
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Figure C.29 First-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 12 

1~----------------------------------------------~ 
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~ -1+-~~~~-r~~-r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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o 1 2 3 ... 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1~ 15 16 
T1me (sec) 

Figure C.30 Second-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 12 

0 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
TIme (sec) 

Figure C.31 Base Shear for Test Run 12 
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S!-
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Figure C.32 Base Moment for Test Run 12 
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? 0.03~--------------------------------------------~ -...., _ 0.015 
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FJgUre C.33 First-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 13 
? 0.05~---------------------------------------------' 
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TIm. (sec) 

Figure C.34 Second-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 13 
? 0.04~--------------------------------------------~ 
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Figure -C.35 First-level Window-waH Dispiacement for Test Run 13 
? O.08~--------------------------------------------~ 
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I 0+-------~ .. 8R 
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~ -0.04 
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Figure C.36 Second-level Window-wall Displacement for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.37 First-level Diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.38 Second-level Diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.39 Absolute Base Displacement for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.40 Base Acceleration for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.41 First-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.42 Second-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.43 First-level Window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.44 Second-level Window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.45 First-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.46 Second-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.47 Base Shear for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.48 Base Moment for Test Run 13 
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Figure C.SO Second-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 14 
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Figure C.54 Second-level Diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 14 
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Figure C.56 Base Acceleration for Test Run 14 
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Figure C.S9 First-level Window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 14 
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Figure C.60 Second-level Window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 14 
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Figure C.61 First-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 14 
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Figure C.62 Second-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 14 
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Figure C.63 Base Shear for Test Run 14 
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Figure C.64 Base Moment for Test Run 14 
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Figure C.65 First-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.66 Second-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.67 First-level Window-wall Displacement for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.68 Second-level Window-wall Displacement for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.69 First-level Diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.70 Second-level Diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.71 Absolute Base Displacement for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.72 Base Acceleration for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.73 First-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.74 Second-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.76 Second-level Window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.77 First-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.78 Second-level Diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.79 Base Shear for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.80 Base Moment for Test Run 15 
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Figure C.81 First-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.82 Second-level Door-wall Displacement for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.84 Second-level window-wall Displacement for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.86 Second-level diaphragm Displacement for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.88 Base Acceleration for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.89 First-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.90 Second-level Door-wall Acceleration for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.91 FIrSt-level window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.92 Second-level window-wall Acceleration for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.93 First-level diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.94 Second-level diaphragm Acceleration for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.95 Base- Shear for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.96 Base Moment for Test Run 21 
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Figure C.143 Base Shear for Test Run 24 
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APPENDIXD 

DESCRIPTION OF FILTERING 

Most of the data collected during Test Runs 11 through 15 (for Sl) were filtered. This 
filtering was necessitated by two unwanted phenomenon that occurred during testing. The first was 
an excessive vibration of the support arms for the L VDTs that measured relative displacements of 
the first- and second-floor in-plane (door and window) walls. The vibrational frequency was much 
lower than was anticipated while the dynamic deflection of the arms was much higher. An 
independent study of the support arms determined that the arms for the first-floor LVDTs had a 
natural frequency near 26-28 Hz while the arms for the second-floor LVDTs had a natural 
frequency just greater than 30 Hz. TherefOre, the displacement histories from the first-floor 
L VDTs were filtered to remove all vibrational components above 25 Hz. Similarly, the histories 
from the second-floor LVDTs were filtered to remove all components above 30 Hz. 

The second unwanted phenomena.observed during Test Runs 11 through 15 was a banging 
of the floor weights against the bolts that connected them to the floor beams. As was described in 
Section 2.8.7, only approximately half of the ~" dia. bolts were replaced with 5116" dia. bolts. 
This over-tolerance led to the banging of the weights during the dynamic tests. It should be noted, 
however, that the weights were not banging against each other, nor were they striking the beams, 
rather the clip angles were striking the ~" dia. bolts as some of the weights slid across the floor 
beams. As a result of this banging, high frequency spikes were present in the acceleration and 
displacement histories. To remove this noise, the histories were filtered to remove all vibrational 
components above 45 Hz. This limit was set by examining the pre- and post-filtered records and 
determining at what frequency limit the spikes could be minimized without affecting the magnitude 
of the underlying record. 

The filtering process was briefly described in Section 2.10 for a high-pass filter. A similar 
method, again involving a forward and an inverse Fourier transform, was used for the low-pass 
filters here. The only difference was that instead of removing low-frequency components from the 
transforms, high-frequency components were removed. The high-frequency compOnents were 
removed by setting the magnitudes equal to zero. Due to the use of the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT), only 4096 of the 5120 collected data points were used per history. Since the input motion 
(to the earthquake simulator) contained a few seconds of zero at both ends of the record, the time 
window, 4095*0.003082 = 12.6 seconds, was sufficient to capture the strong motion of the 
structure. Samples of unfiltered and filtered L VDT and accelerometer signals are shown in Figures 
D.1 and D.2. 

Note that while the filtered time histories were used in the analysis of S 1, and are plotted in 
Appendix C, the data stored on the tape archive are in both the unfiltered and filtered form. In this 
way, future users may analyze the raw data and, if desired, may filter the signals in ways different 
than those conducted here. 

For Test Runs 21 through 24 (of S2), the LVDT arms were stiffened to virtually eliminate 
all unwanted vibrations. Also, by using all 5116" dia. bolts with the floor weights, the banging of 
the weights was eliminated. Therefore, no filtering was performed on any of the histories recorded 
during Test Runs 21 through 24. 
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APPENDIXE 

ROCKING DISPLACEMENT (VERTICAL) IllSTORIES 
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APPENDIXF 

NONLINEAR ELASTIC TIME-STEP INTEGRATION 

F.l 3-DOF Model 

The model that was developed used three degrees of freedom (OOF) to represent S1 and S2 
(Figure F.1). One OOF was used for each of two, in-plane, shear walls and the third OOF was 
used for the diaphragms. The wall OOFs were located at the first level while the second-level 
masonry was assumed to be rigid. As a result of this assumption, both model diaphragms would 
receive the same input motion, that of the two wall OOFs. Since both diaphragms also had equal 
stiffnesses and had equal masses, the two diaphragms were combined in one OaF. 

The three OOFs used to model S 1 and S2 were chosen for these particular buildings and the 
programs written were tailormade as well. If the two diaphragms had had unequal stiffnesses or 
masses, one OOF could have been used for each. Each diaphragm OOF would have, however, 
still received the same input motions from tlle two wall OOFs. Also, in theory, additional wall 
OOFs could have been used if more than two shear walls had existed in one of the buildings. 

The diaphragm OOF (#2) was assumed to remain linear throughout the analysis. The two 
wall OOFs (#1 and #3) used bilinear forc:e-displacement curves (Figure F.2). 
- The first portion of the curve was computed by summing the pier stiffnesses from a given wall. 

Individual pier stiffnesses, /(pier, were calculated by 

k pier :::: ( H / D )[ ( H / D / + 3 J 
tEm 

F.l 

where t is the thickness of the pier, Em is the elastic modulus, and HID is the aspect ratio, height 
over length. This stiffness assumed both ends of the pier were fixed and included both flexural and 
shear deformations. Equation F.1 is only valid for piers with rectangular cross sections. 
- The second portion of the curve, which had zero slope, represented the rocking behavior. A 

simple statics study suggested that the force-displacement curve for a rocking, rigid body actually 
has a slightly negative slope (Figure F .2). Under normal circumstances, a curve with zero slope 
modeis rocking extremely wen. The force value of the second portion was the Sum of PDIH fof 
each pier, where P is the axial load in the pier, and DIH is the aspect ratio, length over height. 
With this bilinear force-displacement curve, all piers in each wall were assumed to both rock in 
unison and to have constant rocking strengths. This assumption may not be valid for walls with a 
wide range of pier aspect ratios or walls which are highly asymmetric. 

F.2 Integration Program 

A time-step integration program (NLEL) was written to compute the response of the 
nonlinear elastic, 3-00F model to base accelerations. A documented Fortran listing of 
NLEL.FOR follows. The program uses the Newmark-Beta method to solve displacements, 
velocities, and accelerations at each time step. It should be noted that the program calculates 
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relative accelerations and that inertial forces are computed from absolute accelerations (relative + 
base). Because of the discontinuity in the wall DOF force-displacement curves, an iterative 
approach was used rather than a closed-form solution. A second program was written to compute 
the elastic stiffnesses and rocking strengths of the wall DOFs while a third program was written to 
interpolate an acceleration history to different time increment (if desired). Documented listings of 
these two programs, PIER. FOR and INTP.FOR, also follow. Samples of input and output files 
for PIER and NLEL, along with descriptive information, are given after the program listings. 

The integration program (NLEL) was run using input parameters from S 1 and S2 and base 
acceleration histories from Test Runs 14, 15, 23, and 24. Slight variations among the calculated 
results were evident with different integration time steps, levels of damping, and elastic stiffnesses, 
but this is to be expected. An average of 10-20 iterations per time step was common. For these 
runs, the integration parameters were, U= 1/2, 6 = 1/6, time step =0.001 seconds, and the relative 
convergence limit (11-3i+t!3i I) < 10-4 for each of the three accelerations. Note that u, 6, and the 
relative convergence limit (TOL) are fixed within the program, whereas the time step (H) is set by 
the user in the input file (IN.lN). Currently, the damping coefficient (C) in PIER.FOR is set at 0.1 
for all three DOFs. Light damping is recommended for all degrees of freedom. 

The purpose for developing the model was to estimate wall displacements resulting from a 
rocking-dominant behavior. The model was never intended to accurately determine accelerations 
or base shears. Overall, agreement between calculated results and measured results was 
surprisingly good considering the simplicity of the model. The program was able to 

- estimate the peak: wall displacements due to rocking 
- determine the times when rocking occurred 
- demonstrate the reduction of relative diaphragm displacements during rocking 
- demonstrate the shift in frequency from before to during rocking 
- estimate the rocking frequency 
- demonstrate increases in base shear not proportional to increases in base excitations. 

The program was not able to 

- consistently determine the time of (measured) peak displacements 
- accumulate inelastic displacements or other damage 
- accurately match measured inertial-based base shears. 
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Figure F.1 The 3-DOF Model Used in the Nonlinear Time-step Lntegration. 
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C NLEL.FOR by Andrew C. Costley 

C This program is designed to determine the nonlinear displacements of 
C a three degree of freedom system. An iterative version of the Newmark 
C Beta Method is used. PIER. FOR is intended to complement this program. 

C DOF's 1 and 3 are nonlinear elastic and represent the two in-plane, 
C rocking, shear walls, while DOF 2 is linear elastic and represents 
C the flexible diaphragm(s) . 

C File ACC.IN is the base acceleration history. 
C File IN.IN is the program input file. 
C Files DIS.OUT, VEL.OUT, and ACC.OUT are the relative displacement, 
C velocity, and acceleration output histories. Note that relative accel 
C must be converted to absolute accel for inertial force calculations. 

C Paragraph 1 is variable declaration and array sizing. 
C Paragraph 2 opens the appropriate input and output files. 
C Paragraph 3 inputs the mass, stiffness, and damping properties from IN.IN. 
C Paragraph 4 inputs the ground motion from ACC.IN into an array called XG. 
C Paragraph 5 initializes the working disp, vel, and acc arrays. 
C Note that XI=disp, XDOTI=vel, and XDDOTI=accel of the ith time step 
C and XIPO=disp, XDOTIPO=vel, and XDDOTIP=accel of the i plus one time 
C step. After each time step has converged, values are written to output 
C files and are not stored by the program. 

C M, C, and K, are mass, damping and stiffess values. 
C LIMIT(I) is the rocking strengths of the walls. 
C ERR(I) is the relative error used to judge convergence and TOL is the 
C convergence limit. 
C T is the sum of the time increments. 

CHis the time step or increment. To change the integration time step, 
C interpolate the base accel history to the desired integration time step. 
C A lightly documented example of an interpolation program is given 
C in INTP.FOR. 

C ICOUNT is the convergence check variable for the iterative method. If 
C convergence at any time step is not achieved in 100 iterations, the 
C programs aborts "goto 999". KOUNT keeps track of the total number of 
C iterations performed through all time steps. 

C The program actually starts with the "do 900 while" line. 
C Line "do 200" calculates the i plus one estimates of the disp and vel, 
C b~sed on the ith values of disp, vel, and the ASSUMED i plus one values 
C of accel. 

CLines "keff(l)= etc" determine the linear values of the k[ll)*x[l) and 
C k[33)*x[3] terms of the equation of motion. The next lines 
C "if (keff(l) .gt. etc" check to see if either spring is in the nonlinear 
C range. If so, LIMIT(l) or LIMIT(3) is assigned to KEFF(l) or KEFF(3) . 
C LIMIT(l) and LIMIT(3) are the rocking strengths of the two shear walls. 

C The next three lines, "xddotip(l)= etc" calculate the ACTUAL i plus one 
C value of accel by solving the equation of motion using the i plus one 
C values of disp and vel, the current XG, and the current KEFF. 

C The ACTUAL and ASSUMED values of accel are compared in "do 330". 

C If the ACTUAL i plus one values of accel are within the tolerance of the 
C ASSUMED values (stored in TEMP) then the disp, vel, and accel are written 
C to the appropriate output files. The disp are checked for being a 
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C maxima by "do 350". The i plus one values of disp, vel, and accel are put 
C into the i values "do 400" and the program increments one time step 
C at line 900. The ASSUMED accel values for the new time step are the 
C converged accel values from the previous time step "temp(i)=xddotip(i)". 
C For the first time step, the ASSUMED accel values are initially 0.00001. 

C If the ACTUAL i plus one values of accel are NOT within the tolerance of 
C the ASSUMED values, then the ASSUMED values are replaced with the ACTUAL 
C i plus one values "do 320" and another iteration is performed by 
C "goto 150". 

C The relative error between the ASSUMED and ACTUAL accels is used and 
C all three accels must be within tolerance or the time step will be 
C iterated again. The use of double precision variables was necessary 
C to prevent the accel values from flip-flopping back and forth just 
C outside the tolerance. 

C The program ends by displaying the three displacement maxima calculated. 
C Iteration data is also displayed to determine if the entire history was 
C computed. L is the number of time steps that converged and should be 
C roughly (TEND/H)+l for a successful program run. 

C Note that NLEL.FOR was intended for a pair of specific structural 
C models (3DOF) and cannot, in its current form, model everything. 
C Slight modifications should be able to be made to extend the program 
C for larger models. 

c234567 

c 

c 

c 

c 

parameter (nsteps=8000) 
double precision xddoti(3) ,xddotip(3) ,temp(3), 

2 xi(3) ,xipo(3) ,xdoti(3) ,xdotipo(3) ,keff(3) 
real t,h,tol,err(3) ,k(3,3) ,m(3),c,xg(nsteps), 

2 limit(3) ,max(3) 
integer i,j,kount,l,ndof,ncount 

open(unit=20,file='acc.in') 
open(unit=25,file='in.in') 
open(unit=30,file='dis.out') 
open(unit=40,file='vel.out') 
open(unit=50,file='acc.out') 

NDOF=3 
read (25, *) m (1) ,m (2) ,m (3) ,c, k (1,1) ,k (2,2) , 

2 k(3,3}.k(1.2}.k(2.3} 
k(2,1)=k(1,2) 
k(3,2)=k(2,3) 
read(25,*) tend,h,limit(l) ,limit(3) 
TOL=O.OOOl 
BETA=0.166667 

ncount=int(tend/h) 
xg(l)=O.OOOl 
do 90 i=l,ncount 

read(20,*) xg(i+1) 
xg(i+1)=xg(i+1)*386.4 

90 continue 

do 100 i=l,ndof 
temp(i)=O.OOOOl 
xi(i)=O.O 
xdoti(i)=O.O 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

xddoti(i)=O.O 
100 continue 

1=0 
kount=O 
t=o.o 

do 900 while (t.lt.tend) 
1=1+1 
icount=O 

150 icount=icount+l 
if (icount.gt.99) goto 999 
do 200 i=l,ndof 

xipo(i)=xi(i)+h*xdoti(i)+h*h*«0.5-beta)* 
2 xddoti(i)+beta*ternp(i)) 

xdotipo(i)=xdoti(i)+h*(0.5*xddoti(i)+0.5*temp(i)) 
200 continue 

keff(l)=k(l,l)*xipo(l) 
keff(3)=k(3,3)*xipo(3) 

if (keff(l) .gt.limit(l)) then 
keff(l)=limit(l) 
else 
if (keff(l) .1t.-limit(1)) then 

keff(l)=-limit(l) 
endif 
endif 

if (keff(3) .gt.limit(3)) then 
keff(3)=limit(3) 
else 
if (keff(3) .It.-limit(3)) then 

keff(3)=-limit(3) 
end if 
endif 

xddotip(1)=-xg(1)-keff(1)/m(1)-xipo(1)/m(1)*k(l,2)+ 
2 k(l,2)/m(1)*xipo(2)-c*xdotipo(1)/m(1) 

xddotip(2)=-xg(1)-k(2,2)/m(2)*xipo(2)+k(2,l)/m(2)* 
2 xipo(1)+k(2,3)/m(2)*xipo(3)-c*xdotipo(2)/m(2) 

xddotip(3)=-xg(1)-keff(3)/m(3)-xipo(3)/m(3)*k(3,2)+ 
2 k(3,2)/m(3)*xipo(2)-c*xdotipo(3)/m(3) 

kount=kount+l 

do 330 i=l,ndof 
err(i)=abs(l-(xddotip(i)/temp(i))) 
if (err(i) .gt.tol) then 

do 320 j=l,ndof 
temp(j)=xddotip(j) 

320 continue 
goto 150 
endif 

330 continue 

write(30,301) (xipo(i) ,i=l,ndof) ,xg(l) 
write(40,301) (xdotipo(i) ,i=l,ndof) ,xg(l) 
write(50,301) (xddotip(i) ,i=l,ndof) ,xg(l) 
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c 

c 

c 

301 format(4f15.6) 

do 350, i=l,ndof 
if (abs(xipo(i)) .gt.abs(max(i))) then 

max ( i) =xipo (i) 
endif 

350 continue 

do 400 i=l,ndof 
xi(i)=xipo(i) 
xdoti(i)=xdotipo(i) 
xddoti(i)=xddotip(i) 
temp(i)=xddotip(i) 

400 continue 

t=t+h 
900 continue 
999 write(*,*) '# of iterations = ',icount,' ',l,kount 
410 format(3f9.5) 

write(*,410) (max(i) , i=l,ndof) 
stop 
end 
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C PIER.FOR by Andrew c. costley 

C This program is designed to create the bulk of the input file 
C required to run NLEL.FOR for the three DOF system used to model two 
C specific test structures. currently, PIER.FOR is set up for 
C 2 walls (with a total of 7 piers) and two levels of equivalent 
C diaphragms spanning the 2 walls. 

C Material and geometric properties of the first story piers and the 
C diaphragm are read into the program via PIER. IN. 

C The main purpose of the program is to estimate an elastic stiffness and 
C a rocking strength for each shear wall. Mass and diaphragm stiffness 
C properties are input from PIER.IN and output to PIER.OUT in a form 
C appropriate to be used by NLEL.FOR (for the 3DOF system). After running 
C PIER. FOR, TEND and H must be added to the beginning of line 2 in 
e PIER.OUT. PIER.OUT can then be renamed IN.IN for use with NLEL.FOR. 
e Time parameters were not included in PIER.FOR so that the structural 
e model could stand alone. 

e E is the elastic modulus of the piers and NWALL is the number of walls 
e in the model. 
e KDIA and MDIA are the elastic stiffness and mass of one diaphragm. 
C NPIER is the number of piers in a wall. T is the thickness of the wall. 
e M is the total mass tributary to the wall DOF. 
eLand H are the length and height of each pier. DL is the dead load 
C stress attributable to each pier. 

e Elastic wall stiffnesses are calculated assuming fixed pier ends and both 
C shear and flexural deformations. KPIER is the elastic stiffness of each 
e pier save T and E. TEMP2 sums the KPIERs for each wall while K{I,I) 
e mUltiplies the final sum by T and E. 
C The stiffness components are organized in PIER. OUT so that the diaphragm 
e degree of freedom is #2. 

e Rocking strengths are determined using P*L/H. P is estimated using an 
e input vertical stress (DL) over the area of the pier (L*T). TEMPI adds 
e the rocking strengths of the piers within a wall and the sum is saved 
e as ROCKSUM. 

e within the loops "do 30" and "do 25", the variable INDEX increments 
e toward the total number of piers, while the J variable increments the 
e number of piers in a given wall. 

C The program ends by writing a two line output file PIER.OUT. 

C Note that PIER.FOR was intended for a pair of specific structural 
C models (3DOF) and cannot, in its current form, model everything. 
C Slight modifications should be able to be made to extend the program 
e for larger models. 

c234567 

c 

parameter (rnaxwall=2, maxpier=7) 
real dl(maxpier), t(rnaxwall), h(maxpier), l(maxpier), 

2 ver(maxpier), E, rock(maxpier), rocksum(rnaxwall), 
3 kpier(maxpier), k(3,3), kdia, mdia, m(3), tempI, temp2 
integer npier(rnaxwall), index, i, j, isum, nwall 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

open(unit=20, file='pier.in') 
open(unit=30, file='pier.out') 

read(20,*) E, nwall 
read(20,*) kdia, mdia 
do 5 i=l, nwall 

read(20,*) npier(i), t(i), m(i) 
5 continue 

isum=O 
do 10 i=l,nwall 

isum=isum+npier(i) 
10 continue 

do 20 i=l,isum 
read (20, *) 1 (i), h (i), dl (i) 

20 continue 

index=O 
do 30 i=l,nwall 

temp1=0.0 
temp2=0.0 
do 25 j=l,npier(i) 

index= index+ 1 
ver(index)=dl(index)*t(i)*l(index) 
rock(index)=ver(index)*l(index)/h(index) 
temp1=temp1+rock(index) 
kpier(index)=(h(index)/l(index»* 

2 ((h(index)/1(index»**2+3.) 
temp2=temp2+1./kpier(index) 

25 continue 
rocksum(i)=temp1 
k(i,i)=temp2*t(i)*E 

30 continue 

m(3) =m(2) 
m(2)=2*mdia 
k(3,3)=k(2,2) 
k(2,2)=kdia*2.0 
k(1,2)=kdia 
k(2,3)=kdia 

c=.l 
write(30,100) m(l) ,m(2) ,m(3) ,c,k(l,l) ,k(2,2), 

2 k(3,3) ,k(l,2) ,k(2,3) 
write(30,l10) rocksum(l) ,rocksum(2) 

100 format(3fB.5,f4.2,5f7.0) 
110 format(2f8.3~ 

stop 
end 
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C INTP.FOR by Andrew C. Costley 

C This program reads a column of numbers from a file called ACC.OLD with a 
C time step of DTOLD and interpolates them to a time step of DTNEW and 
C writes the new series to ACC.NEW, in a single column. Also required is 
C NOLD, the number of values in the original series. 

C OLD stores the original series, while NEW stores the new series. 
C IOLD and INEW are array indicies for the two arrays. 
C TOLD and TNEW are the current times in the respective series. 
C DX is the difference between values in the OLD series. 

C The body of the program is contained between lines 150 and 900 in two 
C nested do while loops "do 900" and "do 800". NEW increments within 
COLD "inew=inew+1" (linear interpolation) until TNEW exceeds TOLD. 
C OLD then increments "iold=iold+1" and an updated DX is calculated. 

C At the end of the program NEW is written to ACC.NEW. 

c234567 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

real old(3000) ,new(10000) ,dtold,dtnew,told,tnew,dx 
integer nold,iold,inew 

open(unit=20,file='acc.old') 
open(unit=30,file='acc.new') 

write(*,*) 'how many old data points, dt-old, dt-new' 
read(*,*) nold, dtold, dtnew 
do 100 i=l,nold 

read(20,*) old(i) 
100 continue 

iold=l 
inew=l 
told=O.O 
tnew=dtnew 
new(l) =old(l) 

150 do 900 while (iold.lt.nold) 
told=told+dtold 
dx=old(iold+1)-old(iold) 

200 do 800 while (tnew.le.told) 
inew=inew+1 

new(inew)=old(iold)+(tnew-(told-dtold))/dtold*dx 
tnew=tnew+dtnew 

c 
800 continue 

iold=iold+1 
continue 

c 

c 

900 

do 950 i=l,inew 
write(30,*) new(i) 

950 continue 

stop 
end 
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0.015 
-0.014 
-0.029 
-0.031 
-0.025 

(=========================================================================) 

(The following is an example of an output file "DIS.OUT". Only the top 
eleven lines are presented. Note that zeros are assumed for the initial 
conditions (assumed by NLEL.FOR). The last ten XG values correspond with 
the XG values listed above in ACC.IN. "VEL.OUT" and "Ace.OUT" have similar 
formats. Everything enclosed by parentheses is for explanation only.) 

Displacements (in) XG 
DOF #1 DOF #2 DOF #3 (in/sec"2) 

.000000 .000000 .000000 .000100 

. 000011 .000016 .000010 -10.046400 

.000040 .000085 .000032 6.182400 
-.000037 .000098 -.000047 18.933600 
-.000158 -.000057 -.000121 23.184000 
-.000136 -.000414 -.000056 17.388000 

.000006 -.000912 .000020 5.796000 

.000064 -.001436 -.000013 -5.409600 
-.000012 -.001874 -.000035 -11.205600 
-.000058 -.002160 .000024 -11.978400 

.000005 -.002279 .000029 -9.660000 

(=========================================================================) 
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(The following is an example of an input file for PIER.FOR, "PIER.IN". 
MDIA and M(I) are mass units. Other units are kips and in. Everything 
enclosed by parentheses is for explanation only.) 

1425. 2 
36 .. 01294 
3 3.7 .00707 
4 3.7 .00676 
17.29 31.98 .0331 
26.99 31.98 .0357 
17.29 31.98 .0331 
9.52 17.99 .0398 
13.41 17.99 .0484 
13.41 17.99 .0484 
9.52 17.99 .0398 

(E, NWALL) 
(KOlA, MDIA) 
(NWALL (1), T ( 1), M ( 1) ) 
(NWALL(2), T(2), M(2» 
(L(l), H(l), OL(l» (Wall #1) 

(Wall #2) 

(L ( 7), i-I ( 7), OL ( 7) ) 

(=========================================================================) 

(The following is an example of an output file from PIER.FOR, "PIER.OUT". 
Everything enclosed by parentheses is for explanation only. Note that 
the diaphragm is now OOF #2.) 

. 00707 .02588 .00676 .10 1898. 
5.298 5.064 

72. 2487 . 

M(l) M(2) M(3) C K(l,l) K(2,2) K(3,3) 
ROCKSUM(l) ROCKSUM(2) ) 

36. 36. 

K(1,2) K(2,3) 

(=========================================================================) 

(The following is an example of an input file for NLEL.FOR, "IN.IN" 
Everything enclosed by parentheses is for explanation only.) 

.00707 .02588 .00676 .10 189g 72 2487 36 36 
7.49 .003082 5.298 5.064 

(M(l) M(2) M(3) C K(l,l) K(2,2) K(3,3) K(1,2) K(2,3) 
TEND H ROCKSTJM{l) ROCKSTJM(2) ) 

(=========================================================================) 

(The following is an example of the input file "ACC.IN". Only the top ten 
lines are presented. ACC.IN should be a single column of values, in terms 
of g. Format of each value is left to the user. Everything enclosed 
by parentheses is for explanation only.) 

-0.026 
0.016 
0.049 

0.06 
0.045 
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